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No. 12

Verbal Inspiration - a Stumbling-mock to the Jews
and Foolishness to the Greeks
(Continued)

Robert F. Horton is "smitten with amazement at the unobservant and unintelligent treatment of Scripture which alone has
rendered the old theory of Inspiration possible for thinking men."
(Revel11tion. a.nd the Bible, p.120.) F. Pieper finds that "the objections to the verbal inspiration of Holy Scripture do not manifest
great ingenuity or mental acumen, but the very opposite" (What
l1 Christillnity? P. 243). Who is right? Let us examine a few
more of the absurdities and sophistries employed by the modems
in their polemics against Verbal Inspiration.
No.13. The moderns deal largely in bare assertions and bland
assumptions. -These assumptions do not deserve to be classed
with the hypotheses. Both lack proof, but while the legitimate
hypothesis at least makes an honest attempt to support itself by
pointing to certain facts, the assertions now before us have nothing
back of them but the word of their proponents. -We are not now
concerned with disproving these assertions. We are simply listing
them as unsupported assertion. -Those that have been discussed
above are set down here again for the purpose of proper classification; and a few new specimens are added.
1) "God cares not for trifles." That is N. R. Best's assertion.
"There is a great maxim dear to the most just and most enlightened
legal minds- a maxim drawn from ancient Rome, the mother of
the world's jurisprudence: 'The law cares not for trifles.' It is
a maxim which theology ought to adopt in honor of the heavenly
Father, whose infinite mind is the native home of law as well as
of revelation, and whose love desires for mankind no petty securities within tight-closed corrals but abundant life along the wide
ranges of a free universe. 'God cares not for trifles.' Certainly it
56
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is an intellect cbiJdJsbl;y resbicted which is able to bn■sJne Him
who 'upholdeth all th1np by the word of His power' alttiq in the
central rulenhlp of the universe with concern in Bis thought about
the poaibillty that Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John would not pt
it straight whether Peter denied his Lord to two or only to one of
the high priest's serving maids." (Inapin&tion, p. 79.) We wUl
grant that ''the law cares not for trifles." But we are uJdn8 for
proof that, because the law cares not for trifles, Gocfdoes not cue
for these so-called trifles of contradictions and errors in the Bible.
None is offered. Nothing but rhetorical declamation is offered.
We have nothing but Best's word for the axiom: "God c■res not
for triftes."
2) Best's negative assertion declares in the positive form: Inspiration coven only the Gospel-message, or only the important
doctrinal declarations of Scripture. The modems consider this one
of their strongest arguments against Verbal Inspiration. Both the
liberals and the conservatives make much of it.129> But, u a rule,
they offer no proof for it. The Bible nowhere makes the statement
that inspiration must be restricted to the truths of salvation. But
the moderns take it to be a self-evident truth. They do not care to
waste words on proving an axiom. So we have to tell them that
we are not minded to accept such a far-reaching statement on their
bare word, on the strength of their subjective conviction.
3) We need not be surprised that the modems who deal with
bare assumptions in the most important matters should be guilty of
the same presumption with regard to less important, comparatively
less important, matters. For instance, the story of Jonah is not
a true story but, as H. L. Willett tells us, "is given the mold of a
novel. . . . The incidents of the storm, Jonah's deliverance by the
great fish (perhaps intended as a symbol of Israel's engulfment and
restoration), are the dramatic embellishments of a story with a very
definite purpose." (Op. cit., p. 110.) Where is the proof for the
statement that a novelist invented the story of the great fish and
hid a comforting truth in it? No proof is offered. Prof. J. W.
129) For instance: H. L. WiJJett (llbernl): ''The finality and authority
of the Bible do not reside in all of its utterances, but in thase peat
characters and messages which are easily dl.sc:cmed u the mountain
peaks of its contents. Such portions arc worthy to be called the Word
of God to man." (The Bible thT"Ough. tile Centurie•, p. 289.) Jmeph
Stump: "The holy writers were inspired with a supernatural knowledp
of God and of His wW, and on these subjects their words are final and
infallible. On scientific matters they neither knew, nor professed to
know, more than other men of their day." (The Chrintan Faith, p. 319.)
The Lueheran, Feb. 22, 1939: 'The Holy Scripturea are the hifalllbJe
truth 'in all matters that pertain to His revelation and our salvation,'"
but on sec:uJar matters the "Bible writers wrote with the bacJqp'Ound of
their age and ita scientific beJie&."
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Barlne writes In the Luthcrml, March 18, 19S'I: ''The book [Jonah]
Ja conaklered to be not literal history but parable or allegory•••.
So Jonah (Israel) was disgorged from the mouth of the great fish
{Babylon)." Where is the proof that the writer of this book did
not expect his readen to take these occurrenc:es u facts but lmew
that they would find an instructive parable In lt? Pure romancing

on the part of the moderns, and they want ua to accept theiT

romance u true. And Professor Horine goes on to tell ua that the
Lord's reference to thla story does not prove lt to be a true story.
"He Ja ■Imply using it u an illustration. . . . Just u we refer to the
Prodigal Son or the Good Samaritan In preclaely the same terms
we should use wen their adventures hutoric:al facta'' (our italics),
"ao may Christ have done here." Where does Chriat indicate that
He ls treating thla story BB a parable? We are certalnly not ready
to accept the mere clietum of men BB valid proof. Another statement by Willett: "There are three books in the Hebrew Scriptures
which have the appearance of works of fiction written with a
definite bearing on current thought and intended to be tracts for
the times. They are Ruth, Jonah, and :Esther. . . . These are
Biblical romances." (Op. cit., pp.102, 107.) To us they do not
appear to be romances. Whose word counts for most?

4) They do indeed offer proofs for the unhistorical character of
the Book of Jonah, but these proofs, too, consist of nothing but bare
assertions and aaumptions. First, in answer to our objection that
the Hebrews would hardly admit a book of fiction into their sacred
canon, they remind us of "the inveterate love of romance common
to the ancient Jews with the other nations of the East." Granted
that the ancient Jews and the other nations of the East had an
inveterate love of romance,-the nations of the West have it, too,that has no bearing on the question. Love of romance will not permit a religious people to justify a pious fraud in sacred matters.1:IOI
And then they point out, as corroborating the theory that the story
is a parable that "the belly of a sea-monster is actually used in
Jeremiah (51:34, 44) as a figure for the captivity of Israel." Again:
"The myth of the sea-monster is preserved not only in the story of
Jonah, but in fragmentary allusions to the leviathan, Rahab, and
the dragon, in Job 3: 8; 26: 12, 13; Is. 51: 9; cf. 27: 1." Is the reader
130) R. A. Redford: ''Mr. Cheyne remarks (in Theol. Rev., XIV,
p. ~that 'ordinary readers, especially when Influenced by theological
prej
, are unable to realize the inveterate love of romance common
to the ancient Jews with the other nations of the East.' Yet surely, if
that were 10, it would make the fact of the admisalon of a mere book
of &ctlon into the canon all the more inexplicable, for the compilers of
Scripture, knowing the prevailing tendency, would be careful to exclude
audi a book. • • • 'l'hirilly, there is the cl1Jllculty of reconellinJI: such a
legend about a great prophet, given in his name with his c:naracter,
un1ea it were true.n (Studies i" the Book of Jonah, p. 38.)
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able to see the connection? Redford says: "A theory of this kind
is bued upon ao many aaumptlom that it demands a1mmt lmplldt
faith in those who put it forth." (P. 39.) ''We protest aplmt the
random assertions of the critical school" (P. 88.)
5) The Bible-story of the Creation, of the Temptation, and the
Fall get the same treatment as the story of Jonah. It ls said to
be against the spirit of the Bible to take these stories literally; they
are myths indeed, but myths which teach Important spiritual
lessons. They speak of ''the mcijeatic creation myth" (Georgia
Harkness). "For myself, I think it (Gen.1) holy ground" (H. E.
Fosdick, Modem Uae ,of the Bible, p. 52). "They declare that what
has been called the fall of man, original sin, and the devil, these are,
at best, grecit mythological theories." (J. S. Whale, The Chriltin
AflftDff to Pni11er, p. 35.) "Gen. 3 ls a didcictic poem." (See .ReUgicm i. G. u. G., •.v. Sunde.) ''The ezplciuforJI myth of Eve and
the apple." (S. McDowell, I• Sin Our Fault? P. 234.) J. Ill. Gibson
asks men to ''recognize the marvelous grace of God in so llftlng up
the best legendary literature of the world, such as the story of the
Garden of &len or of the Fall, as to make it the vehicle of high and
pure revelation"; and T. A. Kantonen chides those who "have regarded the stories of the Temptation and the Fall as mere historical
narratives rather than profound prophetic philo1oph11 of hutor,f
(see p. 252 above). Indeed? Where does the Bible say or indicate that? Once more we are asked to take their word for It.
6) Higher criticism, which ls responsible for 3), 4), 5), is
made up almost entirely of bare assertions and mere assumptions.
There is, for instance, the great Redactor. We are supposed to believe in his existence and work on their mere word. Their fi,DJ
created him. And how do you know that the various documents
which were finally fused into the documents that make up the
Bible really existed? Ask the higher critlcs.1311
131) Read again Prof. J. J . Reeve's statement. ''These presuppcllitlom
and aaum_ptlons are the determining element in the entire movement. •••
The use of the Redactor is a case in point. This purely Imaginary beln&
unhistorical and unscientific, is brought Into requisition at abnost every
dUBculty." (Fundammtal•, m, p. 98.) And hear Prof. W. H. Green, Th•
Untt11 of the Book of Genesis (p. 572): ''The alleged diversity of clietlon,
style, and conception is either altogether fictitious or ii due to cWferences
in the subject-matter and not to a diversity of writen. The continuity
and Rlf-consistency of Genesis, contrasted with the fragmentary char-

acter and mutual inconsistencies of the documents, prove that Genesis
is the original of which the so-called documents are but aeveral para.
The role attributed to the Redactor is an impossible one, and proves
him to be an unreal penonage. And the arguments for the late date
of the documents and for their origin in one or the other of the dlvidecl
ldngdoma are built upon perversions of the history or upon unproved
assumptions" (See Dr.LFuerbrlnger's article on this point in Lehn
und Weh7'e, 1898, p. 208 ff.)
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7) Higher critlclsm again: "It Is probably due to the Influence
of Q that lllark locates the temptation at the beginning of Jesus'
mlnlatry, omitting cletalls; but from Matthew it Is evident that the
ltory Is a piece of apoc:a)yptlc symbolism, evidently 'literary' in
conceptlon. though doubtless originally oral in form. . . . This [the
Tranaftauratlon] Is either an account of a resurrection appearance
which hu been antedated and shifted back into the Galilean ministry, or it Is the account of IIOffle ecstatic experience born of
exalted faith, told and retold in terms similar to the accounts of
the Reaurrection and hence influenced by the latter." (Quoted from
Frederick C. Grant's The Gospel of the Kingdom, in KiT'Chlic:he
Zeftachri~, lMO, p. 553.)
8) Some more higher criticism romancing. The writer of the
artlcle "The 'Cunlng' of the Fig-Tree" in the Luth. Chv.T'Ch Quarterlv, April, 1936, assumes the role of the Redactor of Mark. "The
condition of the story is singularly chaotic. . . . In some instances it
becomes possible to reconstruct with a fair degree of probability an
earlier form of a given incident than the one which Mark presents.
. • . It Is obvious that, if food had been lacking in Bethany, the disciples would have been hungry, too, and the story would almost
certainly have disclosed the fact in some way. There is no such
indication. Apparently Jesus was the only one who 'hungered.' ...
Nothing Is said in the story about the owner of the tree.. . . Jesus
is now said to have deprived the owner of his tree, not only without due process of law, but apparently without a thought." The
Redactor then tells us how Matthew edited the original story and
that "ll Is possible that this parable of Luke's (13: 6-9) may have
been the kernel from which Mark's story sprouted," and that the
true story is simply this, that Jesus saw a dying fig-tree and said it
would soon wither away, and so it did; the next morning it ,aa.a
withered away, and "Peter saith unto Him: Rabbi, behold, the figtree is withered away."
9) H. E. Fosdick asserts: "It is impossible that a book written
two or three thousand years ago should be used in the twentieth
century A. D. without having some of its forms of thought and
speech translated into modem categories." (Op. cit., p.129.) One
of these antiquated forms of thought is the belief in the resurrection of the flesh. Another is the "ascription of many familiar ailments to the visitation of demons" (p. 35); as S. Cave puts it:
"Where Paul speaks of 'demons,' we speak of 'neurosis,' 'complexes,'
and 'repressions"' (What Shall We Sav of Cl&riat? P. 55) . For the
p ~ of the present section it will be sufficient that we match
Fosdick's assertion with the counter-assertion: It is possible for
men of the twentieth century to employ the Biblical forms of
thought. In addition, we point out that the proof offered by Fos-
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cllck and Cave for their assumption J8 also nothing but an aaumptlon: where J8 the proof that the "demons" Paul speab of were

common ailments?
10) True, these assumptions are frequently introduced with
a "perhaps." "Jonah's deliverance wu pemapa Intended u •
symbol" Mark's Redactor speaks of "a fair degree of probability."
H. L. Willett answers the question "What J8 the Q on wblch the
gospels are said to be founded?" thus: ''It J8 one of the documenta
which scholars have auumecl as a source, ••• pahapa In Aramaic,
. . . po1siblt1 from the hand of Matthew himself." (The Chriltfn
CentuTJI, March 2, 1938.)13:11 We give due credit to the honesty
which inspires the cautious "if'' and "perhaps." But we have to
point out that the higher critics are making these hypothetlcal usertlons with a purpose. They are thereby paving the way for
later dogmatic assertions. And they are certainly asking for 110111•
sort of credence for their suggestions. - Whether they Introduce
their assertions with an "if" or a "verily," they are asking UI to
subscribe to their guesses.
This, then, is the situation: we are denounced u obscurantlsta
for believing the dictum of God and are invited to accept u true the
dictum of men. We are asked to discard the oracles of God on the
strength of the oracular assertions of men.1aa1 The result would be
132) Ktrc:71Hc71e Zeitschrift, 1940, p. 551, quotes from The Go,pal
of the Kb19dom: "If, as also seems probable, the Marean peric:ope II
bused upon, or at least echoes, a section in Q, then perhaps the later
evangelists were really justified in both these oaumpUons, viz., , • .•
and comments: "Providing we admit several 'ifs,' 'editors,' 'later bands,'
'as is probable,' plus 'glosses,'
'copyists
and
making errors,' with a few
hasty generalizations thrown in, we can arrive at any conclusion we

want, preserving at the some time an appearance of great criUcal
acumen.
H. M'Intosh: "Professor Sdunledel's
article
In E11cvclopaeclfa
"
BibHcci abounds with his 'may be,' 'might be,' 'J,oalble.' 'The olleged
oeculons of utterance mav Teall11 11ave been conlusions of two or more
oeculons. . • . Some of the words n1a11 ,10& have proceeded from Jesus
directly.' . . . If such hallucinations and ratiocinations were to be
tolerated, then, a11vthtno ma11 be, and verily the world mav rest on an
elephant, the elephant on a tortoise, the tortoise on nothlnR, as Sc:bmledel
in vacuum certainly does...." (11 Christ InfalHble and the Bible Tnae:?
p. 408.)
133) L. Gaussen: "Critical science does not keep Its place when,
instead of being a scientific Inquirer, It would be a judge; when, not
content with collecting together the oracles of God, It sets about mmposing them, decomposing them, canonizing them, dec:anonlzlng them;
and when It gives forth oracles Itself!" (Theopneustia, p. 324.) We shall
not blame M'Intosh f'or dealing severely with the "writers who denounce
every independent man that, after the example and on the authority of
Christ and of His inspired apostles, would dare to uphold the Bible
claim or to differ from the false but oracular oaertlons, or to refuse
the lnfolllble ipse dtzit, of those presumptuous speculators who are vain
enough to claim for their own crude, ephemeral productions what they
deny to the oracles of God." (Op. c:it., p. IX.)
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that men treat great stories of the Bible u romances and accept the
mmandnp of the critics as true.
So we have this situation: the moderns have been telling us
that the facts In the case are against Verbal Implratlon. We ask
them to produce these facts. And here they are offering us a lot
of aaumptlons!
No.14. The modems operate quite a bit with sophistries. We
have already noted a number of cases of fallacious reasoning.
Some of these, with a few additional ones, are set down here for
a more parUcular examination.
The modems operate with this argument: Not all parts of
Scripture are of equal value; it follows that not all parts of Scripture are Inspired or, as they sometimes put it, equally inspired.
J.M. Gibson declares that they "who insist on every part of the
Bible being equally inspired" fall In their "duty of giving the
Gospel its due place of prominence" (The lnapimticm. and Authoritt1
of HolJI Scripture, p.101). S. P. Cadman wrote in the Herald
Tribune of New York: "Do not regard the books of the Bible as
infallible in every particular or of equal value In all their parts."
(See The PreabJ1terian., July 12, 1928.) The Alleman manifesto
makes the defenders of Plenary Inspiration say: "All Scripture is
on the same level . . . One word is as important as another." (Luth.
Chun:h Qu111"teTlt1, 1940, p. 354.) The meaning of these declarations ls that, if a man believes that all parts of the Bible are inspired, he will have to teach that nll parts of the Bible are on the
same level of importance. -There is a fallacy in the argument, for
the relative value of a statement has no relation to the fact of its
inspiration. The argument is a prize 110n. aequituT. And this is
the consequence of the sophistry: Verbal Inspiration is made ridiculous. Gibson carries the ridicule so far as to pity the poor
preacher who "might preach on the Bible for fifty years and never
once bring the gospel in," "on the principle of all parts of Scripture being equally inspired" (loc. cit.) . Somebody is certainly
taking a ridiculous position.1:s,,
Next: Paul himself said that Inspiration did not keep him from
human error; he said: "We have this treasure in earthen ves134) M'Intoah: "Nor does the advocacy of inerrancy require or im_ply
holdJng the equality in value of all parts of Holy Writ, as has so often
falsely been averrec:I. . • • In actual fact and in habitual conception they
hold them to be equally true and inerrant, but not equally importanL .•.
The sim_ple-minded earnest Christiana regard the Scriptures, and the
Church bu ever regarded them, as of almost inftnitely diversified value, jmt u Cnatlcm. u, though. everv part and particle of it u neverthelea
the product of God.,. And now pay attention to the further remark:
"Yes, it !I because they hold it to be all inspired of God, and therefore
all inerrant, that they hold all to be of real though not of equal value;
which the others do not and cannot." (Op. cit., pp. 463 f.)
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aeJa.111»1 - But St. Paul is not referring to Inspiration here. WPaul apeaka of inspired words, he tells us that they are supplied
by the Holy Spirit, not by man'• wisdom; they are unaffected by
human frailty; they are word■ abaolutely true. Here be ii pralllq
God for carrying on the work of the ministry of grace throuah
weak vessels, frail men.1a1 It is contemptible aophlatry to make
out of a true statement of Paul a statement which he would denounce as false. The pettifogger employs such tactics. He tries to
make the witness say that black ls white.
Note the sophistry contained In the following statement: "I am
not overlooking the passages of Scripture quoted by Calvinllt1c:
theologians in suppport of their doctrine of Scriptural infallibility•
. . . The point here that is relevant to our thought ii that even such
supernatural guidance would not render these written reports any
more certain than human language can be. . • . Of the earth, earthy,
its words carried by men to facilitate their undentanding, description, and cooperative control of earthly things, human language
simply cannot be a literal vehicle for conveying God's infallible will
and wisdom to men. . . . We have found that, if God should super135) J.M. Gibson: "The defenden of the authoritative inspiration
of the ScrlptW'C!S have postulated as a neccalb' of the cue the emancipation of all the writers of Scripture from the effecta of human weabea
and llmltatlon." But "the treasure ls In earthen vessels. • • • We cannot
claim perfection for any of the oz:,ans or vehicles of lnsplraUon." (Op. dt.,
pp. 32, 144.) G. L. Raymond: ' 'We have this treasure,' says Paul In
2 Cor. 4:7, 'In earthen vessels.' • . • Now, If all other earthen veaelsc:rystals, ftowen, and animals - leave some of their material lnfluence
upon the evident divine plan to shape them In accordance with a divine
law, why should not the human mind also leave some of lta more powerful mental influence upon the truth which the mind receives, trammits,
and, to a certain extent, interprets?" (The Payeholog'II ol lupirmfow1
p. 15'.) The following statement shows that the moderns make use oz
St. Paul's words to support not only the thesis that the Bible contains
mistakes but also their thesis that the imperfections and mistakes 1n
Scripture enhance the value of Scripture (Auertlon 7). W.Sanday:
"We do not think It likely that God would allow the revelation of Himsell to be mixed up with such imperfect materials. But we are no good
judges of what God would or would not do. Hf1 wa111 an not our 1Dfl.,,,_
Out of the im_perfect He brings forth the perfect. It ls so in the world
of nature, and It ls so in the world of grace. We 1111ve our trea111re ill
earthen. veuela. The vessels may be earthen, but the treasure which
they contain ls divine. • . • If the Bible had been so [more perfect than
It u], It could never have been in such close contact with human nature.
Its message could never have come home to us so fresh and warm as
It does. As It ls, It speaks to the heart, and It does so because, accordinl
to a fine saying in the Talmud, it ,peak, in die tongue ol the chfJdrn
of men. • • . The body, the outward form, may be of the earth, earthy,
but the spirit by which it ls pervaded and animated ls from heoven.n
(The Oracle, ol God, p. 29.) - Italics in the orlglnal.
138) See Kretzmann's and Lenski'• commentaries. Luther: "Our
hands and tongues are indeed perishable and mortal things, but throuah
these means, through these J>C!rishable and earthen vessels, the Son of
God wants to exhibit power. (VI:p.144.)
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naturally reveal Himself and His teaching to men, this revelation
could not be absolute or lnfalllble to any finite man. (R. W. Nelson,
In Cllridndom, IV, p. 400 ff.)llT> '11le sophistry consbts in the
subtle mixing up of the terms ••absolute," perfect, and "'infallible,"
true. True enough, the lnftnlte cannot be compressed into, and

expnaed by, the finite. Human language cannot express the full
meaning of divine thinp. But only the unwary reader will be led
by Professor Nelson to conclude therefrom that God is unable to
give 111, by means of the human language, a tn&e knowledge of
divine thlnp. In the words of Dr. Pieper: 1 'We have not, indeed,

a full, complete, perfect knowledge of God, but we do have a COTTect
knowledge, such as befits the weakness of the earthly life. . . . '11le
'absolute knowledge of God' belongs to the aine mente aoni [sounds
without sense] with which the vocabulary of certain philosophers
and philosophizing theologians abounds." (Ch:r. Dog., II, p. 40.)
When God gave man his language, He took care to supply it with
all the terms needed to express so much of the divine wisdom as we
need to know at present, to know with absolute certainty. Gibson's
quips about the heavenly language, the "'perfect language" in which
a "perfect revelation" would have to be written, and the "miraculously reconstructed humanity" called for by this "unknown language" (see preceding article, Note 108) reveal his ignorance of
the distinction between full knowledge and correct knowledge.
Note also the equivocation in his use of the term 1 'whole truth."
The Bible does not reveal the whole truth; we know only "in part";
and there are divine mysteries which we shall never fathom. On
the other hand, the Bible does reveal the whole truth, all and
everything we need to know for our salvation.
It should also be pointed out that, in elaborating his statement
that "such supernatural guidance would not render these written
reports any more certain than human language can be," Professor
Nelson confines himself to the discussion of whether spiritual things
can be revealed in human language. But "'the Calvinistic [Lutheran, Biblical] doctrine of Scriptural infalllbility" covers not only
what Scripture says concerning God's will and wisdom, concerning
divine things, but also what Scripture says concerning earthly
things, scientific, historical matters and the like. Many, perhaps
most, of the attacks against the inerrancy of Scripture are directed
against the latter class of statements. And now Professor Nelson
makes the general statement that inspiration would not render
137) G. L. Raymond hu n similar statement: ''The exact fact seems
to be that the spiritual, which is infinite in its nature, ncc:euarily becomes
flnite when limited, or-what is the same thing-made definite by
being expreaed- and too often ncppTeuecl- in terms applicable only
to material conditions." (Op. cit., p. 308.)
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thae writtn. npo,u any more certain than human ]aJllulp
can be. The statement is too sweeping. Whether ~ certain can be said about divine thinp we have just d1lc:uaecL But
will any one question, will Professor Nelson question, whether
human language is capable of expressing earthly tblnp In exact
language? Whatever the limitations of human language are, the
holy writers, the Holy Ghost, found very exact words to set forth
the fact that Jesus was bom while Cyrenlus was govemor of Syria.
Here is the statement that heaven and earth were created In llx
days. Human language has no words, indeed, to define "created,"
but it has the facilities to express the fact that in six days Goel
created heaven and earth in exact terms. The ax-head did not
sink. Any doubt in the mind of any linguist about the meaninl of
these words? No human words can explain the miracle, but the
inspired language on this point is not subject to the least doubt.
The least that Professor Nelson could do was to say in a footnote:
"My statement is too sweeping. I should have said that on many
points in dispute between the inerrontists and the errorists the
written records speak a language which is certain and exact."
The sophistry hidden - clumsily hidden - in the assertion that
Luke's statement concerning his careful historical investigations
proves that he did not claim inspiration for his writing has received
sufficient attention. See Assertion No. 2, c. The same with regard
to the distinction made between "foctual truth" and ''religious
truth" (parables, etc.). See Assertion 2, d and Assertion 4, b. But
our task is not yet finished. Other sophistries need attention. And
because these are put forth with particularly loud clamor and receive great popular acclaim, we sholl discuss them in separate
sections.
No. 15. The stateipent that the Bible is out of harmony with
science finds wide acceptance. It is boodled obout as an axiomatic
truth.138 > But it is not a true statement. It is a sophistry, and men
accept it so readily only because they fail to see the equivocation
with which it operates. (1) The term "science" is used as equivalent to the term "scientists." What the scientists say, or rather, to
use precise language, what some scientists say, is labeled as the
findings of science. And many are enmeshed by the sophistry.
They know that science does not lie. What is established as a fact
138) H. L. Willett: "Nor were the writen of the Bible s a f ~
supernaturally or in _any other manner from the usual hJstorical and
llcientlilc errors to which men of their age were liable." (The Bible
throug1' the Centurie•, p.284.) A. J. Trover: "Does not modem sdence
contradict the Scriptures?" (The Luthcn&n, Feb. 22, 1939.) Clarence
Darrow, at a forum conducted in St. Louis, May, 1931: "The various part.
of the Bible were written by human beings who had no lmowfedp
of llcience, little knowledge of life, and were influenced by the barbarous
morality of primitive times."
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-and the sole business of science la to establish facts -must
remain a facl The Bible cannot deny facts, cannot be out of
harmony with sclence. And now certain ''findings" of renowned
IClentlsta which the Bible does deny are presented to them as the
findlnp of science, and thoroughly bewildered, they conclude that
the Bible la out of hannony with science and cannot be the inerrant Word of God.
What they should say to the modems is this: "We must wait
for IClence to have reached a settled conclusion before any legitimate argument or any well-grounded objection to the Bible can
be fairly deduced from it. How opposite to this and how inconsistent with candor and common sense the course usually pursued
by opponents of revelation, we need scarcely pause to describe.
As soon as any idea has been started by some scientific man which
seems to conftlct with the received view of Christians, .:.... an idea
thrown out, perhaps, as a mere conjecture, or a theory, novel,
peculiar to himself, and as yet untested, - some are ready to exclaim, and to trumpet it in all the newspapers: 'Ah, Moses was mistaken! The Bible is in error! The learned Professor So-and-so
bas just discovered it. There can be no mistake about it thia time.
Science never lies!' True, science never lies. And so, figures never
lie; but they often deceive, they are often misinterpreted and misapplied. Our inference, our understanding, our observation of the
facts, or our induction from the facts may have been fallacious."
(B. Manly, The Bible DoctTine of InapiTlltion, p. 239.) The Bible
does not contradict a single established fact of science. The statement that the Bible is out of harmony with science should read:
The Bible is out of harmony with pseudoscience. What Solomon
says about the ants is declared to be false by a certain number of
scientists, not by science.
2) While some cite certain spurious facts against the Bible,
others operate with spurious findings deduced from facts, alleged or
real facts. In the statement ''The Bible is out of hannony with
science" the term "science" is sometimes used as an equivalent with
speculative science, "inductive science." But that is an equivocation. Science deals only with the truth; the conclusions of "inductive science" are in many cases false. They are the result not of
observation but of reasoning, and the reasoning of the scientific
philosopher is often at fault. Since the Fall the reasoning power of
man is greatly impaired.13!1> And we are certainly not going to
accept some of the deductions and all of the speculations of fallible
scientists as absolute truth. But these speculations are being
139) "Freilich, llebe Freunde, wenn die Vemunft noch waere, wie
Ile Gott den Mensc:hen anerschaffen hat, dann waere ale ein Licht, du
uns leuchten koennte." (Proc., Westem Dist., 1865, p. 56.)
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labeled u "science," and playing upon the reapec:t we have far
science, the sophists hope that we will buy their goods • bavlnl
real scientific value. Surely we know that what real aclace
teaches is true and cannot be ln conflict with the Blble.1 1 Bat
science in concnto, that Including the theories and IUeaell of tbe
scientists, cannot claim the dignity and authority of true aclenee.
We will not be duped by the ldentlftcatlon of these two terms attempted by the moderns.
We tell them, In the words of Dr. S. G. Craig: "It is one thlnl
to say that the Scriptures contain statements out of harmony with
the teachings of modem science and philosophy and a distinctly
different thing to say that they contain proved errors. Strictly
speaking there is no modem science and philosophy, but only
modem scientists and philosophers -who differ endlessly amont
themselves. It is only on the assumption that the discordant voices
of present-day scientists and philosophers are to be Identified with
the voice of science and philosophy that we are warranted in sayinl
that the Bible contains errors because its teachings do not alwaya
agree with the teachings of these scientists and philosophers. Does
any one really believe that science and philosophy have already
reached, even approximately, their final form?" (See L. Boettner,
The Inapinztion. of the Scriptures, p. 62.) When they reach their
final form, - in heaven, - they wlll agree with the Bible.
3) The statement that Scripture is out of harmony with science
is applied to a special case when the modems declare that the advanced scientific knowledge of our age has rendered the belief in
miracles ridiculous. We have examined the statement that "science
does not recognize miracles" under Assertion No. 8 and found that
it operates with the fallacy of the µn uPam;. We are now pointing
out that it operates with the fallacy of equivocation. Recall R. Seeberg's statement "In those days it was easy to believe in miracles.
Every one feels at once how far we have udvanced beyond the
naive views of the men of antiquity. . . . The Biblical writers did
not possess the exact knowledge of the cosmic laws which we have."
Hear H. E. Fosdick seconding him: "An ax-head might usually sink
In water, but there was no reason why God should not make it
float if He wished to do an extraordinary thing. It was surprisinl
when He did it, but it presented no intellectual problem whatever.
No laws were broken, because no lows were known. No Hebrew

'°

140) Dr. Walther: " We know for cl!Ttain that tl&ere b 110 cowtra-bet10en
dfctlcm and that then can be no contrad ction
Cl,riltla11 theolog11
and TRUE sdmce, science in abstnzcto." Walther adds, of courae, t!iat
"nevertheless we do not by any means regard it u the task of the
theologian, nor as pouible at any time, to bring our Biblical theoloSY
into harmony with science as it existll fn concreton
Wehre,(Lehn wul
1875, p. 41. See Pieper, op. cit., I, p.191).
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had ever dreamed of such a thing as a mathematical formula of
speelfic gravity In accordance with which an ax-bead in water
ought Invariably to sink." (Op. cit., p.137.) Right, says A. Hamack
in his Wein de1 Chriltentuma: "Ala Durchbrechung des Naturzullllllllllenhanp kann es kelne Wunder geben." (See Lehn und
Wehre, 1902, p. 31.) Others ridicule, on the same grounds, the belief
that God rules sickness and health and at times directly intervenes
for the good of His people. A. G. Baldwin: ''The attributing of the
various plagues to the direct intervention of a God offers difficulty
to any one whose knowledge of modem science gives him a different concept of cause and effect. But we must remember that
these stories were not written in a scientific era." (The Dnima. of
OuT" Religion, p. 49.) J. S. Whale: ''The view that God antecedently
wills the lightning stroke, shipwreck, cancer, cannot save itself,
especially in a scientific age. It is a matter of common observation
that 'Streams will not curb their pride The just man not to entomb, Nor lightning go aside To give his virtues room; Nor is that
wind less rough That blows a good man's barge.' " (The Christian
AM10eT" to the Problem of Evil, p. 33.) Now, when these men claim
that science discredits the miracles of the Bible and the miraculous
interventions of God, they are making the same equivocal use of
terms as we noted under (1) and (2). It is a spurious philosophy,
a spurious science, which they call in as witness for their side. And
their witness cannot qualify as an expert.
Besides, the statement under consideration operates, like all
sophJstries, with a truth which becomes a half-truth and with fallacious deductions. It is true that science has made great advances.
But it has not advanced quite so far as Seeberg's argument calls
for. J. A. Thomson told us that we know "only a few of the real
laws of nature." Dr. A. Lorenz informed us that the farther the
medical scientist advances in his studies, the more he "realizes how
little he knows.'' Our medical men confess that they do not know
exactly how the plague originates and how it spreads and ends.
A thousand questions of sickness and health have them baffled. So
Seeberg and Whale are operating with half-truths.
And it is less than a half-truth when Fosdick declares that the
action of the ax-head and the other miracles "presented no intellectual problem 10hatevff'' to Elisha and the other prophets. The
prophets and the apostles were not quite so "dumb.''
But we will grant that the Biblical writers knew less than we
do with regard to such things as the mathematical formula of
specific gravity. (Be careful, however, even here; you know little
on the question of how much less they knew.) What does that
prove for Seeberg's and Fosdick's contentions? Nothing. All the
advances that science has made and will make have no bearing on
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the question of miracles and any other direct Intervention of Goel.
What you know about the coam1c laws - even if you bad a full
knowledge of all the coam1c laws - does not give you the right to
ask for the floor when thb question is debated. The :mJracle II not
a problem of science. -By the way: if the prophets' belief ID
miracles had been due to their lack of scientlftc knowleclge, haw
will you account for the fact that leading men of aclence today find
it possible to believe in the direct Intervention of God? - Do not
appeal to science in order to make the prophets ridiculous! You
are making yourself ridiculous by committing the fallacy of cltinl
the cosmic laws against the miracles. In a court-room you would
be stopped by the objection: "Irrelevant!"
The second fallacy is committed when they use the "cause and
effect" argument. To be sure, every effect has a cause, but every
effect does not have a 114t'UT'Cll cause. The fact that the rising streams
In Whale's poem usually entomb the careless traveler-that is a
law of nature - does not prove that supernatural causes cannot
nullify the natural effect of the torrent. The Bl'IJUIDeDt used by
Whale and the others is called the fallacy of accident.
4) Practical application. We shall not revise the Bible for the
purpose of harmonizing it with "science." We are asked to do that.
Charles Gore says "it is disastrous to set religion In antagonism to
science or to seek to shackle science, which ls bound to be free."
(The Doctrine of the In.fallible Book, p. 8.) But that does not appeal to us. It would not be scientific. For the assertion that Scripture is not in harmony with science rests, as we have seen, on an
equivocation. There is no room in true science for equivocations,
untruths. And it would not be the Christian procedure. We heard
Dr. Pieper say that it is unworthy of a Christian to let human
opinions correct the Word of God (op. cit., I, p. 577). It is, therefore, as we heard Dr. Walther say, not the task of the theologian to
bring theology into harmony with science, as it exists in ccmcreto.
That would be disastrous. Those who make the practical application of the false theorem under consideration and attempt to harmonize Scripture with science by deleting what some scientists do
not like suffer a terrible loss. "Modem theology, fearful for the
future of the Church, has made an appeasement with science. It
has agreed to retain and maintain only so much of Scripture and
the Christian doctrine as will pass the test of 'science.' . . . '!be
result is that modem theology has lost the divine truth. It has
renounced Holy Scripture as the infallible truth and the sole
authority and corrupted all the chief articles of the Christian doctrine, taking the very heart out of them." (Pn>ceedinga, Delegate
Synod., 1899, p. 34.) If you think that the Bible-theologian Pieper
is here using immoderate language, hear Georgia Harkness: ''Then
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llberal theology came to terms with science, purging religious
thought of much error'' (a liberal is apeaklng), ''but moving so far
In the clirectlon of capitulation to the aclentlfic method that it almost
1ast Its soul." (The l'tdth bu 10htc1&. the Chun:1&. LivH, p. 142.)
No.16. Tbe quibble: "The Bible is not a text-book of science"
la used to buttress the contention that the Bible does not claim
exactness and lnfalllbllity for everything it states, that inspiration
coven only spiritual matters and does not extend to scientific
matters. Dr. A. J. Traver: "The Bible is true in all matters that
pertain to religion. It is not a text for biology or for chemistry. It
knows nothing of electricity or of airplanes. There is no reason
that It should. These are matters for the investigation and discovery of the human mind." "It is not necessary that men should
know how to fly in order to be saved from their sins. Bible-writers

wrote with the background of their age and its scientific beliefs.
The one thing that thev 10eTe ccilled to do 10u to nvecil God to
men." "Inspiration includes only the knowledge essential for
knowing God and His plan for man. It would seem absurd to turn
to the Bible for knowledge of electricity or biology or chemistry or
IIIIY of the sciences. In this field of human knowledge, men can
discover truth by searching after it." (The Luthenn, Jan. 23, 1936;
Feb. 22, 1939; May 10, 1939.) uu
The modems make much of this argument. They never fail to
use il You can hardly find a modern treatise on the inspiration
and fallibility of Scripture in which the author does not, sooner or
later, produce the clinching argument "The Bible is not a text-book
of science." Herc the conservatives use the same language as the
liberals. "Nor were the writers of the Bible safe-guarded supernaturally or in any other manner from the usual historical and
scientific errors to which men of their age were liable. Their work
is not a text-book on either of these subjects. . . . They referred
to the facts of nature as they were known in their day. But the
141) Similar statements. J . Stump (U.L.C.): "It must be borne in
mind that the Bible ls a religious book, and not a text-book on science.
The holy writers were inspired with a aupematural knowledge of God
and of His will; and on these subjects their words are final ancfinfallible.
On scientific matters they neither knew, nor professed to know, more
than other men of their day." (Op.cit., p.319.) R.F. Grau (Lutheran,
Koenlpberg): "If the morality of the Old Testament is imperfect, bow
can we attribute perfection to things which have much less relation to
the kingdom of God, auch as its cosmological, astronomical, chronological
Ideas? 'l'bese thlnp must rather be judged by the canon which Jesus
aet up in the wonis: 'Man, who made me a judge or a divider over you?'
(Luke 12:14.) Jesus would ask you, and I ask you: Who has given you
the right to look for cosmology, astronomy, etc., in the Bible, which ls
the book of salvation, of faith? Here the rule applies: Render unto
ldence and cultured progress the things which belong to science, and to
Goel and faith the things that belong to faith." (See Lehre ufld Wehre,
1893, p. 327.)
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themes with which they were concerned wwe not In tbeae ana.•
A liberal wrote that, H. L Willett. (Op. dt., p. 28'..) But J. Stump
might have written it. He did write the equivalent. H. E. Jacam
might have written it. "According to H. E. Jaa,ba," IQII Stump.
'the Holy Scriptures are the lnfaillble and inerrant record of
God's revelation of His saving grace to men.' The holy wrlten
were not insplred, however, to be 'teachen of astronomy or seolao
or physics.'" (See Leh.T'e und Weh.n, 1904, p. 88.) -'!'hey pramt
the argument in various forms. For instance: ''Nobody In hla
senses ever went to Jena for the latest news in pbyllcs or utranomy," says H.E.Fosdick (Op.cit., p.289), and Prof.J.0.Bvjen:
"Christ came not to teach science. . • . The Bible ls not an autbority
on geology, surgery, agrlculture, law'' (What la Lutl&ermlfam7
P. 24), and Prof. F. Baumgaertel: "Christ never claimed that Bil
knowledge of scientific matten was infallible, and scienm bu a
perfect right, in judging historical questions and matters connec:ted
with the origin of the Old Testament, to disregard the judpnent of
Jesus" (see W. Moeller, Um die Inapinmon. dff Bibel, p. 50). They set up the acceptance of this axiom with Its implication u
the mark of genuine Lutheranism. C. A. Wendell: ''Lutheranism
means three things: • • . (2) Faith in the Holy Scripture, not u
a fetish, on the one hand, nor a mere human document, on the
other, nor as an arsenal of theological polemics nor as a text-book
of history and natural science, but as the inspired Word of Goel,
whose purpose It is to make us wise unto salvation." (What Ia Lutheniniam? P. 242.) A. R. Wentz: "Neither will the Lutheran theologian regard the Bible as a text-book on any subject except the
special revelation of God in Jesus Christ. . . . The spirit of essential
Lutheranism does not rime with the literalism of the Fundamentalist, which makes the Bible a book of oracles, a text-book with
explicit marching orders for the 'warfare between science and religion.'" (What la Luthuaniam? P. 9L) W. Elert: "Die orthodoxe
Dogmatik nahm die Schrift trotz ihres Inspirationsdogmas-oder
auch dndurch verfuehrt- als Lehrbuch ueber alle darin vorkommenden heterogenen Inhalte. . . . Immerhin war hier aus der Bibel,
die Luther als Gesetz und Evangelium las, ein naturwlssenschaftllcher Kanon geworden." (MOT'J)hologie dea Luthenuma, I, pp. 51,
377.) -They cannot get along without it. They need It for their
own peace of mind. · Having established to their own satlsfacticm
that the Bible is not reliable in its scientific statements, they quiet
their apprehensions as to the general reliability of the Bible by
taking refuge in their dogma: The Bible does not claim plenary Inspiration and full inerrancy. Examine Dr. Stump's statement "'l'be
holy writen were not inspired to be 'teachen of astronomy or
geology or physics (Jacobs)', and no •umbff of conmzdictiou ia
11
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tMa aplami 100Ulcl '•halce
con;fidnce m the Gb.olu.te e&uthoritt, of
Holt1 Scriptun u 11,a, W!m111& guide m e&ll ffle&tten of fa.Uh C&1ICl pnzctfee (Jacobs).'" They think, too, that they need it In order to save
tbe reputation of the Bible and keep men from akept1c:lsm. The
article "& the Bible a Text-Book on Science?" in The Pnl•l>J,terie&,a,
of July 19, 1928, speaks of "the oft-auerted apology so timidly
spoken in the hope of saving the Bible from the ruthless destructlon
wrought by the critics and the sclentist:s, an apology wblch. runs
'We do not accept the Bible as a text-book on science, but we
do accept it as a guide to religion and life.' When in the presence
of higher critics these same religionists admit: 'We do not accept
the Bible as a text-book on history, but we do accept it as a guide
to religion and life.'" That describes the situation correctly. Hear,
for instance, J.M. Gibson. Speaking of "the theory that Scripture
WU given to acquaint people with astronomy, geology, history, and
everything else under the sun, and above it, too," he warns us that
that ''raises a host of difficulties which no ingenuity can completely
remove and men like Tyndall and Huxley are forced into skepticism. • • • Make the demand that it must be a scientific revelation,
and you put innumerable weapons into the hand of the enemy"
(op. cit., pp. 91, 169 ff.). - Indeed, they make much of this axiom of
theirs. W. Sanday sums up for the moderns: ''The Biblical writers
were not perfectly acquainted with the facts of science: is it certain
that they would be more perfectly acquainted with the facts of
history?" But be of good cheer: ''It is coming to be agreed among
thinking men that the Bible was never meant to teach science and
that the Biblical writers simply shared the scientific beliefs of their
own day." (Op. cit., pp. 25, 27.)
But all of this is sophistry. The reasoning is fallacious. The
fact that Scripture is not a text-book of science has no bearing on
the question whether its scientific statements are true. We are not
now considering the fact that Scripture claims infallibility for all
of its statements. We are examining the statement of the moderns
that, since Scripture does not present itself as a text-book of
science, it cannot be permitted to claim accuracy for its scientific
statements. And we shall say that that statement is devoid of logic
and common sense. No man in his senses will say that the historical data presented by a reputable historian are, of course, reliable (so far as a human writer can claim reliability) but that,
when he trenches upon the domain of natural science, he is under
suspicion, for he is merely a historian. When a statesman writes
a paper on the international situation, will you say that, however
right he may be on political questions, his historical references are
eo ipso less reliable than those of a historian? Dare you presume
that, however careful he is in his political statements, he permits
51
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hlmaelf to become careless in. stating hlstorlc:al facts? Moreoverand this ls addressed to the c:omervatlves among the moderm
how are you go!ng to prove your thesfa that, became the purpme of
Scripture ls to make us wise unto salvation, not to give us a mane
in. astronomy, etc., the Holy Ghost wu careful about matten of
doctrine but on scientific mattera left the prophets to theJr own
devices and permitted all sorts of in.accuracies and erron to mea

up His Holy Scriptures? You must prove-not merely aaertthat auch a mode of procedure wu naturally to be expected of the
Holy Ghoat. We say It ls unreasonable to expect that. Dr. Pieper:
''It ls a foollsh objection agalnat the Inspiration of Holy Scripture
when modem theologians state that the Bible ls no text-book of
history or geography or natural aclence and that for this reuan It
ls self-evident that inspiration could not pertain to the hlatorical,
geographical, and natural-history atatementa. . . . It ls Indeed 'no
text-book of the natural aclencea.' Ita true purpose ls rather to
teach the way to heaven by faith in. Christ, 2 Tim. 3:15; John 17:20;
20: 31; Eph. 2: 20-22. But where it does, even though only In puling, teach matters of natural history, ita atatementa are
incontrovertibly true according to John 10: 35." (Op.cit., pp. 285,384, 577.)1e 1
And there ls no reason in the world why John 10:35 should not
apply to czll of Scripture. There ls no known law of reason that
compels us to say that, because the Bible la not an astronomical treatise, ita astronomical statements are subject to doubt.
Dr. Stoeckhardt'a judgment on Grau'• argument ls: "Was 1st du
fuer ein Wlrrwarr! Und was 1st du fuer elne Loglk!"
Notice the sinister sophistry. Through an ambiguous use of
terms the statement ''The Bible ls not a aclentlfic treatise" ia made
142) Dr.LS. Keyser: "Sometimes you hear men ay that the B1ble
wu not written to teach sc:lence. 'l'bat ia true when properly qualilied,
but It ia not sweepingly true. The Bible wu not meant to teach ICiem:e
u a sclentlflc text-book, but even the lay mind can see that, wherever
the Bible makes statements that belong to the scientlftc realm. its statement. ought to be correct, to agree with what ia known to be true in
sclentlflc research." (In the Luth. Church Reulew, quoted in Lehn und
Wehn1 1905, p. HO.) Dr. M. Reu: "Scrl_pture ia no text-book on hiltory
or arcneology or astronomy or psychology. But does from, this follou,
that It must be subject to error when It occulonally speaks of matters
pertaining to that field of knowledge?" (ln the 1-ntereat of Lathera11
Unity, p. 70.) We call special attention to the following paragraph from
D. J. Burrell'• Wh.v l Believe the Bible (p. 52) beca111e it point■ out the
fatal con.aequenc:es of the contention under dlscuaion. "It ia a common
thing to hear it .said: 'The Bible was not intended to be a scientUic book,'
giving the impreaaion that it make■ little difference, therefore, whether
ita sclentlflc afJirmatlona are correct or not. Thia, however, ia not a matter of amall moment. If the book ia not veracious in tbia ~ .
what~d have we for committing ourselves to ita spiritual gnidancw?
• •• The question ia not whether the Bible wu intended to be a scientific
book or not, but whether the Bible ia true. It ia not true unless it ii
true and reliable every way."
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to mean, ''Its statements are not acientUlcall,y correct," and the mind
of the almple Ja confused. The thought Ja suggested: A text-book
of IClence uaea exact language; does lt not? The Bible Ja not such
a text-book, Ja It? Therefore you need not look for exactness in
the Bible on some subjects - and plenary lmplratlon must be
given up.
Examine, too, the argument that "'in this field of human knowledge, men can discover truth by searching after it," or, as N. R. Best
puts it: ''When, pray tell us, did God ever make to man a gratuitous
present of information which man could by any pains search out for
hlmaelf?" (Op. eit., p. 82.) That is beside the question. What is
there, pray tell us, to hinder God from putting, through inspiration,
His divine authority between the acientific statements in question?
'l'be holy writers may have known some of these things (not all of
them, by any means) through observation. But it pleased God to
IUBl'Bl1tee the truth of it to us.
Again, the employment of caricature always betrays a sophis-

tical intent. When Gibson speaks of the ''theory that Scripture was
to acquaint people with astronomy, geology, history, and everuthing
elae undff the aun, cincl cibove it, too," and Beat asks: "Can three
pages of duodeeimo print (this Genesis prolog) be a compendium

of universal origins?" (Loe. eit.), and Prof. W. H. Dunphy states
that ''the worshiper of the letter insists on treating them as an
encyclopedfci of univnaczl infonnation." (The Living Chun:h, Feb.18,
1933), they misrepresent our position. The Bible does make some
scientific statements but does not claim- nor do we claim for itthat it gives universal information. These men are befogging the
issue.

They argue, furthermore, from unproved premises. They
aaaume that the Bible is concerned only with religious truths, not
with scientific truths. While they are trying to prove this assumpUon (against the explicit declaration of Scripture that cill Scripture
is inspired and true) , we shall go a step further and tell them that
what Scripture says on historical, scientific matters, and the like,
subserves its religious teaching.143>
143) Dr. Stoeckhardt: "These seemingly extraneous matters are
throughout put by Scripture into relation with faith, are matters that
belo~ to God and faith. • . . Does not the account of Gen. 1 touch the
speclfi.c Christian faith? Do the Gentiles and the Turks confess together
with us Christians the first article of the Christian faith?" (Loe. cit.,
pp. 327, 332.) J . A. Cottam: "In the first chapter of Genesis the Bible
111caks with authority, clearly, and finally on a matter of biology . • . aa
a matter of the greatest religious importance" (K11010 the Tn&Ch, p.69).
J. G. Machen: "People say that the Bible is a book of religion and not
a book of &clence, and that, where it deals with scientific matters, it is
not to be tnisted. . . . I should like to ask you one question. What do
you think of the Bible when it tells you that the body of the Lord Jesus
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And finally, back of It all ls the auumptlcm of IIClenUSc em,n
In the Bible. The entire dlscuaslon rum around a mistaken notkm.
All the energy expended In trying to show why the Blble la little
concemed about the exactness of Its scientific teaching ls wutecl
effort. As long u the premise ls not proved, they are engaged In
Idle discussions.
If anything more should be said on this subject, we'll l8Y tbla:
No, the Bible ls no text-book of science; It ls something Infinitely
better than any text-book of science. All of Its scientific atatementa
are reliable. Scientific: text-books have to be rewritten every few
years. But not a single paragraph of the Bible needs to be revlaed.
If any statement in the text-books ls confirmed by the Bible, then
you can absolutely rely on it. Again: the Bible supplements thele
text-books most helpfully. Science for the Element4Tt1-School
Teacher brought up the question about the origin of human Intelligence and speech, but was unable to give the teacher the
needed information. The Bible gives it. J. Stump ls wrong when
he says that the holy writers did not know more on scientific matters than other men of their day. On some things they knew, by
revelation, much more. On the origin of this world Moses knew
more than the men of his day and many men of our day.-.And
here they are filling the world with the cry: The Bible ls not a textbook of science! 1•H>
No. 17. The variant-readings sophistry. The contention is
that we have no reliable Bible text and that, consequently, Verbal
Inspiration must go by the board. Theodore Kaftan: ''The number
of the variant readings is legion; there is no fixed text; it must give
the verbal-inspirationist quite a jolt when he realizes that no one,
not even he himself, is able to say which text is the one that is
verbally inspired." (See Pieper, op. cit., p. 287.) N. R. Best: "On the
hypothesis here outlined the revelation of God perished from the
earth ages ago - being destroyed by the incompetence of those who
transcribed it from one manuscript to another and rendered it out
of its original languages into the tongues of the nations. The logic
Christ came out of the tomb on the first Easter morning nineteen hundred
years ago? . . . Account would have to be token of it in any ideally
complete seientlfic description of the physical universe. . . . Is that one
of those scientific matters to which the Inspiration of the Bible does not
extend? ..•" (TILe Chriftian Ftifth m the Modem World, p. SU.)
144) Luther: The only book in which no historical [or scientific]
errors can. occur is the Bible. See XIV:491.-Dr. A. Graebner: "The
Bible is not a text-book of zoolo17 or biology or astronomy. d•irnt:5
for itself the authority secured by the most careful and extend
human lnveatlgatlon, observation, and speculation. Its dalrns are infinitely higher. The authority of human scientists ls never more than
human; tliat of the Scriptures is everywhere divine. The omniscient
Creator knows more nbout His handiwork than any created mind. Etc."
(TheologicCll Quarterli,, VI, p. 41.)
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of tbla la that we today have no Bible at all to wblch any divine
authority can be attributed." (Op. dt., p. 78.) J. Aberly: "If it was
necenary to eUrninate all such erron from the original records,
would it not seem to be just u necessary to guard against their
c:reeplq in tbrouah their trammlulon? . . . 'God in His wisdom
may have given to His people in early ages.an absolutely inerrant
book, but that His providence has failed to preserve.'" (The Luth.
Ch.un:11 QuanfflV, 1935, p.125.) Lyman Abbott presents the case
thua, and it could not be better presented: "An infallible book is
• book which without any error whatever conveys truth from one
mind to another mind. In order that the Bible should be infallible,
the original writers must have been lnfalllbly informed as to the
truth; they must have been able to express it infallibly; they must
have had a language which was an infallible vehicle for the communication of their thoughts; after their death their manuscripts
must have been infallibly preserved and infallibly copied; when
translation became necessary, the lranslators must have been able
to give an infallible translation; and, finally, the men who receive
the book must be able infallibly to apprehend what was thus infalllbly understood by the writers, infallibly communicated by
them, infallibly preserved, infallibly copied, and infallibly translated. Nothing less than this combination would give us today an
Infallible Bible; and no one believes that this infallible combination
exlats. Whether the original writers infallibly understood the truth
or not, they had no infallible vehicle of communicating it; their
manuscripts were not infallibly preserved or copied or t.ranslated;
and the sectarian differences which exist today afford an absolute
demonstration that we are not infallibly able to understand their
meaning.'' (Evolution of Chriatianitv, p. 36 f. Quoted in Foster,
Modem Movementa in American Theology, p. 99 f.)
Now, the appearance of a legion or legions of variant readings
does not jar our belief in Verbal Inspiration in the lenst. According
to the first form of the present argument the condition of the copies
renders the alleged inspiration of the originals doubtful or even
illusory. It certainly does not. The fact that our copies offer a
multitude of variant readings has no bearing on the Scriptural
thesis that everything written by the holy writers was verbally
inspired and remains verbally inspired. We insist that these two
matters be kept separate. Let it be that the copyists did not do
their transcribing by inspiration; nobody claims that. But the
question before us just now is: Were the originals written by inspiration? And the fallibility of the copyists certainly does not
affect the infallibility of the prophets and the apostles.
No modem will deny this self-evident truth, put in this bald
form. When pressed, the moderns produce the second form of the
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argument. We notice, however, that their dlacualon of tbe variant
reaclinp has a tendency to get back to the question of tl&e iuphtion of Scripture. By implication and imlnuatlon doubt is belnc
cast on the verbal inspiration of the original doc:uments. aiaria
Hodge makes the statement ''Many of them [the d1screpancles] may
fairly be ascribed to eT'7'0T'S of tninaerib.,..,. (S11stema&ic TMolon,
I, p. 169), and the former owner of my copy of the book at once
wrote on the margin: "What In these cases becomes of verfH&1 '11-

apiration?" And when Hodge states on the next page that ''the
writers were under the guidance of the Spirit of God ••• and the
Sacred Seriptures are so miraculously free from the soiling touch
of human fingers," our annotator points to the "errors of transcribers" and asks: What, then, becomes of verbal lnsplratlon? 'l'he
same idea is put into print by Dr. H. C. Alleman: "At belt the
theory of n mechanical verbal inspiration can apply only to the
original manuscripts of the authors themselves and not to coplel,
and surely not to translations. Now, we do not have the original
manuscripts; the Holy Spirit did not preserve them. What we clo
have in the original languages are copies, manifestly faulty. Critical scholars have found ten thousand diversities in the preserved
manuscripts of the Old Testament and 150,000 in the New Testament, a total of 160,000 in the Bible. So the theory of a mechanical
verbal inspiration simply falls to pieces." (The Luth. Chun:h QuaTteTly, 1936, p. 247.) Note the "at beat," italicized by us, and note
that "the theory of a mechanical verbal inspiration" which has
"fallen to pieces" is the teaching that the originals were written by
verbal inspiration. Note also the "if'' in Dr. Aberly's statement:
"lf it was necessary to eliminate such errors from the original
records...." Dr. J. A. Singmaster writes: "Another startling fact
contradicts the dictation theory, and that is the numerous various
readings in the several manuscripts. While these do not vitiate
the Scriptures in the least, they do show that God did not seem to
require that every word must be miraculously preserved as originally written." (Handbook of Chriatian Theology, p. 67.) What is
the "dictation theory"? The teaching that the words written by the
apoatlea and the prapheta were verbally inspired; and, says Dr.
Singmaster, the various readings in the copies prove that this
teaching cannot stand. Dr. J. A. W. Haas uses pretty plain language. '"llle early position of Protestant doctrine put an infallible
Bible over against an infallible organization. It iB auppoaedn (our
italics) ''that the original manuscripts of the books of the Bible
were without error in every detail. No one ever saw or can prove
such an infallible set of books, but their existence is made an
article of faith. Actually Christians have always had a Bible
that contains many variant readings." (What Ought l to Beliei,e,
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p.28f.)H11> The subtle suggestion la that somehow or other the
the verbal lnlplratlcm of the originals. So let 1111 settle tb1a point once for all.
'l'he fac:t that a copyist m1aspellecl a certain word or substituted a
different word does not make the original word uninspired. The
fact- and th1a la an apt analogy-that human nature la now corrupt does not alter the fact that man was created perfectly holy.
You know thls; you concede it when pressed for a definite statement. And we shall hold you to your conceulon. You have lost
the right to mJx up with your discussion of the faulty copies any
cliacussion of the originals. All "Ifs" and "buts" based on the
copies are ruled out by mutual agreement.
Furthermore, we are not ready to discuss the faulty copies
with any one who does not admit the infallibility of the originals.
When Dr. Abbott presents his list of "infallibilities" to us, we stop
him after the first item: ''In order that the Bible should be infallible, the original writers must have been infallibly informed as
to the truth; they must have been able to express it infallibly."
Surely; but do you, Dr. Abbott, believe that they did write by inspiration? When he says No, and when others say: "God mciv hcive
given to His people in early ages an absolutely inerrant book," we
refuse to continue the discussion. First the question of the verbal
inspiration and infallibility of the Bible must be settled between us.
Unless that is settled, our conversation on the errors of the copyists
and translators and printers can reach no satisfactory conclusion.
It is evident that, when one party accepts the inspiration of the
Bible as an established truth and insists that the errors in the
copies cannot overthrow that fact, while the other party insists on
constructing the doctrine of inspiration from the condition of the
copies, the two parties are talking along different lines, and the
talk will go on interminably. And there are practical considerations behind our insistence on settling, first and before anything
else, the question of the infallibility of the holy writers. Much is
gained, everything is gained, when a man has been convinced, by

leslou of variant readlnp must cawie doubts u to

145) The same idea wos expressed and applied not only to Verbal
Inspiration but also to faith in Christ, by Prof. E.W. E. Reuss, of Strasbourg, who, when a student had handed in on essay in which he maintained his faith in thellenary and literal inspiration of Scripture, told
him: "My dear frien , the arguments of science do not affect you
because tlie subject in question is in your eyes D matter of faith. Well,
allow me to uy to you in the name of the faith you propose to defend
that the ground on which__you have taken your stand is an extremely
dangerous one. · To identify faith in Christ with the historical belief
that is bound up with Biblic:il documents is to enter on a path which
may lead_you very far. The least weakening of your theory of the
Canon will shake the whole superstructure of :your Christianity, and
the reaction may be as subtle as it will be radical." (Quoted, with
approval, in R. F. Horton, Revelation 11nrl the Bible, p. VI.)
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Scripture, that all Scripture ls given by lmplratlon of God. Such
a man will stand firm when the shock-troops-the leglam al
various readlnp- are unloosed upon bfm. And only such a ma
ls in a position to take up the study of these varlantll (textual
criticlsm} profitably. A man who takes a negative attitude towards
the inspiration of Scripture will hail these legions u helpful allles;
he who takes a doubting attitude will quickly surrender to them.
Our first concern ls to get men to listen to what Scripture
soys on Verbal Inspiration. To that we devote most of our time.
We do not, of course, absolutely refuse to discuss anything else.
If men Insist on constructing the doctrine of inspiration from tbe
condition of the copies, we shall devote some little time to that
angle. We'll do that presently. But all along we shall keep on
stressing the main points, first, that Scripture teaches Verbal Inspiration and, second: the fact that the copies are somewhat
faulty does not prove and does not indicate that the originals
were faulty.Ho,
The modems, in general, admit that. As a rule, they put
their variant-reading-argument in this form: there are legions of
variant readings; it follows that we have no fixed, no authentic:,
no reliable text; and from that it follows that Verbal Inspiration
is a dead issue. Dr. A. E. Deitz puts it this woy: ".Manifestly, we
cannot be guided by a book which is no longer available, however
perfect and inerrant and infallible it may have been." (The Luth.
Cl£. QuaneTlJI, 1935, p. 130.) Another modem puts it still more
bluntly: •~we have been dwelling in the troditionol text as in an
ancient, comfortable house; the spirit of our fathers ruled there
and made it comfortable and cozy. Now comes the building
inspector, condemns the building, and demands that we move out."
The old house is "rotten, rickety, in a tumble-down condition."
(Sec Pieper, op. cit., I, p. 414.)
148) Dr. A. Hoenecke: "A further objection: Since we certainly do
not poaeu the original text throughout, verbal inspiration cannot be
predicated of the Bible throughout. Eln wirkllch toerichter Einwand!
They must have a poor case if they have to resort to 111ch 111bterfuges.
They fail to distinguish between the inspiration and the preservation of
the inspired Scriptures. . • • Even though we admit that in sevenl
passages we do not hove the inspired text, that dlsestabllahes the inspiration of the original Scriptures as little as the present corrupt condition
of man docs away with the creation of the ftnt man in the image of
Goel." (Ev.-Luth. Dog., I, p. 388.) Dr. W. Dau: "U in a copy of the
Bible that should fall into the hands of Pastor Montellua one leaf were
mlaing, the Bible would not on that account be defective. U In the
translation which we hove something should have been rendered incorrectly, the Bible would not on that account be faulty. U the manuscriptl
that have been preserved till our time should in some case.s be undecipherable, or some mistake of a copyist should be found in it, the
Bible would not on that account be erroneous." (Theol Jlfthl11.,
,
1923 p. 75.)
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Let us eumlae this second form of the lll'IUJl19Dt. We shall
ftnd that lt ls an unwarranted generalization to say that on account
of the lepcma of variant read.lap our present Bible text ls doubtful
ad unreliable. Note, ID the first place, the tendentious overstatement, the aopbiatlcal exaggeration ln the argument. These legions
of variant readlap consist, as the textual critics tell WI, for the
Brater part, by far the greater part, ln variations ln the spelling
and the like, which do not ln any way affect the sense, things
about which no serious man would make a fuss. Such for instance,
are "the variations ln the spelling of proper names: NataohNa.taoff. • . • Among other insignificant variations may be mentlcmed the presence or absence of v final in verbs: ncvr.-nr.yn,"
and IO ad infinitum. (A. B. Bruce, Ezp. G,-. Teat., I, p. 52 f.)147>
'l'bla claa of variant readinp does not jolt WI. These legions make
• great din, but as they come closer, we find them to consist of tin
soldiers. What the modems say of the havoc wrought by these
armies is of the same value as some of the war-bulletins being
laued by the high commands.
Next, some of these variants do indeed affect the sense. Some
- • few. Do not keep up your sophistical practice of exaggerating!
There are only a few that affect the sense, as the textual critics
tell us. "It ls :reckoned that of the seven thousund nine hundred
and fifty-nine verses of the New Testament there hardly exist ten
or twelve in which the corrections that have been introduced by
the new :readings of Griesbach and Scholz, as the result of their
immense researches, have any weight at all. Further, in most instances they consist but in the difference of a single word, and
sometimes even of a single letter." (L. Gaussen, op. cit., p.190. Examine the exhaustive lists given in that chapter.) Ten or twelve
verses - and our war-bulletin writers speak of "legions"! And
now mark well: these few variants which do effect the sense in no
case affect any Scriptural doctrine. For instance, the variant Ii;
or a for Ot o; in 1 Tim. 3: 16 are certainly not equivalents. But
reading "who" for "God" in no wise affects the doctrine of the deity
of Christ. This doctrine is abundantly established by the host of
the other dicta. proba.ntia. Let 1 John 5: 7 be an interpolation; does
that fact give the doctrine of the Trinity the least jolt? Some im147) "'l'he miracle of inspiration ls not perpetuated in th01e who have
c:opiecl and translated the Scriptures, though the ac:cepted translation ls
so entirely free from fundamental error that fairnea must conclude that
God hu wonderfully preserved the purity of the original text in the
trammlssion. Prof. Moses Stuart, one of the ablest scholars of modern
tima, ays: 'Out of some 800,000 various readings of the Bible that have
been eolleeted, about 795,000 are of about as much importance as the
question in EnJlllsh orthography ls whether the word honor or S11vfor
should be spelfed with a u or without it." (Pn>c., Southeutem. Dist.,
1939, p. 2'1.)
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portant manuscrjpts omit the clause 6 6v h ~ ~ 1n lalmS:18.
Delete it, and Scripture still teaches that the Son of Kan 1a and wa
in heaven. 'There are instances where, If a certain variant 1a ac,.
cepted, the passage no longer proves a certain doctrine. But tbe
remarkable thing is that these instances occur only 1n cues wlme
this doctrine is firmly established by many other paaages." (Proceedi119s, Sr,nodic:al Con.f., 1888, p. 66.) The fact is that "the wmderful divine providence so held its protecting hand over the Bible
text that in spite of the 1.111riae lecticme• not a single Christian doctrine has become doubtful." (Pieper, op. cit., p. 290.)HII> 'l'be text
of the Bible is in such a condition that in every instance where we
need a plain, direct, clear statement of doctrine or important fact,
the text is there - clear and uncorrupted. The bombs wblch the
legions of the variant readings discharged against the c:ertalllty of
the text are duds. This talk about the dilapidated condition of our
Bible home is justly characterized by Dr. Pieper as "&ivoloua tallr.
flowing from jgnorance."
Note, in the second place, the fallacy in the generalization: The
Bible text, as we have it, is not reliable because of the variant
readings. There is doubt, to be sure, about the reading of aome
passages. But we shall never grant that that fact casts doubt on
the reliability of the ten thousand passages about which there is no
doubt. The textual critics - and they need not be verbal-implrationists-will not stand for such insinuations of the modems. They
do not speak of the Bible text as unreliable. Thf!JI speak of an
established, authentic, accepted text. And so shall we. The
moderns are unreasonable. Take a reasonable view: God certainly
wanted the churches of today to have the same advantage as the
first churches, which had the original manuscripts, written by the
apostles. God wants all churches of all times to have a certain,
sure Word, expressed in a certain, sure text. Now, if the fact that.
there are variant readings would deprive us of a reliable Bible
148) Prof. Moses Sluarl: "Of the remainder some change the seme
of particular paaogcs or expressions or omit _parUcular words or ~ ;
but not. one doctrine of religion is changed, not one precept II taken
away, not one important fact. is altered, by the whole of iho various
readings collectively taken." (Loe. cit.) "Richard Bentley,_ the ablest
and boldest of the earlier classical critics of England, amrmed that
even tho worst of manuscripts does not pervert or set aside 'one article
of faith or moral precept.' . . . And Dr. Ezra Abbot of Harvard. who
ranked among the first textual critics and was not hmnpered by orthodox
bias (being a Unitarian) , asserted thnt 'no Christian doctrine or duty
rests on those portions of the text which are affected by the cWrenmc:et
in the manuscripts; still less is anything euentlal in Chrlstfanlty
touched by the various readings. They do, to bo sure, affect the bearing
of a (ew passages on the doctrine of the Trlruty; but tho truth or falalty
of the doctrine by no means depends upon the reading of these paaqes.'"
(B. Manly, 7'he Bible Doctrine of In,piratfon, p. 224.)
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text, would God have permitted these variants to occur? Is tb1s
:rat1c,npJ1ztn1? Well, then listen. to Christ'• own suarantee that the
aiurch of later days shall have a 1ood text, perfectly good and
reliable. John 17: 20 guarantees that the word of the apostles will
nmain In the possession of the Church, the word of the apostles as
tnnsmltted to the Church In a reliable text. And when Christ asks
Bia dlsclples of the later days to continue In His Word (John 8:
31, 32) and to teach all thlnp He commanded (Matt. 28: 20), He
promises them a good, reliable, absolutely reliable text; else they
could not know His Word. And He has kept His prom1se.1-10,
The broad statement that the Church of today must set along
with a corrupted, unreliable Bible text does not express the truth.
It does not ogree with the facts.1GO> And it does not proceed &om
the Christian way of thinking, &om Christ's way of thinking. In
spite of the variants found in the Old Testament Christ said: ''They
have Moses and the Prophets" (Luke 16: 29); they have a reliable
text. And when He appealed to the tezt aa 10ritten, "we do not
nad," says Dr. Pieper, ''that the devil brought up the matter of
'various readings' " (p. 288). Summa. aummarum, "what the
149) The Lord took special cnre of this mntter. No, He did not
endow the copy.lats with miraculous lnfalllblllty, but we are going to

that lt la a miracle before our e1.,es that the text has been so faithfully preserved. We speak of • the wonderful, miraculous divine
providence guardlng the text." "We truly stand before a miracle of
divine providence." (F. A. Philippi. See Pieper, op. clt., p. 409.) "God
ha wonderfully preserved the purity of the original text 1n the transmlalon." (See above.) "Very wonaerfully and very graclously," sa)'I
J. G. Machen, "has God provided for the preservation, from generation
to generation, of His holy Word.••• You do not have to depend for the
assurance of your salvation and the ordering of your Christian lives
upon pa11111gcs where either the origlnlll wording or the meaning ls
doubtful. God has provided very wonderfullr, for the transmission
of the tnt and for the translation into English. ' (The Christin. Faith
la tl1e .Modena. \VoTld, p. 43f.) "The Lord has watched miraculously
OY<!r His Word,'' &aYI Gaussen (op. cit., p. 187), who asks us to compare
the Bible in this respect with any other book of antiquity ("the comedies
of Terence alone have presented thirty thousana variant readhupi;
and yet these are only six ln number, and they have been copied a
tho111BJ1d times less often than the New Testament") and to meditate
on the 1aying of Bengel: "Thou mayest, then, dlsmia all those doubts
which at one time so horribly tormented myself. If the Holy Scriptures which have been so often copied and which have passed so often through
the faulty hands of ever fallible men-were abiolutely without variations, the miracle would be so great that faith 1n them would no
longer be faith. I am aatoniahed, on tJ1e contra"1/, that the T"eaul& of
all tlio1e tTGnac:riptlon1 has not been a. ,nucl, QTeater numbeT of difeT"ent
t'tfldings.n (Op. cit., p. 196.)
150) These are the facts: "The best of the present-day Hebrew
and Greek scholars assert that in probably nine hundred and ninety-nine
eases out of a thousand we have either positive knowledge or reasonable
aaurance u to what the original words were; so accurately have the
copyistl ~roduced them, and so faithfully have the translators done
their work. (L. Boettner, The lnspination of t11e Scriptun1, p. 19.)

18,)'
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Church Jacks in our day is not a reliable text of the Bible, bat
the faith in the sufficiently reliable text" (p. '10. - Be sure to re.a
the two sections in Pieper on this subject, I, pp. 288 ff. and 408 if.).
No, the few variants - by now we are agreed that the varioaa
readings which amount to anything are but few in number-jolt
us as little as the obscure passages in the Bible disturb our faith.
The Bible contains some crucea interpnrtum, but we have never
permitted the Romanists to adduce this fact as a proof for their
dogma of the obscurity of Scripture. We cannot be absolutely sure
whether the io1vvcln in John 5:39 is the indicative or the imperative. Does that justify any man to deny the clarity of Scripture!
And the occurrence of a few variants is not n sane argument agalmt
the integrity of the tezt of the Bible. The Protestants among the
moderns will not receive a jolt if the Romanist should argue: Since
there are some obscure passages in the Bible, the whole Bible 11
obscure. Then they should not try to jolt us by employing the same
line of argument: Since the text in some instances bas been corrupted, the Bible text is unreliable. 11il>
Here is a variation of the second form of the argument: We no
longer hove the original manuscripts; they may have been-or
were - inerrant by virtue of Verbal Inspiration; but since we
possess only copies, made by fallible men, it is a waste of time to
discuss Verbal Inspiration; it has no practical volue.-The exam151) Prof. J.P. Koehler: "Es moegen in eh1zelnen Stellen Unklarheltcn entatehen, so dass mnn die Stellen gerade nlcht bestlmmt auslepn
kann. In den meisten Faellen bezieht sich das auf aeuaere spracblicbe
Dlnge, oder es betrifft feine Sc:hntUerungen der Gedankenverblnd.un&
auf deren Festatellung wenlg ankommt, sowclt es die Lehre betri!ft.
Man wird die Stellen dann zu den sogcnannten dunklen Stellen rechnen,
wenlgstens in dieser Hinsicht. Aber dcr Klarhelt der Schrift, sowelt es
sich um die Lehre handclt, tut du deslualb keinen Eintrag, well die
betreffende Lehre entweder schon in solcher Stelle oder somtwo in der
Schri!t klar vorliegt. • • • Es kann der unpruenglJche Text durch die
Abschrelber verdorben sein, dadurch daa ale Woerter abslchtlich oder
unabslchtllch einschoben. Da entsteht wleder die Frage, ob diese Tat•che uns den 11orlie9enden. Bibeltext nlcht zwelfelhaft mache. • • •
Manche I.cute meinen, es sel nicht noetig, auf dem Wortlaut zu bestehen,
well er jo doch nicht gewiss ist. Doch das folgt nJcht. Du blelbt
stehen, Gott hat sein Wort durch den Heillgen Geist eingegeben, so
daa keln Tuettel davon hinfallen kann, und wlr bestehen darum bei
der Auslegung auf dem Wortlaut, wo er festateht. In andem Faellen aber
geben wir uns wiedcrum nicht mit Wortklouberel ab, sondem lusen
solch aeuaere Dinge dahingestcllt, um so mehr, ala die Wahrhelt der
Lehre doc:h nicht davon abhaengt. D111111 es mit der aeusseren Gestalt
der Schrift so ateht, du gehoert mit zu lhrer mensc:hlichen N'iedrigkelt.
die von Gott iedenfalls clamit zugleich sozusagen in Kauf genommen
wurde, dau er seine Offenbarung in menschllche Rede durch Memchen
ldelden llea. Es ist daher eine unventaendlge Uebenchaetzung solcber
rein menachlichen Dinge, wenn slch jemand dadurch in seinem Glauben
an die Unfehlbarkeit der Schrift in jedem Wort, das pachrieben lat,
wankend machen Iaeat." (De,- Brief Pauli cm die Galater, p. ~ f .)
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lnatlcm of tbla UI\IIIU!Dt wW take us over the old ground,

indeed,

but it will do no harm to emphuize some of the old points.
We beard Dr. J. A. W. Haas say: "No one ever saw or can prove
sw:h an infalllble set of books," and heard Dr. A. E. Deitz repeat it:
"Manifestly we cannot be guided by a book which ls no longer
available, however perfect and inerrant and infallible it may have

been." Let us hear Dr. E. H. Delle repeat it. Discussing the statement by Dr. W. A. Maier: "I challenge any one within the range of
my voice to show that the Bible, as originally inspired by God, contains even a minute mistake," he says: ''This ls a retreat to an impossible citadel in order to defend an unnecessary point of view
of what ls essential to Christianity. If we had the Bible 'as originally Inspired of God,' this challenge might be of some force."
(The Luth. Chv:rch Qucinmv, 1936, p. 426.) This slur about an "impossible citadel" ls played up by W. M. Forrest in this wise: "No
one can attack a non-existent fortification. The autographs [of the
Bible] are nowhere; no man living can prove what was in them,
and no man dead has left us any record of what they were like
when he read them. . . . All we have is our existing Bible. If it
needed to be inerrant, why did God allow it to become errant after
having gone to the trouble of getting it all miraculously written out
without error? .•." (Do FuTldcimentcdiata Plciv FciiT·? P. 55 f.) The
commissioners of the U. L. C. A. played it up in their report to the
convention of 1938: ''The disagreement [on the doctrine of verbal
inspiration] relntes, furthermore, to a matter of theological interpretation, which, in addition, applies only to a non-existent original
text of the Scriptures." (See The Lutlienin, Oct. 5, 1938.) And the
presidentlal address at the same convention stated: ''The crucial
difference developed in recent discussions rests in the matter of the
verbal inspiration of an original text of the Scriptures (which, of
course, does not exist)."
These flippancies call for a few remarks. (1) "No one ever
saw such an infallible set of books." Neither did any one of us
see Christ. Does it follow that our knowledge of Christ is faulty?
We know as much of the power and love and beauty of Christ as
those who saw Him with their physical eyes. If you admit that,
you will no longer argue that, because you have not seen the
original manuscripts, you cannot know whether they were without error in every detail.J:;::
i
152) D. J. Burrell: "We have heard the higher critics saying: 'What
Is the use of aflinning inerrancy of an "original autograph" which is
not in existence? The theory that there were no errors in the original

text Is sheer assumption, upon which no mind can rest with certainty.
We must take the Scriptures as we have them, without reference to
a hypothetical original which no living man has seen.' It is a poor
rule, however, which cannot be made to work both ways. No living
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2) "What u the uae of affirming lnerrancy of an 'orilinal autograph' which is not In existence?" The question hu only acedemtc
Interest. - No, it is a question of great importance, of the utmmt
importance. .we want to know whether the words that Paul wmle
down were (and are) the very words of God, by virtue of vezbal
inspiration. We want to know that today. For if the words of the
apostles, In the original autographs, were not God's words, worda

of power, life, and salvation, then the copies, written or printed,
could not transmit to us divine words. In the article "Have We
the Origlnal Text of the Holy Scriptures?" (Coxe. TIIBOL. :MDLT.,
X, p. 105 ff.) we read: ''If the origlnal manuscripts of the holy
< writers were inerrant, then it wu at leut poutble for IICribel to
transmit an inerrant message to posterity. If the original writlnp
were (and not merely contained) the Word of God, then the copies
transmit to us the Word of God in the degree In which they are
faithful to the original. If the original manuscripts were not, but
merely contained, the Word of God, accuracy of transcription did
not avail to render that divine which wu not divine. Yes, a peat
deal depends on the nature of the original." (Be sure to read the
entire article1)1 113> The moderns think they can get along with
an errant Bible. But to us the question of the verbal implratlon
and inerrancy of the Bible, the Bible u originally written, la a
matter of vital importance. - It la of some Importance, too, to the
textual critics. They are devoting much time to the labor of
restoring the original text. For many of them It is a labor of love.
And they have more than a literary interest in It. They would loee
their real interest if they knew that, after they bad improved the
faulty copies, they got nothing but a faulty Bible.
3) "No man dead has left us any record of what they [the
man hu ever seen the incarnate Word. There is no accurate portrait of
Him in existence - certainly not If the Scriptures are unreliable. Neverthelea we do believe that the original Christ, who for a brief period
of thirty years lived among men and then vanished from sight, was

'holy, harmlea and undefiled'; precisely u it is clabned the Scriptures
were in their original form." (Op. cft., p. 122.)
153) Dr. James 1111. Gray: "Some would argue speeiomly that to
insist on the inerrancy of a parchment no living being bu ever seen
question merely and without value. But do they not
is an
fall to see that the character and perfection of the Godhead are involved
in that inerrancy? Some years ago a 'liberal' theologian, deprecating
the discussion 3S not worth while, remarked that it was a matter of
small consequence whether a pair of trousers were origlnally perfect
If they were now rent. To which the valiant and witty David James
Burrell replied that it might be a matter of ama1l consequence to the
wearer of the trousers, but the tailor who made them would prefer
to have it understood that they did not leave his ahOP that way. • • •
The Most HJgh might at least be regarded u One who drops no ltltcbes
and sends out no imperfect work." (The Furulamentala, m, p. 11.)
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autographs) were like when he read them." -That is a contemptible statement. The earlier copyists left a record.
4) Now for their real argument: the original manuscripts have
disappeared, and since we have only copies of them, the value of
the original is loat.-Do they really mean to say that? That
would mean, of course, that, if God wanted us to have His real,
authentic, authoritative Word, Paul would have had to write out
a hundred million original manuscripts of his epistles, so that
every Christian congregation could have them in Paul's handwriting or In the handwriting of his thousand amanuenses. Or, as
the Cmn:. TmoL. MTBLY. article referred to above suggests, God
would have had to engrave His sacred Word on gold plates,
deposit them in a specified spot, entrust them, say, to the officials
of the Congressional Library in Washington "to be inspected and
copied by anybody that desired to do so." Copied? No; that would
not do either. For where is the guaranty that he copied correctly?
We cannot believe that the moderns seriously mean that a document
loses its value when it is copied. The Church at Rome did not
say that the only worth-while epistle they had was the Epistle to
the Romans. They did not say that they did not have the Epistle
to the Galatians because they had only a copy of it. They did
not demand that the autographs circulate in all congregations
of that day down to all congregations of the last days. How many
of our moderns have laid their eyes on the manuscripts which
contain the proclamations of the President or of the Leader of
Germany? All they see is the printed copy. And they know
exactly what these men said. Do our lawyers ask to have the
original engrossed documents embodying the legislative acts of
Congress in their hands before they make use of them? Have
done with this talk about copies not being as good as the originals.
The Bible did not lose its force, its authority, the divine power
of its words, through its transmission to us by way of written or
printed copies.
5) If the modems should now say that they were not referring
to the copies as such., but only to faulty copies, we shall tell them
that in that case they should not have used such general terms.
And since they have used general terms ("a non-existent original
text"), we shall not go on till they have definitely conceded that
a good copy is as good as the original. If that is conceded, we
shall have no further trouble with them. We, too, concede the
variant readings. We have conceded right along that in some
instances the original text has not yet been established. But we
do not concede that the faulty transcription or faulty translation
of a few passages vitiates the entire transcription. Some few
passages have become doubtful. That gives no man the right to
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c:ut doubt on all the other passages whoae radlDI la not ID cloalit.
Reasonable men do not thua treat other, human document&. Ba9II
done with thla vlcloua trlfllngl Since you have admitted that you
are not arguing against the copiu u such, accept the copies_ when
there are no various readings as being just as good as tbe orlllml,
the words you read in the copies as having the aame lnerraDcy ad
the same divine power as the words which were written by Paul'■
own pen. In the words of the Watchman-Enmfrlff: "Certainly, lt
muat always be remembered that, when we speak of the lDlplratlcm
of the words of Scripture, we loglc:ally mean thole words that were
written by Paul, Moses, and others. To this it ha■ been replied that
the documents written by Paul and Moses have peri■bed. Why
contend for the inspiration of something we do not posses■! Here
it ls well to remind the objector that the same question mlght allO
be asked of those who believe in any kind of Biblical lmplratlaD.
But there is an answer. Granted that the original document■ are
lost, the words of those documents ore still with us through copies
made before their loss. And in so far as we have the■e words,
we have a verbally inspired Bible today. The whole science of
textual criticism proceeds upon the assumption of an imp1red
original. And we cannot honor too highly that company of godly
scholars who have labored to lead us back to this original." (See
Theol. Mthl11., 1923, p. 363.)
Finally (6) the modems ought to realize that in arguing
against Verbal Inspiration on the basis of the alleged nonexistence of the original they are cutting their own throats. They
stand for, say, Partial Inspiration, the inspiration of the doctrinal
contents of the Bible; they insist that these doctrines are true
because the sections presenting them were written by impiraUon.
We ask them: What do you know of these doctrines! You do
not have the original text! You cannot prove the gratia univfflCUfl
with John 3: 16 because the original which ls supposed to have
contained these words is no longer in existence. "Here it la well
to remind the objector that the same question might also be asked
of those who believe in any kind of Biblical inspiration." 11141
Now let us take a last look at Abbott's "infallibilities" phalanx.
It looks formidable. But the argument is based on a fallacy. The
first statement: "In order that the Bible should be lnfallible, the
15') Dr. Pieper: ''Theodore Kaftan is

10

set on doing away with

Verbal Inspiration that he asserts two things which cancel each other.

On the one hand he asserts that, as all theologinna know, 'there is no
fixed, firm text,' 'since the number of variant read1np is legion.'
On the other hand, he (Kaftan) is sure that he can determine on the
basis of Scripture what in Scripture is and what ii not the objective
Word of God. That this would be impossible on the suppoaition that
'there is no fixed, firm text' did not dawn on him.'' (Op. cit., p. 368.)
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orillnal writers must have been lnfalllbly Informed u to the truth;
they muat have been able to express it lnfalllbly," ls a true statement. But the next statement: "After their death their manuscripts muat have been infalllb]¥ copied" is not true. It employs
the sophistical generalization cUacuued above. The mistakes
which the copylata made render a few passages doubtful but do
not make all the rest fallible. It is simply not true that a message,
a teaching, a statement, of the Bible loses its infalllbllity, its power,
its divine character, when a fallible human being copies it, transmits
it, preaches it. Will the condemned crimlnal doubt the validity
of the pardon because a low]¥ messenger, and not the governor
himself, brings and reads to him the pardon? And if the messenger
mispronounces a word or two, is the pardon invalidated? - Enough
bas been said on this matter above. We shall add only one more
remark. It ls conceivable that, when we offer our main proof
to Abbott- Christ's promise that He would preserve His infallible
Word to the Church- he might reply: How do you lmow that
Christ spoke those words? The original writers may have set
them down infallib]¥, but the faulty copies, ete., ete. Our final
remark is this: We go our way rejoicing and thanking God for
the precious boon of an infallible Bible; let the others, if they
must, wallow in the bog of doubt and uncertainly, a bog of their
own making.
The argument under consideration (No.17) is born of desperation. The case of those who deny the verbal inspiration and
reliability of the Bible must be desperate if they have to bring
In the unrelated matter of faulty copies. And this desperate argument, if upheld, leads to despair. If there is no reliance on our
Bible as we have it, we get religious nihilism.
TH. ENGELDER
(To be continued)

Sermon Study on Heb. 1:1-6
Eisenach Epistle for Second Christmas Day

The Eisenach Epistle-lesson for the Second Christmas Day is
taken from the first chapter of the Letter to the Hebrews. It comprises the prolog, vv.1-4, and three of the Scripture-passages cited
by the author in proof of his statement that Christ far excels the
angels in glory and power. The prolog consists of one long complex
sentence grouped around two statements, the first found in the
principal complex clause, vv.1, 2, "God hath spoken"; the second
in the complex subordinate clause, v. 3, "Who sat down." Round
about these two brief sentences the writer, in majestic language
well suited to his sublime subject, brings out his theme, introducing
58
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to his readen Jeaus, the God Incarnate, our Teacher and Blah
Priest, by whom in these last days God has spoken to us and who,
having by Himself purged our sins, sat down at the right hand of
the Majesty on high.
God, 10ho at aund"!I time• and m. divff• manncn apaJce i1I time
pad unto the fathen bv the propheu, Heb.1: L
At nnd"!I time•. "This is only an approximation to the meaning oI the expressive but quite inimitable adverb used in the
original (literallf, 'many-portion-wise')." Bible Commentarv, la
divers manner, in various forms. "Common to both expresslanl ii
the notion of changeful diversity; but the former marks the
changeful diversity of the times in which, and the penons through
whom, God revealed Himself; the latter, the changeful diversity
of the divine revelations as regards contents and form." Luenemann, in Mevwa Commente&'1/. At sundry times, sometimes in
rapid succession, sometimes centuries intervening, God spake, and
spake by various persons. Moses, the mediator of the Old Covenant, Jacob on his death-bed, young Samuel, stem Amos, cultured
Isaiah, weeping Jeremiah, King David, captive Daniel, what an
array of men differing as to age and temperament and culture!
And just as varied were the contents and the form of these
prophecies. As to the form, there were dreams, Gen.15; 28: 12 ff.;
1 Sam. 28:6; Dan. 1:17; 2:lff., 4; 5:7; visions, Is. 6:lff.; Ezek.
1:8; Zech. 1-6; symbolic nets, Jer. 13; 19; Ezck. 4; 5; Levitical
ordinances, Col. 2:17; Heb. 8:5; types, Ps. 110:4; Heb. 7:lff.;
dark speeches, riddles, Ezek. 17: 2; Ps. 49: 5; clear, explicit language,
Is. 7:14; 9:6, 7. As to contents, again how varied! Jacob speaks
of the coming King, Gen. 49: 10 ff.; Moses, of the Prophet, Deut.
18: 15; David, of the Priest, Ps. 110: 4; Isaiah, of the virgin birth
and the vicarious suffering and death of the Servant of the Lord;
Micah names the city of His birth; Malachi speaks of His forerunner. So gradually through the millenniums one detail after the
other was added to the first Gospel spoken by God Himself in
Paradise.
Many different prophets spake, mortal beings, sinful men; yet
they did not speak their own views, they did not voice thelr own
opinions, they did not proclaim their own theory of salvation, their
own philosophy of life. The utterances of these men of old, of
times lying in the dim past, were not the product of human reuon
and research. In them dwelt another, God Himself, and while the
lips of the prophet formed the words, God spake in and by and
through these men, using them as His instruments, taking into Bil
employ the natural and acquired physical and mental and spiritual
gifts with which He had endowed them. It was God Himself
speaking through these prophets at sundry times in divers manners.
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"God spake." The writer uses the aorist participle; a real
aorist, denoting unbounded, undetermined, timeless action, compreaing God's speaking through the millennium.a into one act,
leaving indefinite when and how often He spoke.
God spake unto the f11durra; this is the honorable title of the
anceston of the Jews living at the time this letter was written.
To them God spake by means of prophets. Little by little, by slow
degrees, detail upon detail was added. Thousands of years passed
before the fathers were told that the Messiah was to be born of
a virgin at Bethlehem. Yet from the very beginning this multiportioned prophecy was able to accomplish whereunto God had
spoken it, the salvation of mankind. Eve exclaims joyfully, "I have
a man, the Lord," Gen. 4: 1; Lamech, Gen. 5: 29; Jacob, Gen. 49: 18;
Job 19: 25 ff.; Elihu, Job 33: 23-30. And still it was prophesying in
part and knowing in part; cp. 1 Cor. 13: 9. How little did the
fathers know compared with the knowledge of their children living
in the time of fulfilment, when a Greater One than all the prophets
became the mouthpiece of God, revealing to mankind the divine
plan of salvation for the execution of which He Himself had come
upon the earth.
Hath in theae laat da.11• spoken unto us by His S,m, ,ali.om He
ha.th 11ppointed Heir of 1111 tldngs, by whom 11lao He made the
10orlds, v. 2. There can be no doubt as to the time when this speakIng of .God through His Son occurred. The writer clearly distinguishes it from that of the prophets through whom Christ spoke
in the Old Testament, prior to His incarnation. And it is a speaking
which occurred before Christ, having purged our sins, sat down on
the right hand of the Majesty on high. The author is speaking of
the incarnate Son, the God-man in His state of humiliation, when
He, the humble Rabbi of Nazareth, began to preach throughout
the land of Israel, teaching in their synagogs and preaching the
Gospel of the Kingdom, Matt. 4: 23. He who was sent as the Redeemer of the world was also to be the great Prophet and Revealer
of God; cp. John 1: 17; 3: 11-13; 7: 16, 17; 8: 28. It is of this
preaching Christ, the incarnate Son, in His humiliation during His
sojourn on earth that the writer predicates the statements vv. 2-4,
as mysterious as they are marvelous.
God hath spoken by His Son; the pronoun· is omitted in the
original as well as the article: God spake by Son. This construction not only emphasizes that this Son has all the characteristic
qualities of a son, that he is a son in fact and truth. It stresses at
the same time the uniqueness of this Son. There is no other son
like Him. The word is therefore practically used as a proper noun,
a name properly, in its real sense belonging to Him. What a divine
mystery is unfolded in this brief word, Son! Though God is ab-
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aolute]y one, lndlvisible, yet He bu a Son, a true Sn, Iba God
Hlmaelf, the absolute Truth, calls this relation a relation of father
to son. On the other hand, being a relation within God, It surpaaes
In Its closeness and intimacy and in Its very nature the relatian of
father and son in mankind In such a manner u to be absolutely
unique. There is no fatherhood and no sonahlp in all the hlltmy
of mankind that can be regarded u an exact and full parallel of
the relation existing between God the Father and Goel the Son.
Human sonship implies the subordination of the son to the father;
yet the Son of God is in no wise Inferior to the Father, subordinate
to Him, God In a secondary sense of the term. The very fact that
the Son is the Son of God renders that supposition impoaible and
at once shows up its fallacy and folly. A son bu the nature of
his father; the son of a white man is a white man, etc.; the Son
of God, being God's own Son, must have the nature of His Father,
must be God, even as the Father who has bom Him ls Goel. Yet,
while the son of a man is a second man, the Son of God ls not
a second God, but partakes of the nature of God, which ls that
of absolute unity, inseparable, indivisible. "Hear, 0 Israel, the
Lord, our God, is one Lord," Jehovah Echad, Deut. 6:4. And with
this one and indivisible Father the Son is one Being, one F.aence,
the one and indivisible Jehovah. This ls o mystery past human
understanding, a mystery so deep that even the wisest of all men,
Solomon, confessed himself to be more foolish than any man, because, after having wearied himself to the point of exhaustion with
trying to solve this mystery, he could find no answer to his ever
recurring question, "What is His name?" Prov. 30: 1-6.
Both truths, that the Son of God is o son, and that He is the
Son of God, in other words, the sonship and the deity of the Son.
are unfolded briefly vv. 2-4, and in ever fuller manner as the
author gradually establishes his proposition, the superiority of the
New Testament Covenant over that of the Old Testament. We
shall see that as we study vv. 2b-4.
Whom He hath czppointed Heir of all thing•. A privilege of
sons is the right of inheritance. "If children, then heirs," says
Paul, Rom.8:17. Being bom of the Father from eternity, Ps.2:7,
the Son is by virtue of that eternal birth an Heir, a possessor of all
His Father possesses. The writer, however, does not say that
Christ u an Heir of all things. He purposely uses a different expression. God appointed Him Heir. Of course, he does not mean
to infer that the Son, after all, is subordinate to His Father, no
matter how highly exalted a person He may be; that He is an
Heir by appointment only. The author, as we have seen, is speaking of the incarnate Son. From the moment that the Son of God
received a human nature into union with His divine person, God
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by virtue of thla Intimate union appointed, set, placed, established,
this human nature to be Heir of all tblnp which belonged to the
Son of God from eternity. Cp. lllatt.11:27; 28:18; John 3:35; 13:3.
We know that In His state of humiliation Christ did not make full
use of His full possession of all things. According to His human
nature, though appointed Heir of all things, He voluntarily abstained from the free and constant use of this privilege. He entered
Into full and uninterrupted use of this inheritance when according
to HJs human nature God set Him at His own right hand In the
heavenly places, Eph. 1: 20-23. But let ua note that there is no
room for any time when the Son was not an Heir of all things.
A kenoels which robs the incamate Son of God of His divine
power and majesty is unscriptural and anti-Scriptural. He is an
Heir while performing His o&ice on earth, while speaking as the
mouthpiece of God to His fellow-men, and an Heir of all things,
iamar,, without limit and without restriction. Any limitation of
the heritage given to the human nature of Christ is a violation of
this word of God which establishes the incamate Son of God, even
during His life of poverty and suffering, the Heir of all things.
B11 ,ahom. cdao He made the 100Tlc:la, the heavens and the earth

and all the host of them, Gen. 2: 1. God made the universe by
His Son. Here the relation of the Son to the Father is described
from another viewpoint, that of mediatorshlp. Father and Son are

one, John 10:30, one in essence and therefore one in will. From
eternity it was the will of the Father and of the Son that the Son
was to be the person through whom God in the time to be created
would reveal Himself in word and deed. When, therefore, in the
beginning God created heaven and earth, He did so by, through,
the Son. There the Son acted as the Mediator, through whom God
spoke His creative words, through whom He revealed His creative
power and majesty, John 1: 1-3. And in "these latter days," in the
days of His sojourn on earth, the Son did not cease to be the
Creator. The incarnate Son remains what He was from the beginning of time, the Maker of heaven and earth. We do not mean
to say that the human nature of Christ was active in creating the
world. That came into existence only four thousand years later,
Luke 1: 26-38. But it is the incamate Son who four thousand years
before His incamation had created the world according to His
divine nature, which existed from etemity, Prov. 8:22-30; Ps.102:
26-28. Since in the Son of Mary dwells the fulness of the Godhead
bodily, Col 2: 9, the human nature of Jesus is the human nature of
Him through whom, as God's Workmaster, the worlds were made.
(Prov. 8:30, "as one brought up with Him"; literally, builder, architect.) As the Creator and Maker of all things was also from
the beginning their Owner and Lord, so the incarnate Son was
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the Owner and Lord of the universe even In His deepest lwmDlation, God Himself having appointed Him allo according to BJs
human nature the Heir of all that the Son of God bad made.
Subordinationists urge the "by whom" in order to prove the
correctness of their view. There is no reason to aee In this pbrae
any subordination:

1. The agent, or mediator, need not be subordinate to him
whose mediator he is. Two business partners may agree that the
one may build a church, the other a hotel Neither is subordinate
to the other.
2. In v.10 the creation is directly ascribed to the Son.
3. The Son is not a son by adoption or a God In lesser degree,
but the Son is begotten from the Father in eternity, 1: 5.
4. If "by" would imply subordination, then God would be
subordinate to Himself, Rom. 11: 36 - "Of Him and through [by]
Him and to Him are all things"; cp. Heb. 2: 10; l Cor. l: 9.
Who, being tl&e brightneu of Hill akrrv and the ezprea image
of Hill peraon and
upholding all things
by the word of Hill p010er,
when He l&ad by Himaelf pu117ed
the our
rightabaa
, aat down on
hand of the Mci;estv on liigh, v. 3.
The author now makes it as clear as human language can
make it that, being the Son of God, this Son by His unique IIODShlp
is, as the Nicene Creed confesses, God of God, Light of Light,
very God of very God. We read: ''Who, being the brightness of
His glory and the express image of His person." •o, refers atlll
to the incarnate Son, through whom the Father spake, v. 2. The
predicate is ixciOLa1, the aorist describing a past act in its entirety
as completed once for all. The subject, the incarnate Son, is more
closely defined by three participial clauses, two employing the
present participle, durative, denoting continuity of state, ch, and
of action, quiofllv, moreover connected by u , which is not so much
a conjunctive particle like xal as on adjunctive particle, adding
something to what has been stated and marking it at the same time
as having an inner connection with, a close relation to, what
precedes. The third participial clause has no connective and Js to
be referred to the predicate rather than to the subject The participle Js that of the aorist, denoting a historical act which bad
taken place once for all when this letter was being written and
preceded the sitting down, which was also a past action at the time
of the writing. Having cleansed for Himself, having finished the
work of cleansing the sins, He sat down. The connection indicates
that, when He sat down, and during all the time required to finish
His cleansing, He, the incarnate Son, was continuolly the brightness
of God's glory, unceasingly the express image of God's being, and
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always uphnJdtns .U tbtnp by the word of His power. No room
here for either subordination or kenosts. Cf. "Die moderne Kenose
hn Llcht der Schrift," Lehn und Wehn, Vol34 (1888), pp.204,
295, 329. This will become the more evident as we study these
partlclplal clauses 1n detail.
"Who, beins the brls:htness of His glory." From the creation
of this v.lslble world, which ls a m1racle beyond the comprehension
of the human mind, which proud reason will not believe although
it refers to earthly things, John 3: 12, the writer ascends at once
to the highest heaven; speaks of matters truly heavenly, of the
nature and essence of·the invisible God, an unfathomable mystery,
and speaks of these inscrutable things in the language of man
utterly unable adequately to explain so exalted a subject. The
language is clear, the subject remains a profound mystery. The
relation of the Son to the Father is described by two phrases, the
brightness of His glory, the express image of His person. The
glory of God is that He is the Lord, Jehovah, Is. 42:8, the absolute
Being, undetermined and undeterminable by anything outside of
Himself, He that is, that was, and that shall come, Rev.1:3; that
He is the Holy, Holy, Holy, Is. 6:3; cp. John 12:41; separate from
all and transcending all created beings, particularly all sin and
wrong-doing, which is absolutely inconsistent with His nature and
impossible for Him. This glory, Ex. 33: 18, is identified with Jehovah,
Ex. 34:5, 6, 8. The lulness of the glory, the unveiled face of God,
no man can see and live. As the glory of the sun will blind every
one looking straight into it, so the glory of God is like a blinding,
consuming fire, which would immediately destroy sinful man were
God to reveal it to him in its fulness, Ex. 33: 19, 20.
Of this glory the Son is the "Brightness." Interpreters disagree on the exact import of the Greek term; some translate
"reflected light," others "the flashing forth of light from light
itself." There is no need of taking the word in the sense of
reflection, that which is flashed forth from a body independent and
altogether different from the body sending forth the light; e. g., the
moon, dark in itself, flashing forth the light of the sun as long as
this light strikes the moon. Nothing in the text demands this
sense. The entire context discounts it, for the author evidently
does not mean to describe the Son of God as one who casts back,
reflects, light only as long as God shines upon Him without having
light within Himself. The Son is indeed "Mcn-genglanz dff Ewiglceit, Licht vom unerschoepften Lichte," the Morning dawn (cp.
Luke 1: 78; Mal. 4: 2) of Eternity, Light of Inexhaustible Light;
cp. The Luthenin Hymnal, No. 539. Luther: "He calls Him such
a Brightness as proceeds from the glory of the Father; as the rising
dawn of the sun, carrying with itself and in itself the entire sun;
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being not a part of the glory but the whole glory of the whole mn,
shining from the sun and ft!Dlalnlng with the sun. 'l1lerefore hen
In one word the birth. the unity of natures, the dlstlnctlon a(
persons, la taught. For Christ la continually being born etemalJy
of the Father, always goes forth as the sun In the morning and not
at noon or eve. Personally, He la not the Father, u the brightnea
la not the sun; and still la with the Father and In the Father,
neither before nor after Him, but equally eternal with Him and
1n Him, as the brightness is at the same time with and In and on
the sun. Christ is the emanating brightnea of the glory of the
Father; in other words, He la only-begotten God and not the
begetting God, yet perfect and whole God, like and u the Father.•
St. L., XII: 158 f. Read the whole masterly exposition, extendlnt
over several pages.
The Son is that because He is at the same time "the express
Image of His person." The Greek word translated ''penonn denotes
etymologically, like its I.tin equivalent nb•tantfcz, a setting or
placing under; the thing placed under; that which stands under
the outer form, hence the nature, essence, substantial quality of
a person or thing. Bauer-Preuschen: "Essence, reality; often uaed
in contrast to [mere] appearance. It therefore denotes that which
makes a person what he really la." Used of God, u here, the tenn
denotes His Godhead, His deity.
Of this nature and being of God's deity the Son la the "express
Image." Thayer defines the Greek term, 1) The instrument used
in engraving or carving; 2) the mark (figure or letters) stamped
upon that instrument or wrought out on it; hence a mark or figure
burned 1n or stamped on, an impression; the exact expression (the
image) of any person or thing, . . . precise reproduction in every
respect." By the impression of the die a dollar bill is made what
it is, a dollar bill. The Son is the "impression" of God's essence,
this impression making Him what He is, so that His being is Goel'•
being. Yet, since He is the Image of God'• essence, this impression
does not create two different beings, two separate Gods, of equal
authority, or one subordinate to the other, as the dollar bill is different from the die which stamps it. God Is essentially one and
indivlaible. ''I am that I am," Ex. 3: 15; and being the express
Image of this God, the Son is together with the Father the one
true God, as Christ says: "I and the Father are one," John 10:30;
''Thou, Father, art in Me and I in Thee," one, John 17:21. Nor was
Christ at any one time made what He was not before as a former
plain piece of paper was made a dollar bill by the impress of
the die. Let us not overlook the present participle,- ch. The Son,
as long as He la the Son (and He was that from eternity; cp. Pa.
2:7; Heb.1:5; John 1:1, 2), is One, ''being constantly and unceasingly" the express Image of God's essence.
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Once more let us call attention to the fact that the author
speaks here of the Incarnate Son, the God-man. While speaking on
thla earth, while purging our sins, while in His deepest humiliation,
He is always One, "being the express Image of God's essence," as
He HJmwlf. on the very eve of His suffering and death, told Philip,
John 14: 9-11. Isaiah calls the Babe of Bethlehem the Mighty God,
the Everlasting Father, Is. 9: 6; cp. also Acts 3: 15; 1 Cor. 2: 8.
"And upholding all things by the word of His power." The
ancient Greeks invented a fabulous giant, Atlas, a demigod, who
111pported on his shoulders the pillars on which the sky rested.
Here is a true human being, who actually is One carrying, bearing,
all things, the all, nothing excluded, the universe, and carrying it,
upholding it, preventing it from collapsing, not by working to the
point of exhaustion, but without great effort, by the word of His
power. That word spoken by the Son, "Let there be light," not
only created light, but preserves lt so long as it pleases Him to
have light. That word which created sun and moon and stars and
gave to each one its place in the galaxy of heaven and prescribed
to each one Its course, keeps them strictly within this course and
gives them power to perform their service until He shall order
otherwise. That Babe of Bethlehem bears on His shoulder the
government, the rule of all things, just because He is the Brightness of God's glory and the express Image of God's essence. Therefore His word is a word of potaer, it is dynamic, a living, nevertiring power, Is. 40: 28.
The author has still more to say of this Son. He adds another
participle; and while the first two were present participles,
describing the ceaselessness of the being and the action, he now
adds an aorist participle, denoting action completed once for all,
a historic fact that occurred in the past. "When He had by Himself purged our sins." In the Septuagint the Greek term for
''purge" is used in a special sense of the purification of persons
rendered Levitically unclean because of some disease or eating or
touching something unclean, Lev. 11-15. This purification was
effected in various ways, by sprinkling or washing or bathing, etc.
The term is also used of an ethical, moral purification, of the
cleansing from sins committed against the Moral Law. From all
these failings and sins and trespasses the Israelite was to be
cleansed by having an atonement, a reconciliation, made by the
offering of a sacrifice typifying the sacrificial death of Christ.
Christ once for all accomplished a cleansing of the sins when
on the cross He cried, ''It is finished." Cf. Heb. 9: 11-15, 24-28;
10: 11-13. Note that "cleansing" has no article, while "sins" has.
The absence of the article stresses the qualitative force of the
noun; it is a cleansing that is indeed what this word implies,
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a cleanaing that actually purlfles, washes m till not a spot l'llmfm.
a cleansing that Ja the basis of a complete juatUk:aticm, a c....,,.,.
not only from the filth of the flesh or ceremonial uncJeenn--. bat
from "the sins." Thank God for this article, for it polntl to aim
u a claa, including everything that Ja sin. Christ did not only
purge us from some sinful things, but from the sins, the mllllnp
of the mark, sins great or small, sins of omlsslon and commlnlcm,
sins forgotten and sins weighing heavily on the conscience; from
the whole category of sins He hu purged us, has made an effective
cleansing "by Himself"; Himself the Victim and Hlmself the Priest,
the Son of God, the Creator and Preserver of the universe, offen
Himself, the Brightness of God's glory and the express Image of
God's being, as a ransom for man, as an atonement for the sins
of the world. A marvelous cleansing indeed.
Having accomplished this cleansing, He sat down OD the right
bond of the Majesty on high. The Greek term for majesty is
used in such passages as Deut. 32:3; Ps.150:2 ("greatness");
2 Sam. 7: 23 ("great things"), of God'• sovereign power and majesty
on which such passages as Ps. 93 and Is. 40: 12-28 are the best
commentaries. On sitting on the right hand of some one as denoting the place of honor compare such passages as 1 Kings 2:19;
Ps. 45: 9; 110: 1; Heb. 8: 1; 10: 12; 12: 2. Sitting at the right hand
of Supreme Majesty, the incarnate Son now enjoys to the full
and uses continually according to His human nature also that
divine majesty ond glory which was His according to His divine
nature from eternity, John 17:5, and which was communicated
to His human nature at the moment of His incarnation, John 17:24.
He who had come to begin His work of providing a cleansing for
the sins of mankind in the womb of a human mother grew up
from feeble infancy to the strength of manhood, was made under
the Law, was made sin, was made a curse, willingly humbled
Himself unto the death of the cross, and after having made a
cleansing of the sin, having finished His work, having satis&ed
the outraged justice of God, has now sat down at the right hand
of God, on the seat of glory belonging to His divine nature by
virtue of His deity and to His human nature because of its unity
with the divine nature and because He as the representative of
mankind had gloriously accomplished the mission whereto He
was sent. That seat is His because of His person and because of
His work.
Being made so much better them the angels, as He hath by
inheritance obtained a. more ezcellent flame than they, v. 4. ''Being
made so much better." The Greek word is derived bom a root
meaning to bring to full strength, to perfect. In the Letter to the
Hebrews it is used quite frequently in designation of the preeminence, the greater excellency, of Christ's person or work.
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''Much better than the ange)a." Angela excel sinful mankind
by their hollnea and slnlessnea, their ever ready wlllingneaa to do
God's will, Pa. 103: 20. Angela excelled in many respects even
alnleaa Adam and Eve. Man's dwelling-place was the earth, the
angels' abode was heaven, Matt. 18: 10. Man, being material, is
bound and limited in his actions by many physical laws which
because of their spiritual nature do not affect the angels. Yet,
though angels count among their number the highest forms of
living beings, creatures that stand round about the throne of God,

In closest proximity to God's seat of glory, Ia. 6: 2; Rev. 4: 6-8, the
Son la more excellent than they and more excellent not only according to His divine but also according to his human nature.
"Being made so much better," writes the author. Again the
Incarnate Christ is spoken of, the God-man, and here according
to His human nature. His divine nature from eternity far excelled by its very essence that of the angels; but His human
nature, that nature created out of the flesh and blood of Mary,
that Son of David, was made more excellent than even the angels,
and this in the same measure or degree in which He has inherited
a more excellent name beyond them, above them. The author
uses a different word here, one originally meaning different, i. e.,
of another kind; the comparative, more different or far different.
Therefore His name is more excellent because it is of an altogether
different and higher kind or nature. In this sense the Greek word
is used in every instance where it occurs in the New Testament,
Rom. 12: 6; Heb. 8: 6; 9: 10. The difference between the name of
angels and that of the Son is not one of degree only, of greater or
less honor and dignity, it is different in kind. No angel ever was
given that kind of name that was given to the God-man when He
sat down on the right hand of God.
This name so altogether differing in kind from that of angels
Christ has "obtained by inheritance." By virtue of the birth
of His human nature as the human nature of the Son of
God He inherited as His human birthright what was the right
and dignity of the Son of God from eternity. The perfect tense
denotes that this name, given to Him as an inheritance at the
moment of His conception, was from that moment in His possession
as His abiding heritage. Though at times it seemed as though
He had lost every trace of this dignity and glory, still through all
vicissitudes and sufferings, even in death and in the grave, this
name, higher than that of the angels, remained His heritage
according to His human nature, which had only temporarily renounced the full and constant use of this inheritance.
What was this name more excellent than that of angels? The
apostle does not let us remain in ignorance. He quotes Scripture
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to explain this term "name." From these paaages we Jeam that
the term in Scriptural usage does not deslp•t.e a mere title or
tag or label According to Scripture the name of a peram or
thing la the penon himself to whom the name la applied. If Scrtpture gives the name God, Son of God, Creator, etc., to any belnl,
It meam to say that that being la God, etc. 'l'bia term "Dlll'DII'
therefore Includes also all the attrlbutea, all the worb, in fact.
anything whereby the penon or object may be known, whereby
he reveala himself. This la the manner In which the term ''name" II
explalDed In the verses following. The term "name" lncluda diviu
namea, v. 5: My Son, begotten; I am Bia Father, He is My Son;
vv. 8, 9: God, v. 10: Lord, KVQUJ;, the LXX translation for Jehovah;
cp. v.12, "Thou art the same"; divine honcw, v. 8: aqels abal1
wonhip Him; v. 13: the sitting at the right hand of God; dim•
1001"b, vv. 10, 11: the creation, preservation, and final destruction
of the world; the ruling over all enemies; divine 11ttrihta,
vv. 5, 12: eternity. All this is included In the term "name," which
designates the nature, the essence, and being of the second pencm
of the Trinity from eternity. And all thia honor and glory, this
Deity, was given to the human nature of the Son of God •t it•
origin as an •biding heritage; cp. Col. 2: 9.
From vv. 1-3 we have learned that the author'• purpose in
writing this noble passage was to set forth in language u clear
as human language can be the divine myatery of the incarnation
of the Son of God, the personal union of the human and divine
nature in Chriat Jesus. . To prove Bia point, He exalts the incarnate Son of God above the angela and from the Old Teatament
quotes three appropriate passages, the first of which spew of Ria
birth In eternity, the second of His incarnation, the third of Ria
second advent at the end of time.
For unto which of the angel. aaid He at ant1 time, Thou 11n
M11 Scm, thia ®JI have I begotten Thee? And again, l will be to
a ahaU be to Me Son? V. 5. The fint pasHim. a Fathn, and He
sage quoted by the author is found Ps. 2: 7. It has become quite
customary to interpret this psalm as referring primarily to David
and only typically to Christ and v. 7 as designating "the begetting
into a royal existence, which takes place in and by the act of
anointing." Delitzsch. This interpretation is a violation of sound
hermeneutics; it is charging the New Te.stament writers and the
Holy Ghoat, who spoke through them, with not knowing what
they are saying. There is no doubt that the Holy Spirit Himaelf
clearly refers the entire psalm to Christ directly. Read Acta
4: 25-28, where in v. 28 the Lord's Christ of Ps. 2: 2 is identified
with "Thy holy Child Jesus, whom Thou hast anointed." In Acta
13: 33 and Heb. 5: 5 the words of Ps. 2: 7 are uid to have been
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apolcen cUrec:tly to Chrlat. And the entire context of our passage

leaves no doubt that the author wu tldnklng of these words as
The author means to prove
that the name given to Jesus is more excellent than that given
to the angel& Would Ps. 2:7 prove the greater excellency of
Jesvs name if that decree had been addressed to David? Certainly not.
Again, the writer denies that a statement like that of Ps. 2: 7
wu at any time addressed to an angel, while as a matter of fact
angels are called "sons of God" in Holy Scripture, Job 1: 6; 2: 1;
38: 7. Hence the author, the Holy Spirit who spoke by the writer,
could not have had in mind a sonship such as He actually had
attributed to angels, a sonship by creation or by adoption or by
installation into some office. He had in mind a sonship far excelling that of any man and of any angel, a sonship altogether
unique, an actual being born of the Father, a sonship involving
perfect unity of essence and nature with the Father, v. 3 L It is
not the Creator God, the Triune God, who calls Himself here a
father, but the first person in the Trinity, who is the Father of the
aec:ond person. It is not the God of grace who is willing to accept
David as His son and establish him as His theocratic king, His
representative on earth, and in this sense as His son. This interpretation adds something essential that is not stated by the verb
"beget" nor even implied in it. ''Beget" throughout the Old and
the New Testament invariably means to beget into sonship, never
into kingship or into a kingdom. The begetting of Ps. 2: 7 is that
mystery great beyond controversy and comprehension connected
with the distinction of the persons in the Trinity, that the Son is
begotten, or born, from the Father in eternity.
"This day." Since the Son is the exact Image of the essence
of God, who ls the one eternal God, Ps. 90: 1, this Son must be like
the Father, without beginning. Cp. Heb.1: 10-12. His begetting,
therefore, cannot have taken place in time, on any particular "day''
in the history of the world. It must be an act taking place in
eternity, an eternal act of the everlasting God on account of
which the Son is by His very nature the Brightness of God's glory,
the express Image of His being.
The second passage is taken from 2 Sam. 7: 14, part of the
prophecy in which David was told that the promised Messiah was
to be a descendant of the house of David. ''I will be to Him a
Father, and He shall be to Me a Son." Speaking through the
writer of the Letter to the Hebrews, the Holy Spirit assures us
that this prophecy given to David referred directly to one greater
than Solomon, to great David's greater Son, who was at the same

belnc dlrec:ted to Christ exclusively.
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time David's Lord and God, yet truly accordlDI to Bia human
nature David'• Seed. It is to this of&pring of the house of David
that God said: "I will be to Him a Father," etc. Why? Becaua
that Son bom of Mary, a virgin of the lineage of David, wu the
Son of the Most High, God Incarnate, and becaWIII that human
nature conceived in Mary's womb by the Holy Spirit wu received
from the very moment of its conception into personal union by the
Son of God, so that God became the Father of this God-man
according to His human nature not only by creation nor by
adoption nor only by regarding it as an object of fatherly love
and care and protection, but in a unique sense the Father of that
human nature which was from its very existence intimately, personally, united with the Son of God.
And aga.in, when He bringeth in tile Firat-begotten into the
world, He aaith, And let a.ll the angela of God wonhip Him, v. 8.
Literally translated: And when again He shall lead the Fint-bom
into the inhabited world, He says, And all angels of God shall
worship Him. When the Father sent. His Son into the world the
first time, He came in utmost lowliness. In quiet little Betblebem
He was born, a helpless infant, of 11 humble virgin, an unkown,
poor stranger, whom nobody welcomed. At His second advent
God Himself will lead Him. The word used always implies the
actual presence of the leader. Again Christ will come to the
inhabited world, to that vast teeming mass of human beings whom
He has redeemed. This time there will be no possibility of mistaking His true nature. God Himself shall lead His Son, the Godman, and then shall all the tribes of the earth see the Son of Man,
who is the Son of God, coming in the heavens with power and
great glory, Matt. 24: 30. With Him shall come all the heavenly
host, the innumerable company of angels. And then the command
of God shall be fulfilled, "All the angels of God shall worship
Him." Not as though that was to be the first time such homage
should be given Him by these exalted spirits. They worshiped
Him already at the creation of the world, Job 38: 7; John saw the
ten thousands times ten thousands worship the Lamb upon the
throne, Rev. 5: 8-14. But oh, how will the heavens and the earth
resound with the jubilant adoration, the worshipful praise, of all
the host of heaven, when at Inst shall be fulfilled the word spoken
to friends and foes, Luke 22: 'n, 28; Rev. 22: 20; Matt. 26: 64; when
the Son of God will come to judge the earth, to lead His own
in triumph into the Father's home above, John 17:24! That otherworldly glory flashing forth from, and surrounding, Jesus, the
Brightness of God's glory and the express Image of God's essence,
will be the source of inexpressible joy to His believing followers,
will overwhelm even His enemies, so that they will have to confess
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that Jesus 1s Indeed the Lord, Phil. 2: 9-11. So will the virgin-born
Infant be led back into the world whose sin He purged away,
where but a few acknowledged mm as their God and Savior,
John 1: 9-13.
ThJs text is admirab]y suited for the Christmas season.

It

throws a brilliant light into the darkness of the low]y stable at
Mhlebem. It brings out the hidden glory of that humble Child
in the manger. That is a lesson of special importance in our day
of so general denial of the deity of our Redeemer. The preacher
will urge his audience to profess boldly the deity of the Christ-child. That alone gives us the assurance that His Word is truth,
that our sins are purged, that He will safe]y lead us to glory,
protecting both soul and body which He has created. The preacher
may point out: Ou.r .PTecioua Chriatrnaa-r,ift as to Hia Peraml and
Hia Work. Or he may show that Mary's Son is God's 01.Dfl Son,
as proved by His names, His works, His honor and glory. -Behold
in the Mmnger Your Hea.uenlv King! The King of the universe
(things visible, vv. 2 b, 3 a; things invisible, vv. 4-6); the King of
Grace, vv.1, 2a, 3b; the King of Glory, v.6.-Unto Us II Child is
Given! The Mighty God; the Everlasting Father (Creator and
Preserver); the Prince of Peace. (Purges our sin, rules His
Church, leads it to glory.) -The Miracle of Christmas. The Son
of God becomes the Purger of our sin; the Creator and Preserver
becomes our Brother; the Heir of all things makes us heirs of
heaven.

THEO. LAETsc:H

Outlines on the Wuerttemberg Epistle Selections
First Sunday in Advent
Rom. H:17-19
(Norz. - In order to understand this text, the preacher must read
the entire chapter. Paul is speaking of such as refrain from eating and
drinking certain things, v.2, and as observe certain days, v.5, of whom
he says that they are "weak in the faith." He does not indicate that
he has the snme kind of people in mind of whom he speaks In 1 Cor.8.
Among the Christiana at Rome there were such as thought they could
serve the Lord best by setting aside now and then a special day to Him
and by a'bstalnlng from certain food and drink. They did not do this
in a self-righteous spirit. Yet they were in danger of looking upon
others who did not do likewise as not being as sincere and zealous in
their Christianity as they were. Their helit11ncv to "esteem every day
alike," v. 5, and to "eat all things," v. 2, was a weakness on their part.
Over against these the apostle says: ''The kingdom of God is not meat
and drink but righteousness and peace and joy in the Holy Ghost,"
v.17.-For a detailed exposition see Stoeckhardt, Roefflffbrief,)
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The very fact that we are permitted on tb1a Flat Smlda,r ID
Advent, being the first Sunday of a new church-year, tit- ---nNe
in the home of the Lord In order to hear the Word of God, the
Gospel of our salvation, and to wonhlp the Lord by beuiDI ad
believing His Word, by saying our prayers, and by alnaml oar
hymna of supplication, praise, and th•nkqlvlng, 1s evldem:e that
the Lord will continue unto ua His kingdom and its bJe-ln&L
While Christ has procured these blealnga for all men, only thme
enjoy them who are members of the kingdom of God. Of this
klngdom of God our text speak& It answers the question,

What Mut We Know Coneernlq the Klapom of Goel that We
may Enjo:, Its Blesslnp and Impart Them to Olben?
We must know
l. What the true fl4ture of the Jcingdom of God u
2. What the t"'e service u that u requind in the 1dqdoM
of God

1
a) ''The kingdom of God is not meat and drink." In theae
worda the apostle tells what the kingdom of God is not. Its essential characteristics is not found in mere eztemal tbinp. That
Christians in the congregation at Rome set aside c:ertaJn daya
dedicated to the Lord, and that they refrained from certain food
and drink In order to exercise a rigorous diaclpline of self, practice
self-denial, and avoid the dangers of excesses in eating and drinking, all this could not m it.elf assure their membenbip in the
kingdom of God. After all, these things were within the sphere
of adiaphoni, things in themselves neither right nor wrong. To
think that the mere observance of such things are indicative of
real piety is a mistaken idea. If people, for instance, fast before
partaking of the Lord's Supper or bow their head every time the
name of Jesus is mentioned or restrict their diet during the seuon
of Lent or refrain from eating meat on Good Friday: all this may
be done if done in the right spirit; but in it.elf it does not c:onatitute real piety or make such as observe such practices better
Christians for this reason than others who do not observe them.
"The kingdom of God is not meat and drink." What is it?
b) "The kingdom of God is righteousness and peace and joy in
the Holy Ghost." These are not virtues but graces, divine gift&.
"Righteousness," that which Christ has acquired for us, 1 Cor.1:30;
2 Cor. 5: 21; Rom. 5: 18; Phil. 3: 9. The result of such righteoumell
is "peace," Rom. 5: 1; Col 1: 2; Luke 2: 14; Num. 6: 28. And the
result of both such righteousness and peace is ~'joy in the Holy
Ghost," that joy which the Holy Ghost gives to the believer, Rom.
15:13; 1 John 1:3, 4; John 15:ll The sinner who has come to
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• knowledge of hill sins, repenta of them, by faith accepta Christ'•
lilhtewmea, the forglvenea of sin; he it is that also bu peace
with God and the joy of being an heir of salvation; he it is that
Js th1111 a member of the kingdom of God. Being c1othecl with the
rlpteoume.. of Christ, comforted by the peace of God, and
reJolclng in the joy of the Spirit of God, a believer is aaured bis
membenblp In God'• kingdom and hill eternal salvation. The
kingdom of God is of an intemal and aplrituc&l character. "The
kingdom of God is within you," Luke 1'1: 21.
Applfcc&ticm.- We should beware of making our Christianity
consist merely of external things, external observances, etc. We
lhould make sure that by faith we have laid hold of Christ's
righteousness. Then we have and enjoy the bleulngs of the kingdom of God. But then wfil follow also a true service in this
kingdom.

z

a) That is true service in the Kingdom of God which serves
Christ, v. 18. Such service is the T"enlt of having righteousness
and peace and joy in the Holy Ghost, these spiritual and internal
bJeuinp which are characteristic of the kingdom of God. He who
through Christ is justified befo:re God, who through Christ bu
peace with•God, and who rejoices in the Holy Ghost because of
his salvation In Christ, wfil serve Christ cheerfully with body
and soul. Such service consists in a truly godly life, in doing
good works, in having and manifesting Christian virtues. Such
a one is "acceptable to God" and "approved of men," v.18. Even
men must respect such a godly life; by well-doing, Christians "put
to silence the ignorance of foolish men," 1 Pet. 2: 15, and prevent
them from blaspheming, 2 Sam. 12: 14.
b) That is true service in the kingdom of God which builds
up, and does not destroy, the kingdom of God, v.19. Since we have
peace with God through Christ, we should also live in peace among
ourselves. We should therefore not let trivial, non-essential
matters, such as food, drink, keeping of days (according to context), or anything along similar lines, cause a disturbance in the
Church. The strong should bear with the weak; "for meat destroy
not the work of God," v. 20; "destroy not him with thy meat for
whom Christ died," v.15. The strong in the faith should bear
with the weak; but the weak should not judge the strong, v. 3.
Application. - We should serve Christ by a truly Christian
life; we should not unnecessarily, on account of trivial matters,
thlnp In themselves neither right nor wrong, disturb the peace
of the Church but rather "follow after the things 10heTeurith one
ma11 edih, 11notheT," v. 19, for the upbuilding of God's kingdom and
to the glory of His name.
J. H. C. FRrrz
59
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Second Sunday ba Advmt
. . . . 1,:1-11
The Christian church-year ls not a haphazard arnnpment al
festival seasom; it is designed 1) to teach Blble blatmy In HI
appropriate chronology; 2) to give imtructlon to Chmtiam fer
evuy period and phase of their lives. -An lndlcatlon In the very
fint two text.a of the old Gospel aeries: L Advent, the central
fact of Christian faith: The Coming of the King Into the World-

Our Redemption; but at once, n. Advent, the Church b1da us
look to the end, the consummation: The Second Coming of the
King, for Judgment.
This text ls appropriate for this Sunday; It apeab to us of
our confidence and our raolve in view of the Lord's comlnl,
whether in death or at the i..t Judgment. Says the prophet
(MaLS:2):

"'Who may Abide the Day of Ills Comlq?"
l. Our confid,eftee
Z. Our reaolH 'i11 trie1a of the Lord'• eomhlg
1
This life hu many troubles and worries, not the leut of which
is the uncertain future - and the one certain thing in this uncertain future: death and the Judgment. It Is not surprlsln1
that many lose courage-rather, surprising that any have the
courage to live on - except the Christian.
"We are the Lord's," v. 8. Not by nature, Eph. 2:3. Nor could
we transport ourselves from the Kingdom of Darkness to that of
the Son of God. - But v. 9. Christ died for our lllns and broke the
power of Satan; He rose in proof of His victory; He lives
eternally, the Lord Omnipotent, and rules the universe. He bu
sought and found us who were lost and made us His own by
regeneration.
We are the Lord's whether we live or die. While we live, we
are in His hand; He leads and guides us, controls all that happens
to us; there are no accidents; we go the way He hu mapped out
for us; why worry? - He hu set the goal; our life will end exactly ·
at the right time; He calls us when our work is done, when our
manlllon in the Father's house ls ready for us and we are ready
for it. And the judgment for us ls already put because we are
the Lord's.

z

But Matt. 24: 42-51. Make sure that we are the Lord's until
He comes.
Hence let us live unto the Lord. Not to ourselves, seeldnl
honor, glory, earthly treasures and pleuures; but to the Lozd, who
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hu bought us; serve Him, not by leaving the world, but by so
llvlna In the world that the world by our service may also become
Bia own; ever comcious that for this very purpose He has left us
Jn the world.
Let us prepare that we may die to the Lord. See that we grow
Jn the knowledge of Him who Is our only Righteousness; use this
new year of grace for this purpose; bear and read His Word;
become more dlllgent and fervent In prayer; be ready at any
moment, wherever we may be, to welcome Him when He comes.
So shall we be ready to give account of ourselves to God.
Tmo.HoYBR

"l'hlrd Sunday in Advent
Acta 3:U-11
For several reasons this Is a splendid Advent text. For one
thing, it draws our attention to the Messianic prophecies of the
Old Testament, showing how the children of God in the days of
the Old Covenant were Informed of the coming of the divine
Helper and could look forward to His arrival. Moses, Samuel, and

Abraham are the great men of God mentioned here by name;
but SL Peter, the speaker, tells his audience that all the prophets
''have likewise foretold of these days." It was a season of waiting,
on which we like to dwell during the days before Christmas, when
we ourselves are waiting for this blessed festival to arrive.
The text is a real Advent message likewise because it directs
our thoughts to the second coming of Christ, His coming on the
Day of Judgment. How much the ancient Church during the Advent season occupied its thoughts with this subject can be seen
from the regular lessons of the church-year selected for this period.
Let us today, on the basis of this text, speak of the
and note

Second Coming of Our Lord Jesus

I. That thia coming i• proclaimed both in the Old and in the
New Teata.ment
2. That it tDill be a. bleaaed coming foT belieul!T's, inciuguTa.ting
times of ref,-eshing
3. That we must pnpcire for it b11 true repentance and conversion

1
That Jesus will come again and at that time inaugurate an
eternity of bliss for His disciples is vehemently denied by unbelievers and scoffers. Their manner of attacking this doctrine
Is vividly described 2 Pet. 3: 3, 4.
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Agaimt all unbelief we put the plain meaage of tbe Sc:rlptma
Peter aaerts that the prophets of God alnce the world bepn haft
spoken of this very thing. Among the puaagm of the Old Teltament Scriptures which treat of this matter and which at ance came
to mind is J'oel 2:31 ("the great and terrible Day of the Lord");
cf. also Ia. 28: 19-21. Of the many pertinent New Testament pusagea we merely mention the great description of the Lut Judlment, Matt. 25: 31 ff. Let the unbelievers mock. Some day it will
become apparent how woefully they have deceived themselves.
It is true, of course, that J'esus at present is invisible. Peter
speaks of this fact, v. 21, telling us that Christ at present is dwellbis
In the invisible world. Christ Indeed is not shut up ID heaven;
He is everywhere; but our eyes at present do not see Him. On
that Great Day all eyes will behold Him.

z
Peter is telling his hearers in the Temple of Jerusalem about
the return of Christ in terms of rejoicing. The times when He
will appear he calls "the times of refreshing," v.19.
Here on earth God's children often mourn and are distressed.
Cf. Matt. 5: 4; Acts 14: 22. ''They sow in tears," Pa. 126: 5. The
situation will change for them when Christ reappears. "They shall
reap In joy." They shall be refreshed. "God shall wipe away all
tears from their eyes," etc., Rev. 21: 4.
Furthennore, Peter in v. 21 speaks of "the restitution of all
things." He evidently does not mean that all the wicked and condemned people will be released from their place of punishment and
placed Into a condition of bliss and joy. Such a view would contradict clear statements of the Holy Scriptures. Cf. Matt. 25:48.
What he means to say is that the old heaven and the old earth will
vanish and there will come to be "new heavens and a new earth
wherein dwelleth righteousness," 2 Pet. 3: 13. There will be once
more a situation in which God's children will be perfectly holy,
serving Him in celestial happiness from eternity to eternity. What
a day to look forward to, this day of refreshing! How we should
thank God for this message!
3

The great question is how we may properly prepare for thia
second coming of Christ. Peter says, "Repent ye therefore and
be converted that your sins may be blotted out," v.19.
There have been enthusiasts who, thinking that the return
of the Lord was imminent, prepared outwardly, dressed in white
garments, and assembled at specially designated localities, on
mountain tops or other elevated places. Views of this sort always
became manifest as sad delusions.
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Tbe right preparation for this coming of the i:..t Day consists
inward, in repentance and conversion. In the first
place, he that wlahes to be in the right attitude when Christ appears must realize his sinfulness and feel sorry for the wrongs
that he bu done. True contrition la one of the things needed if
we are to meet Christ in the proper way. Such contrition is here
referred to In the call: Repent. In the second place, what is needed
is the acceptance of Christ as the only Savior. Having realized
our own unworthiness and inability to provide help for ourselves,
we must gratefully seize the aid, the forgiveness, which Jesus
often us. This is referred to in our text In the term ''be converted."
Outwardly God's children may appear to be not better prepared
for the reception of the great King than the children of the world.
But their inward condition is that which Peter here describes:
putting their trust in the redemptive work of Christ, their hands
rµe, as it were, always stretched out, eager to welcome Him as
He arrives to take them home. -The great question for every one
of us today is, Are we in this frame of mind and heart? Is Christ
to us the Rock of salvation? Or are the flesh-pots of F,gypt enticing us to such an extent that we neglect Jesus and His promises?
W.Amnrr

m sometblng

Fourth Sunday in Advent
1 J'ohn 1:1-C
This Sunday is the last of a series preparing for the Christmas

Festival. Have we prepared? For the Christian Church, Christmas
is the time to tell of the coming Into the world of Christ, our
Savior. Does that take preparation? Can we not simply tell the
story? God's Word bids us prepare more carefully. It describes
for us the determination and the conviction which are essential for
a blessed telling of the Christmas Gospel and bids us strive for
this conviction. It sets before us blessed purposes which we are to
realize In telling the story to our world. Let the Apostle John,
then, answer our closing Advent question for us today
Why Shall We Tell of Christ, Our Savior?
His answer in our text, and that of Scripture as a whole, is twofold:
l. Becauae we bow Him ao auTely

2. Because we theTeby achieve such gTeat Teaulta
1
St. John may not have written this epistle just before Christmas; but be says that he has a Christmas purpose in it: to declare
Christ. He is moved to this by a mighty knowledge, a conviction
of which he is powerfully sure. That assurance is every Christian'L
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A) What is it that we are sure of In Christ Jesua? 1) He wu
"with the Father," "His Son." To tell of human belnp attn 111
mightily at times; how much more to tell of God! Tbe note of
wonder, of exultation, In the 111f!S11118e of Jesus, Is. 9:8; Jolm 1:13;
1:14. 2) He is ''the Word of Life." 'Die aamenameofCbriatinJabnL
A word is the means by which a thought or fact is revealed 1111d
conveyed to another. Christ is the Word of Life; He is the :meam
by which God's own way of salvation for man, God's own will
of love and grace, is conveyed to man. Beholding Christ, we know
God, John 1: 18; 5: 36; 6: 46. 3) He is "eternal Life." Tbla text
unique in calling Christ directly "Life." Man by nature is cut off
from God and therefore without life, Eph. 2: 12. But Cbriat means
I1fe to us; He has reconciled us again to the Father, John 1: 12,
has brought God's grace to man, John 1:17; 1 John 3:14; Col 3:3.
This Christ accomplished by accepting human nature, taking man'•
burden of sin on Himself, suffering and dying u man's Substitute.
What a story! How different from every other!
B) But are we truly sure of these facts about Christ?
1) St. John and his fellow-disciples were sure. The IJfe wu
"manifested," visible to human eyes; "we have seen with our
eyes, have looked upon, and our hands have handled." Cf. John
1:14; Luke 24:39. St. John ond the disciples spoke with the certainty of eye-witnesses concerning His life, death, resurrection,
1 Cor. 15. 2) We Christians today are likewise sure. We may not
be eye-witnesses, but our faith is just as sure and even more
blessed, John 20:29. Through the Word of Grace the Chriatlan
today stands in just as rock-ribbed a certainty of Christ as did the
eye-witnesses, 2 Pet. 1: 15-21. Shall we, then, not speak?
2

The Christian bears witness to Christ; he tells the Christmustory because he knows His Savior and is sure of Him In faith.
But there is not merely a pressure from within, behind the telling;
there is also a goal and a purpose for the telling.
A) We produce a divine fellowship. 1) Our telling of the
story of the Savior is to produce a "fellowship which is with the
Father and with His Son Jesus Christ." Our story is the means of
bringing men who had been cast off from God into a saving oneness
with Him again, Matt. 28: 19; John 17: 20, 21. 2) Our telling of the
story is to produce a fellowship between men - "that ye also may
have fellowship with us." The closeness of this fellowship is made
apparent through the entire remainder of the episUe; it is apparent
In the lives of Christians through their keeping of the "new commandment," 2:8; 4:2L Yes, is this not the one story that can
produce true love between men In this hate-ridden and in any age?
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B) We produce joy. 1) lllen hope to 1et joy out of Christmas.
'l'hla :,ear they are well in advance sure of the shortcomings of
much Chriatmu joy - loneliness, lnsecurlty, perplexity, temper the
holiday mood. But Christians plan to produce 1enulne joy, aenulne
by every test. 2) We brlnl joy in Christ Jesus, we speak ''that
your joy may be full." No reservations, exceptions, are to mar
tbfa joy; the Savior's own prop-am, John 15: 11, of making men
happy Is oun in telling men of the Christmas Gospel
May the Church 10 to work with a will, with zest, with purpose,
in carryiJ1I out its Christmas task of telling the Savior's story!
Rlc:RARD R. CABIIIOllBR

-----

Christmas Day
Eph.1:3-8

We Christians may rejoice today when Christ was bom to
comfort and to save us. In that Child lyinl in the manger the
fulneu of the Godhead dwelt bodily, Col. 2: 9. By this Child came
grace and truth, John 1:17. And of His fulness, inexhaustible because it is the fulness of the Godhead, have all we received, and
grace for grace. That is the wonderful Christmas-gift of God,
an everlasting gift, providing for all who accept it joy and comfort
in time and unending bliss in eternity. This gift was not given
on the spur of the moment. As loving parents plan and prepare
their gifts for days and weeks before Christmas, so the heavenly
Father planned and prepared His gift in the ages before the world
began. It ls this latter thought that is stressed in our lesson and
that adds to the value of the gift and ought to increase our
Christmas joy.

Thanks Be to God for His EverJastlng Grace in Christ Jesus!
1. Hue is p7"ede1tination unto the adoption of children
2. Hef'e is 10iadom and pn,dence foT pT"ecrrdained holineu

1
We thank God, who has predestinated us unto the adoption
of children. On the basis of Rom. 8: 14-17; 1 John 3: 1, 2, etc.,
describe the marvelous privilege of being adopted as God's children. How is such adoption possible in view of Eph. 2:3? Answer:
By Jesus Christ, the Babe of Bethlehem. There in the manger
lies the Child of God, the Beloved, v. 6; cp. Is. 42:1; Matt. 3:17;
17:5. In Him we have been accepted as God's children. We again
ask, How is that possible? The apostle answers: Because in this
Child we have forgiveness of sins, remission of our transaresslons,
a sending away of all our wrong-doings; cp. Micah 7: 18, 19; Jer.
31: 34; Heb. 8: 12.
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Once more we uk, How could God send away lln? Does Bia
justice not require punishment? Surely. But there In the manpr
Iles the Child in whom we have redemption by His blood, a deliftrance not only from the penalty but just u surely from tbe pllt
of sin. It la a ransom by the blood of Him of whom In a pec:u1lar
seme God la the Father, who is our Lord, v. 3; 1 John 1: 7, a ramom
by which the last penny of our guilt has been paid, a redemption
whereby we have been freed forever from the wrath of God,
a ransom which opens to us the door to heavenly places, v. 3,
closed to us by our sins.
What moved God to give us so marvelous a gift? Wu there
perhaps something of merit that God saw in us? Listen to what
the apostle says vv. 5, 6; and lest we forget, once more the richa
of His grace are mentioned in v. 7. This grace goes back into
eternity. According to the good pleasure of His will He has
predestinated us unto the adoption of children before the foundation of the world, v. 4. Already in eternity God thought of you and
of me and decided to make you and me Hla chlldren. For this
purpose He sent His Christmas-gift, Chrjst Jesus, vv. 3, 5, whose
birthday we are celebrating today. That Child is Jesus, the Savior,
Matt. 1: 21; Luke 2: 21, Christ the Lord, Luke 2: 11. What a marvelous Chrjstmas-gift both as to its nature and because of its
Donor, who so graciously thought of you and me ages before we
ever saw the light of day, ages before the world began. Do we
appreciate this gift properly?
2

V. 4. As children of God we are to walk jn holiness of life,
1 Pet. I: 14, 15. For this purpose He has chosen us from eternity.
Knowing that mankind would fall and utterly corrupt itself, He
had determined to have a people denying ungodliness, and zealous
of good works, Titus 2: 12, 14; Phil. 2: 15. Our sanctification is the
unalterable wm of God, expressed not only in His constantly repeated demand of holiness, but already by the fact that He from
eternity chose you and me that we should be holy and without
blame before Him in love, love towards our heavenly Father, love
towards all mankind. For this purpose He redeemed us, not only
from the guilt and penalty of sin but also from its power, v. 7.
For this purpose He made us His children, v. 5. Children love
their parents, and so He has given us the spirit of adoption lovingly
and joyfully to do His will. Cp. Rom. 6: 3-23.
In order to accomplish this purpose and enable us to be blameless in keeping with this eternal will and good pleasure, He has
caused His grace to abound towards us in all wisdom and prudence,
v. 8. By the Child in the manger we have not only the s1:reDlth to
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walk In newnea of life, but abo the necessary wbdom and lntempnce without which we would not be able to know and do
the wU1 of God. Cp. Eph. 5: 15; Phil. 1: 9-11; Col 1: 9-11; Luke 1: 17.
All this we owe to the grace of God in the Christ-child, to its
alnrndance. To clean a filthy rag, an abundance of water and soap
ii needed. Our righteousnesses are u filthy rags, Is. 64:6. Cp. Jer.
2: 22. If lt takes an abundance of grace to make our pitiably few
righteousnesses acceptable to God, what a superabundance of divine
srace and loving patience and long-suffering is required to rid our
heart of the abomination of unrighteousnesses which constantly
arise out of it! Mark 7: 20-23; Rom. 7: 18. We need this grace every
minute! And God offers it to us; &om eternity He had determined
to give it to us in divine superabundance in His gift of grace, the
Manger Infant. And wherever we fall in our efforts, in Christ we
have fmglveneas of Bina, by the riches of God's grace. What a
precious Chriatmaa-gift! Take it! Rejoice in it! Use it!

TBZo. LAzTsc:R

Second Chrmtmas Day
Reb.12:1-t
Again we have heard the glorious, joyous tidings of a Savior

from sin and its curse. Again the multitude of the heavenly host
has proclaimed to us, "Unto you is bom a Savior," etc.

la this message proclaimed simply to provide a holiday and
a celebration for us and our children? Certainly not. The Gospel
which was appointed by the early Church for the Second Christmas
Day shows us the purpose of the Chrisbnas-measage. There we
read that the shepherds, having worshiped the Lord Jesus, T'etumed
to theif' dciilv WMk and
took up theif' dail11 humble
dutiea. That course is exactly the one which the present text abo
impresses upon us. Therefore,

cheer/ull

"Let Us Bun with Patience the Race that la Set before Us"

1
The cloud of witnesses who testifv to the truth of OUT' faith
ahould encoumge us to tl&is patient mnning of the mce.
a) Our Christian life here upon this earth is compared to
a race, 1 Cor. 9: 24-26. That is to impress upon us the fact that
it is not enough to begin to be a Christian, but that the Christian
1a to continue even unto death, Rev. 2: 10b. "One receiveth the
prize." The Christian who begins to follow Jesus BOOD finds all
manner of obstacles, difficulties, temptations, pitfalls. The life of
a Chr1atian is not a series of celebrations. Our text mentions
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''weights," t. •·• duic:ouraglng experiences, which would 1NU7 111.
Many, very many, have allowed 111ch dlacourqlq experJences
(e.g., hypocrites in the church, Ingratitude, mllundentandln&, etc.)
to chill their ardor and cause them to fall In the nu:e or to mop
out of the ranks. Let us be IU1'e to put away from ouralva
that can make us unwilllng to continue to run steadfutly the nee
that Is set before us, to walk, step by step, the narrow way.
Away, vain, iclle thoughta, depart;
Roam not, my soul, abroad.
We should look to the many (chap.11) who have gone before and
who in apeech and life bear witness to the truth of God's Word.
b) Then there is the "sin which doth so easily beset us.•
That also must be laid aside. While one becomes weary or discouraged in running, another is allured by some forbidden fruit
which Satan or the world offers. Our flesh and blood Is so euily
interested in this satanic bait of temporal gain or pleasure. SJn
"doth so easily beset us." Oh, the temptations are so many! At
every turn there is some pitfall of sin. But tell me, we who are
standing at the manger of the pure Child Jesus and rejoice in
His love and kindness, shall we now turn from Him to wallow
again in the mire and filth of sin and carnal indulgence? No, when
sin besets ua, let us look at the cloud of witnesses that surround us.
Abnzhcim forsook home, fatherland, and relatives to avoid idolatry.
Abnzhcim lived In peace with selfish Lot and did not allow Lot's
worldly selfishness to weary him or to drive him to the same sins.
How much ridicule did Noah ndure! How was Joaeph tempted!
In what bright colors the pleasures of F,gypt were offered to Mon1!
These all remained steadfast; they fought manfully against sin.
Upon this day the ancient Church also commemorated the martyr
Stephen. His life and death are also to encourage us to run, etc.•
Let us do likewise!
Again and again turning from the beggarly elements of this
world, from its bait of pleasure, let us remain faithful unto death.
Let us remain in the ranks of those many witnesses of whom we
read chap. 11: 33 ff. For this purpose let us often read the lives
of the great and faithful children of God as recorded in Holy
Scripture. Their lives have been recorded to encourage us. God
has surrounded us with this cloud of witnesses so as to help us
that we may not become weary, that we may not be seduced by
the deceitful promises of Satan and the world.
• If St. Stephen is to receive special attention, the narrative whkh
dea1a with his testimony and martyrdom may be more fully up]olted
at tJm place.
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z
"But If too hot you find the fray," look to Jou, v. 2, the Author
and Jbdaher of our faith. How much He met which could have
wearied Him! In youth there WU poverty, and mlaundentanding
even by His mother and His foster-father. And later on there
wu the bitter enmity of H1s own people. The leaden of the people
persecuted Him, His own disciples misunderstood Him, denied Him,
and betrayed Him, v. 3. How much shame, suffering, misery, ingratitude, misunderstanding! Luke 19: 41. But all this is now
past, and Jesus la exalted at the right hand of God. Even now He
ls praised, glorified by His Christians, and the day will come when
every knee must bow before Him, etc., Phil. 2: 10, 11. Just so it is
His intention that those who suffer with Him here shall reign with
Him, 2 'l'hn. 2: 12L Those who are humlliatcd with Him here shall
be glorified. 1 Pet. 4: 13. Let us look to this Jesus lest we become
weary or lest sin drive the Holy Spirit from our hearts. Remember
and behold again and again the humble birth of Jesus-in a stable!
And yet He is to have a name above every name. We are not to
be above our Master. If we would be His disciples, we must take
up our cross and follow Him. But remember Rom. 8: 18. Hymn
334, 1.
3

Our text adds one final warning: Do not e:mggen&te vour
aacrifice•, dif}icultie•, or croH-bearing. a) "You have not resisted
unto blood striving against sin." God has not permitted temptation
to become too severe, but He has with the temptation made a way
to escape, so that you have been able to bear it, 1 Cor.10: 13. We
Christians are inclined to exaggerate our self-denials and difficulties, to bemoan our afflictions or temptations. That ls what the
ungrateful Israelites did, Ex.14:11; 17:1-3; Num. 20:2-5; 21:5.
b) When these thoughts of self-pity attack us, we should think
upon that cloud of witnesses who suffered so much for Jesus, and
we should look to Jesus. (Second Art.) Think what the glorious
Christmas-message has taught us. Dwell in thought upon God's
promises. What joy is awaiting us! Vv. 2, 3.
MArmr S.SoMKER

Sunday after Christmas
1 'l'lm.3:11

With the question Matt. 22:42 Jesus put the issue of His incarnation squarely before His adversaries. It was a basic matter
upon which they were to reach a deciaion. The answer determined
whether they were with Him or against Him. The Incarnation is
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a central doctrine of the Christian Church. It la DecellU1 that
we know what we must believe concernlng It If we wish to be
Christians. Let us therefore dwell on the topic
The Christian'• Confession Concerning the Inamatlon of Christ
1. He humbly confeuea that it is a great tnpe1'1/
2. He aees in it the soun:e of all tn&e godHna•

1
The sole authoritative source of all our knowledge of the
Incarnation la the Bible. Our text: "God . .. In the flesh." To the
apostle's witness must be added that of others. God the Father
declares of the Man Jesus in the Jordan: Matt. 3:17. Jesus sa,ya
of IDmself: John 10:30; 14:9; 17:1,5, etc. The Holy Spirit
temfies: Rom. 1: 4. The prophets of old predicted the Messiah'•
divine nature in Is. 9: 6; Micah 5: 2, and are In harmony with the
declarations of the apostles, who saw Jesus In the flesh, John 1:
1-3, 14; 1: 49; 20: 28; 6: 69; Matt.16: 16. Angela join in, Luke
1:32; 2:11, 14. Others testify: John 9:35, 38; Matt.27:54. Even
the devils declare Luke 4: 41. Jesus is true God.
But Jesus is also true man. Again we have the testimony of
God in Gen. 3: 15; of the Lord Jesus Himself, Matt.16: 13; Luke
19:10 etc. (Son of Man used of Jesus 82 times in Scripture); of
the Holy Spirit, Luke 1:35; Matt.1:18, 20. The prophets and
apostles are In harmony in their statements, Is. 7: 14; 11: 1; Micah
5: 1, compared with Gal. 4: 4; 1 Tim. 2: 5. Angels are heard from
to the same effect, Luke 1: 31; 32, 33; 2: 11. His life and acts u
related in the gospels clearly stamp mm true man.
These statements of the Scriptures are plain. Their meaning
is unmistakable. Yet we are confronted by a great mystery that
the mind of man cannot grasp. It is in faith that the Church and
the individual Christians in it accept the truth that Jesus is both
God and man. We follow Paul in confessing: "Without controversy ... flesh."
But not all men bow before this mystery as did Paul. Many
prefer to place reason above faith. Such were the scribes and the
Pharisees and many others of their age and race. Their suc:c:esson
In our day are the Modernists, who may be willing to grant all
other honors to Jesus except that He is man and God.
The Church and we stand with Paul and ''without controversy" confess that Christ la God incarnate. To deny this
mystery would mean to deny our holy faith, something which God
may forfend.
But the Incarnation is not only a great mystery, it has alao
a very practlcal aspect.
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z
'lbe apostle speaks of the Incarnation as a "mystery of godllnm,• mMnlng that its result and object are our own godliness.
By pdJlnea is meant reverencing God and leading a life in conformity with His holy Law.
Even in man as he is by nature we still find a faint recollection
The heathen, too, seek to attain a certhat God requires
tain kind of godliness, Rom. 2: 14, 15. Some have even reached
• compara.ttvely high plane of virtue, u, e. r,., Socrates, Cicero, and
others. And yet, viewed in the light of God's perfect holiness, what
• caricature of true godliness even their highest attainments
repzwwwtl They fall short of their goal, Rom. 3: 23. To natural
man, even at his best, applies Gen. 8: 21, and all without exception
must confess before God: Ia. 64: 6. Man cannot keep the whole
Law, and the verdict Ju. 2: 10 applies.
Where man has failed, God has provided. He sent His Son into
the world in the fonn of man that He might show us the way to
true godliness and also provide the means to attain it. Christ came
to redeem man from the power of sin. The apostle in our text in
bold outline presents His redemptive work, concluded with His
being ''received up into glory:,• What we could not do Jesus did
for us. He fulfilled the Law, and He made atonement for our sins.
If it had not been for His incarnation, He could not have done
this for UL But now He is our Substitute. If we believe in Him
and accept Him as such, our sin is covered, and in spite of our
weak flesh we may attain a godliness such as is pleasing in the
sight of Goel. Christ's active and passive obedience give us the
power to become "saints." We may be sure that we are God's
dear children and that His pleasure rests upon us.
Thus Christ's incamation occupies the very center of our
faith. May we never tire to marvel at this mystery, and may we
through it be ever led to a life of greater godliness!
G.V.ScmCK

holiness.

New Year's Eve
Reb.13:1,
As the last day of the year has ever been employed by business
men and others in taking an inventory of stock and planning for
the future, so it has been customary for Christians to use the last
hours of the old year in a similar inventory, in taking stock of

their spiritual standing and their progress in the knowledge of
their salvation and sanctification. Our text suggests some valuable
thoughts as we are assembled for the last time in the old year.
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Admonition ud Comfort for the Christian at the a.. GI 1M Yar:
1. "We have hen no c:onttnuf,ag etqf
2. ""But 10e aeeJc on. to come.•

1
The holy writer's remark brief and to the point, a .....,b,der
and an admonition to all who hear this word, and In partlcuJar
also to us Christians.
a) There are many people who obviously are committed to
the Idea that this world and the things of this earth are tbe encl
and aim of their existence. They look upon this earth u their
continuing city, as the place where they expect to abide forever
or at least as long as life msta, and this, they hope, will be wry
long, In order that they may enjoy what, they believe, this world
hu to offer. Their thoughts are summarized by the holy writer
Is. 22: 13. They foolishly believe that their indulgence in tbe luat
of the ftesh, the lust of the eyes, and the pride of life will live
them true happiness. They are concemed about acqulring riches
and honor and, like the people in the days of Noah, to be married
and to be given in marriage, Matt. 24: 38, to try all the plans of
which Solomon speaks in F.c:cL 1 and throuahout that entire book
as being emptlnea, vanity, vexation, of spirit. Yet the world
paaeth away, 1 John 2:17.
b) Christians accept the word of our text as God's truth, supported also by the experience of all history: no continuing city
here. They are strangers and pilgrims on this earth, Heb. 11: 13;
1 Pet. 2: 11. They know that the earthly house of this tabemacle
will SOOD be dissolved and that their true, eternal home ls in
heaven, 2 Cor. 5: 1. They have leamed to set their affections on
thinp above, not on things on the earth. CoL 3: 2. They do indeed
accept with grateful hearts such blessings as God may dlspenle
to them while they are paulng their sojoumlng here in fear,
1 Pet.1:17. Their constant song is: "I'm but a stranger here:
Heaven is my home." And therefore their comfort is in the second
statement of our text.

z
The second part of our text gives us the consideration of
a thought that is the very opposite of that contained in the tint
declaration.
a) Christians know that there is a city which is to come, that
there is a place and a condition of blla beyond death and the grave
to which they may look forward with joyful anticipation. From
eternity God has planned a deliverance from all evil for those who
trust In the redeeming blood of His Son. The belleven know
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that they are kept by the power of. God tbrou8h faith unto salvation,
nady to be revealecl In the Jut time, 1 Pet.1:5, that, In receiving
the end of. their falth and hope, they will experience In truth what
St. John 110 vividly describes In the Book of Revelation, when he
aw the Holy City, new Jen1•lem, coming down &om Goel out of
heaven, Bev. 21:3-7. For we ue told that there remalneth a rest
to the people of God, Heb.,: 9, where they aball see their Savior
face to face and be with Him In everluting glory and majesty,
Phil. 3: 20, 21.
b) This being the case, and the Chrlatlana learning to put their
trust ever more firmly in this truth u taught in the Word of God,
they aeeJc the city, the final redemption, whlch Is to come, which
will certainly be revealed. They follow the admonition of the
apostle to know their Savior better from day to day and thus to
attain to the resurrection of the dead, Phil. 3: 9-11. They work out
their own salvation with fear and trembling, always depending on
the promlae that the source of their strength Is in God, Phil. 2: 12, 13,
who alone Is able to mist them "' making their calllng and election
aure, 2 Pet.1: 10. Thus the Chrlatlan will, at the end of the year
and every day of his life, be in readiness, so that, when the Chief
Shepherd shall appear, we shall a1ao appear with Hbn in glory.
P. E. Kannl.unf
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September 17, 19'1

Dear Students of the Semin•ry, rapected lllemben of the l'ecult,J ml
of the Bo•rd of Control, kind Frienda of our lmtltutkm:
In the name of the Triune God and lifting up our eyea unto the
hWa from whence cometh our help, we belln today the new IClho1atlc
year of our Seminary, the one hundred and third year in the hlltmJ
of our insUtuUon. When we started our academic term two yeen ■ID,
the aecond World War had just broken out, and the hope ,na exp:MHII
that such a serious and distressing altuatlon in the world would came
to an end before long and that the hour of world aquuh would &Ive
way to the reestablishment of peace. Our hope■ have not been rN1md,
and it hu pleased our God In His umearc:hable wJldom and In BIi
mysterious ways to continue thia dlstreaing llituatlon, ell on 9CCDUDt
of the grievous sins of humanity and the wilful and omtlnete ne,1ed
and contempt of God, the Creator, Supreme Ruler, and Savior of the
world. The Umes have even become more critical and perDOUI than
they ever were before; we are living in constant jeopardy, not Jmcnrinl
but dreading what the next day will bring. But of this matter I ahe1l
not 11peak today, aside from making this brief reference to It. We cm
only pray and proy more assiduously, more unremittingly and fervently

than ever before,

0 God. from hnvm Jook down and . .
A slpt which well 1111Q' move Thee,

and prny that God in His mercy will speedily bring peace with juatke
to a stricken world.
But what shall we as Christians, as teachers and students of
theology, do in thia distressing world aituaUon and condition 9llde frcm
taking it earnestly and daily to our God in prayer? What ii the ollice
and purpose of our institution in such Umes as we are experiendnl
at present.? Let us see to it that we follow the earnest and IOlemn
•dmoniUon of St. Paul in hil letters to the Theanloniens. Let us aee
to it that in these days of restlesaneu, of agitation, of excitement, "we
study to be quiet and do our own business," "that with quletnea" we
work and be about our Father's business (1 Thea. 4:11; 2 Thea.3:12;
Luke 2: 49). Permit me therefore to emphasize this purpose of our
school in these turbulent days and at all times.
In looking for 10mething else in Luther's writings during these
days, I again came across a certain passage in his ever interestfnl
table talk. There we are told (XXII, 358) that on a certain occulon
when the doctor's degree was conferred on IOffle one at the university
in Wittenberg, Dr. Carlstadt, well known on account of his Sch1DC1enneni
and heretical opinions, objected to that academic custom and tried to
prove his contention with the words of the Lord: "Be woe ve called
Rabbi; for one ii tfOUT' MuteT", even Chriat; and all ve are bntArn.
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ANl call "° tllCffl JIOUr father upon the em1h; for one is i,our F11&her,
10htc:h fa In hnvn. Neither be ve ecdW mcui.r.; for one is flOUr
lfuter, nm Ch.rin," Matt.23:8-11. It stands to reuon that Christ In
theN words did not Intend to forbid, u Carlstadt aawned, the Christian
1118 of tbeae terms: Rabbi, Father, Muter, Teacher. Luther renders
the aemeCbriat'a
of
wonk properly In th1a way: "You mun flOt uNlerlfad this pcaaage u meaning: You alulll flOC pennlC VoUnelvea to be
c:aUecl lfuc.r, buc thua: You ahe&H flOt invent 11Nl clnfae 11 1U11D doc:Crine,
l/01& ahe&ll flOC pn,cluc:e aomethlng neto; but lettoleh
IC reme&ln
tohe&C l he&ve
te&"IJl&t I/OU 11nd he&ve eomfflGndecl tlOU to teach othen 11nd proc:le&lm le
to them.• (XXII, 1529.) And In his aermona and writlnp he again
and ap.in recun to this matter and aaya- to quote another algnlftcant
pusqe-: •Be .Cla/iecl toUh one &bbl CUld lee Ch.ri.c be i,our &bbl,
r,our mlnfater 11nd buhop 11ncl preacher. You muat czll remain Hla
dlac:fpla. He is Pope, (he ia) Confeuor, or Seelaorger, Preceptor 11nd
Sc:hoolmuc.r. (VII. 114'-1152.) And Luther is right In his exposition;
for the word■ which are uaed In the original text, 6af1Pd, &dlcioxalor;;,
xah!Y11n\r;;, Rabbi, Teacher, Guide, algnify a teacher, a teacher in Intellectual and spiritual matten. And therefore Christ emphasizes and
lnc:ulc:atel this truth: All teaching in the Church, all authority and
leadenhip among Christiana in spiritual matten, belongs to Christ alone.
Be la the Teacher, the Fuehrer or Leader, the Muter, or u Luther
expreaes It, "der rec:hte, einlge Meister", "the one true Muter."
This all-bnportant truth appllc:a to all mlnlaten In their pulpit and
putoral work; It appllc:s to all Instructors in theology, to whom are
committed the education and preparation of the future ministers of
the Church; It applies to all atudenta of divinity preparing for the service
In the Church. There is a tendency nowadays to differentiate and to
make a distinction. Some IIBY, ministers and preachen should indeed
be bound in their preaching and teaching by Christ'• Word; but teachen
of theology should be more independent and have the right of scientific
invc:atlgation and thinking; and student■ of theology should be trained
to follow In their footsteps. But no! This word of Christ, "One la JIOUT
Muter, even Chrut," is addressed just to the teachers and atudents of
theology. It wu called forth by the attitude of the ac:rlbea and Pharisee■
In Israel, who were sitting in Mose:■' seat, u Christ state■ at the beginning
of His discourse; it applies to the "masters of Israel," u Christ c:a11a
one of them on another occasion. (John 3: 10.) And Hill word■ are
addressed to His disciples, the apostles, the teachers of Christendom.
Upon these He bnpresses the nec:ealty of their teaching being nothing
elae than the words and teaching■ of Christ, the Master. He ls, u
Luther aaya, the true Preceptor and Schoolmaster, also in theology,
He alone. And the true independence In theology consists in this, that
it c:onalden itself bound solely by God and by Chrlat. That la the
instruction and, at the same time, the promise which we u theologian■
receive from the Lord and Head of the Church: "If ve continue ln Mv
Word, chm 11re ve Mt1 dfac:lplea lndeecl, 11ncl 11• ahe&U 1mota the Cruell,
and the truth ahczll make tJOK free." (John 8:31,32.) Our theology must
not only be Chrlstoc:entrlc. so that Christ and Bia work of redemption
60
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la the beginning, micldle, and end of all tboupta and mecUtatlom which
we may have clay and night, but it must be the tbeo1oo of ant
Hlmself, so that we teach notblns elae then what Chrlat Blmlllf Im
taught and bu commanded Bis dllc:lpl• to oblerve. I clo not . _
at present the high-prienlv office of Christ, accordlq to whim Be II
the one true Mediator and Savior, but I am etrelelng Bil propMde
oJlice according to which He la the one peat and we Taacher wham ell
should hear according to the will of the Father in heaven. We lboalcl
teach what ChrJat has taught. Then we are true theologlaJII.
But how can we know, know for eure, what Christ bu teqhtT
Rome answers thJa question and pointa to the ao-callecl fnfeJJlbJe
Teacher of the Church on earth, the eucceaor of St. Peter end vicar of
ChrJat, the Pope. Through him ChrJat Himself speaks to man; the
Pope Ja the highest authority in matters of doctrine; everything elll,
even the Bible, is eubordinate to him. Christ is eliminated u Teacher.
Modem theology, also the so-called conservative theolo&Y, thlnb it
hears Christ's voice in the personal, rellgious experience of the theologian. This is the so-called "Erfahrunptheologie" or "Erlebnlltheologie," the theology of experience. According to this theory aaly
that is Christian doctrine which has been proved in the experience which
the theologian himself has experienced. But also in this theory Christ
is eliminated as the one true Master and Teacher. Buman experience
takes Bis place.
But not If Christ is really to remain our one true Muter and
Teacher, if our theology is truly to be nothing else than Christ'■
theology, we must abide by the words of Holy Scripture, where alone
in all the world we find Christ's Word. ChrJat Himself impresses that
upon us agajn and again. After Bis resurrection Be led the men
who were to be Bis witnesses unto the uttermost part of the world Into
the Scriptures of the Old Testament and expounded to them the■e Scriptures. From the writings of Moses and the prophet■ Be ■bowed them
and made them sure that Be was the promised Messiah, who had to
suffer and die for the sins of the world and rJae again on the third cl■y.
Thereby Be has fixed and ordained the Scriptures of the Old Testament
as source and norm of doctrine in Bis Church. And to those apoltla
whom Be led into the Scriptures, Be promised and sent Bil Holy
Spirit to lead them into all truth. Be commissioned and ordained them
a■ the teachers of all Christendom. Be gave them the Instruction:
Teac1l them to ob■ene all thing■ what,oever I h11ve com1111111Cfecl t,'OK
(Matt. 28: 20) ; and Be characterizes Bis Church, for which Be pray1,
as the community and sum total of those who would believe on Him
through the word of these apostles. Thus the word of the apoltJes encl
prophet■, or what is the same thing, the Holy Scripture of the Old
and New Testament, is the firm and infallible foundation of the Ch'Ul'Ch,
Jesus Christ Himself being the chief Comer-stone. Through both of
them, the apostles as well as the prophet■, spoke the Spirit of Cbrilt.
And therefore all theology claiming to be true theology, claiming to be
ChrJat's theology, must be grounded in all it■ doctrlnal statements upon
the in■pired word of the propheta and apostles. The old axiom of our
fathers: Quad
en bfblicum,
en theologicum, whatever is not

"°"

"°"
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Blb1lcal la not tbeologlcal, must be maintained •baolutely, without any
giving way and crumbling, without anyequivocation.
qulbbUq and
I know well enough that what hu been maintained in the preceding remarks Is nothing new in the balls of tbla Institution. It hu
been atatecl and Is being atatecl ap1n and again. But it ll8elDII to me
that ln these days of rapid changes we must lltrels the fundamentab.
And on this opening day it ahould apjn be atated. very emphatically
that this Is the theolOIY that Is to be taught and leamed in these balls
in the coming acbolutlc year. I Invite you, my dear students, to study
tbla theology with all clillgence and fervor. I am addrealng myaelf
to you, my young friends, who are now entering upon YoW' theological
studies and are thereby beginning an entirely new and different period
In your lives: I extend to you a moat cordial and lllncere welcome.
lllay you all make the right beginning, may you all avail younelves of
the opportunities offered to you, and may Goel bless your studies from
the very start. But I also say tbla to you who are returning to us for
their aecond, for their third, and for their &nal year. You know what
the study of theology is and implies, and I am anxious to exhort and
encourage you with all the power that words can convey to devote
your best efforts and abilities to the successful continuation of these
studies. May you all with God's assistance and help comply with the
purpose which our fathers laid down when they founded tbla institution
and which their successors h ave upheld to the present day, namely, to
educate a well-informed, a thoroughly Indoctrinated, and a pious, Goelfearing ministry for the needs of the Church.
Before closing I would like to make two announcementa that must
make us truly thankful to the Lord of the Church and the Giver of
all good things. Our new professor-elect, Dr. Paul Bretacher, is with us;
he will begin his teaching at once and will be formally installed ln
a special service tomorrow evenlns in Bethel Church. In behalf of
the Faculty, of the student-body, and of the Board of Control I bid him
a cordial welcome, and I am certain that all will join me in the wiah
and in the prayer that God aecordlns to His grace may bless him
abundantly in his work and make him a blessing for our Church in
general and for our institution in particular.
One of our professors, Dr. Walter A. Maier, hu rounded out twentyfive years in the service of the Church and nineteen of these years as
professor of theology in our Seminary. We all rejoice that the Lord has
blessed him so richly in his work, and we implore the Head of the
Church that He will continue to bless him; we say with David: Thou
ble•ttst, O Loni, 11nd iC •hall be bleaed /oreuer. (1 Cbron.17:27.)
L. F'IJmRIKGER

Wuerttemberg Epistle Lessons
1. Advent _ _ _ _Rom. 14:17-19
2. Advent
R.,m. 14:7-12
3. Advent
Acta 3: 19-26
John 1:1-4
, . Advent

Chr.istmas _ _ _ _ _Eph. 1:3-8
Second Christmas _ _Heb. 12: 1-4
Sunday aft. Christmas -1 Tim. 3: 16
New Year's Eve
'R'.eb. 13:14
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New Year'■ Day __ _2 Cor. 18:18
Sun. after New Year..l Thea. 5: 5-10
Epiphany
Ialah '2: 1-8
1. after Epiphany
Eph 8: 1-4
2. after Epipbany-.Rom.1:18-25.
3. after Epiphany --Ram. 5: 1-5
Septuagestma ---Ac:tll 9: 38-'2
Sexqe■lma
H ..b. 10:19-29
Qutnquagemma
2
·- · Cor. 11: 23-30
Invocavlt _ _ _ _1 Pet. 1: 17-25
Remtntscere
J•me■ 1:2-12
Oc:ull _ _ _ __ _ eor, 1:3-7

b. 10: 5-18
Judica _ _ _ _ _ 2 Cor. 5:14-21
Eater _ _ _ ___._ Cor. 15:1-20
Eater Monday _ . . i Cor. 15:51-58
1. •fter Euter
2 'l:'im. 2: 1-18
2. after Euter - - -Riev. 7: 13-17
3. after Euter ---Acts 4: 18-20
'- after Eater - - 1 Thess. 2: 9-18
5. after Euter - - - 1 Tim. 6: 11-18
A■cenaton _ __ _,H,eb. 4:14-18
&. after Euter _ _ _Col. 3: 1-10
Pentecoat _ _ _ _,.,.eta 2:32-'1
Pentecost Monday ·-··1 Cor. 2:7-16
Trinity _ _ _ _ _Titu■ 3:4-8
X..etere

L after Trlnlty _ A c t a 2:a-er
2. after Trinity --1 .John 1:5 to 2:1
3. after Trinity _ -Acts S:3MI
4. after Trtnlty __-Acts 1:1..a,
5. after Trinity ~ ll:1-1'
&. after Trinity
¥ I: C-10
7. after Trinity
Heb. 12:5-11
8. after Trtnlty _____ l Tim. 8:1-10
9. after Trinity _ __Acts 17:14-31
10. after Trlntty _ _ .1 Tim. 1:12-17
11. after Trlntty __,Tame■ 2:U-17
12. after Trtnlty --Rom. 7:18 to 8:4
13. after Trinity _ _PhD. 2: 1-11
14. after Trinity _ _I Pet.1:Z-11
15. after Trin1ty _..I John 2: 12-17
18. after Trinity .-1 Jobn2:Z8 to S:I
17. after Trinity
Reb. C:1-13
18. after Trinity
John C:7-11
19. after Trinity _Jame■ S:U-18
20. after Trinity ___], Tim. 2:1-1
21. after Trinity _..I Cor. 15:35-50
22. after Trinity ..--2 Cor. 4:11-11
23. after Trinity _---Hev. 21:1-1
2'. after Trinity _ _ ..Heb. 11: 1-10
25. after Trinity ___James C:C-10

Non:: The Wuerttemberg Series docs not offer apeclal texts for
Palm Suncla¥, :Maundy Thunclay, Good Friday, Relonnatton Day,
Tbanbglvtng Day, and Day of Repentance. We have asked our contributor■ to choose appropriate text■•
EIIITOIIIAL Coaouna

A Recent Catholic Explanation of Genesis 3:15
All those who are familiar with the Roman Catholic use of this text
are aware of the fact that both In the antichrilUan theology and tn the
whole field of liturgics this text hu been consistently used accordlnl
to the translation of the Vulgate, lltreulng the fp,a and commonly declaring it to refer to the Virgin Mary.
It is tnterating to note, however, that some Roman Cathollc ICholan
are honest enough to admit the error of the Vulgate translation. (Cp.
the article on the Latin Bible, Coxe. TmoL. MTHLY., IV, 184-189.) "1'he
moat recent article In this field of which we have knowledge appeared
tn the Ccuh.oUc Biblfc:al QWU"terls, (July, 1941, 225 f.), from which
we quote:
"(ProtoevngeU1Un) - I place enmlt.y
Between you and the woman.

And between your Ned and her Ned.

It aba11 cruah ,our head
And you llbalJ brulae Its heel.

''The cune of God not only imprecate■ the evil, but effect■ It. It ls
not to be conceived that prior to the curse the llffl)ent walked otbenrlse
or ate otherwise, but that which wu natural to the ■erpent becomes
a slcn of malediction; a perpetual reminder of the ■tn and the par-
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tlcip■tlon of the ■-pent in lt. Irratlonel anlmaJa ere subject to punishment elawben ln the Old Testament. (Gen. 9:5; Bx. 21:28 f.; Lev.
ID:15L). '1'bme who comider the ICJN!Dt a real one and not an apparent
ane ■ppJy v.14 literally to the Nrpent, flpnatlve]y to Satan; 'to go about
upon the ltomach' llgnl&es to be vile and contemptible (Lev.11:42); 'to

•t (or lick) the dust' aignlfles to be humWated, conquered (IL 49: 23;
Amema Letten). For those who consider the serpent a mere apparition,
• flll"m that Satan auumed, the worda apply primarily to Satan, but ln

the met■phorlcel •nae, humWatlo perpetua ac clapectus unlvenalll.
(Ceuppem, De Hwtona Primaevci, Rome, 193', p.180.)
"V.15. Tezt.-The VuJaate (cf. Douay Version) hu in this vene
fp-. Thia reading gives riae to two cUatlnct questions. (1) Is thia the
pnuJne reading of the Vulgate? (2) What la the genuine reading of
the origin■1 text? As to the fint question; the Pontlftc■l Comminlaa
for the Rewilon of the VuJaate working according to the crlUc■l prindples of Dom Quentin has given in the edition of Genesia the reading
Ip-. (Blblia Sacra juata Jatinam Vulgatam editlonem. Genesis, 1926).
Aceordlng to the Comminion then thla la the word that Jerome wrote
in his edition of the Latin Venion. As to the aecond question: the 11T
hu hu' merring to the masculine preformatlve, and the auflix (referring
to hu') of the next verb is in the mucullne. From the viewpoint of
textual criticlam there can be no doubt that the reading of the MT la
hu' and not' hi' (fem.). All the codices of the LXX read 11uw;, referring
It to arii oµ11; the translation is rather ncufldum n,uum, than cul verbum.
The tranalaton undentood it to refer to the Mealu. Grammatically
exact would be abto. The Latin Version Itala (Old Latin) hu ipn; the
Syrian Peschitta has hu.'; the Samaritan Pentateuch hu hu'; S. Jerome
in Quest. Hebr. m. Gen. has ipn (PL 23, 991). 'l'heae substantiate the
reading of the 11T and decide the question. The original reading wu
Jiu'; the tranalation, 'It (the seed) shall crush your head.' " P. E. K.

The "Lost Sixty Years"
With merence to Luther's statement "Here, in the cue of Abraham,
alxty years are lost" (I: 721), quoted in CoKCOIIDIA TlmoLOGICAL llolffllLY,
XD, p. 359, and repeated p. 409, one of our readers, Pastor W. G., writes
the following:
"Wer beim Ueberlnen von Gen.11, 28 bis 12, 4 nlcht gruendllch nachrechnet, well er wie Luther dazu kelne Zelt hat, ftndet allerdlnp, dus
lrpndwo in Tharahs und Abrahams Leben ueber 80 Jahre schelnbar
kelne Auakunft gegeben wird. Rechnen wlr nun aber einmal vom
Endpunkt zurueck: Abraham war 75 Jahre alt, ala er aua Haran zog,
Gen.12, 4. Tbarah starb in Haran im Alter von 205 Jehren, Gen. 11, 32.
Offenbar ist die Meinung des Textes, dan Abraham ,uu:h. Thcmzlu 7'ode
Haran verlfen und zu der Zelt 75 Jahre alt war. Geboren wurde Abraham demnach, ala Tharah das 130. Jahr uebenchritten hatte.
"Hiergepn wird Gen. 11, 28 ala Einwurf zltiert, wonach Tbarah ala
70jaehriger Abraham, Nabor und Haran zeugte. Will nun das besagen,
dan iuat damals alle drei Soehne Tharahs geboren wurden? Doch
wohl nlcht, sondern der Text kehrt nur hervor, dan vor dem Termin
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kefner der drel Soebne VOD '.l1iarah aezeuat wurde. KeJne dlltlnJda
Auakunft gibt ;fedoch der Text darueber, welcber der drel der Bntgeborne war und wann die andem gezeugt wurden. BnehliUNII lullt
alc:h fndes aua Gen.11, 32 vergllc:hen mlt 12, 4, daa Abraham nk:ht der
Aelteste war, sondern erst geboren wurde, ala Tbarah 130 Jabre alt
geworden war (und dann gehen 1m Leben 'l'harahll kelne 60 Jure

verloren). Darauf deutet aucb, daa nac:h Gen.11, 27--a Haran der
Vater des Lot und seiner Sc:hwestem Milka und J.laka war und stub,
noch ehe Tharah mit Abraham und Lot Ur in Chaldaea verllell. Haran
mua demnach ein ganz Teil aelter ala Abraham gewesen sein. Uncl
somit gewinnt obige Deutung Grund und Boden unter den Fueaen.
"Die Gesc:hichtadarstellung macht ganz den Eindruck, dall Baran,
Gen.11, 26, unter Tharahs Soehnen darum an letzter Stelle steht, well
von Ihm gleic:h weiter erznehlt wircl und damit aeine Geschichte IIDZllsagen zum Abschluss kommt. Abraham aber wird unter den Soelmen
Tharahs an die ente Stelle gerueckt, well er in der weiteren ErzaehlUDI
die Hauptpel'IIOD abgeben sollte. Denn auc:h von Abrahams Bruder
Nabor wird nur mitgeteilt, dass er wie auch Abraham ein Weib nahm,
und viel spaeter wird eine kurze Nachricht ueber Soehne des Nabor
nac:hgetragen, Gen. 22, 20--24. Unentschieden bleibt nocb, ob Abraham
oelter war ola Nabor oder nicht.
"Die erwaehnte Erzaehlungsweise findet sich auch sonst in der
Sc:hrift, z. B. in der Geschichte Noohs. Nach Gen. 5, 32 war Noah
500 Jahre alt und zeugte Sem, Ham und Jophet. Vgl. Gen. 6, 1; 9, 18;
10, 1; 1 Chron. 1, 4. Auch diese warcn nlcht Drillinge. Japhet wlrd
ebenfalls zuletzt genannt, well bald dornuf seine Gesc:hiehte zum Absc:hluu kommt, Gen.10, 1-S. Unmlttelbar folgt bier, Gen.10, 6-20, Hams
Geschic:hte, ebenfalls obschlie111end, um Sems Geschichte als die HauptAche der Erzaehlung einzufuehren und fortzuspinnen. Hier nun ftndet
sic:h elne auadrueeklic:he Altersongabe: Ham helsst gegenueber seinen
Bruedern Noah■ klelner, d. h. wohl juengster, Sohn, Gen. 9, 24. Und betreffa des Alters Sems und Jophets entscheidet Gen.10, 21, wo zu ueberaetzen ist: 'Sem, der aeltere Bruder Jophets.' Vgl. Gen. 11, 10 mlt 7, 6
und 5, 32. Du im Hebraelschen nac:hgcstellte AdjekUv 'der aeltere' gehoert eben zu Sem. Vgl. Ges. 126, 5 (Beisplele: 'das Werk Jehovah■,
du grosse,' Deut. 11, 7; 'die Knechte meines Herrn, die geringen,'
Jes. 36, 9) . Josephua reiht Ant. I, 4. 1 Noah■ Soehne so aur: 'Sem, Japhet,
Ham.' Aber die Reihenfolge der Soehne Tharahs mag die gewesen sein:
Haran, 60 Jahre spaeter: Abraham und dann (vielleicht von einem
anderen Weibe): Nabor. Vgl. Jos.24, 2 (und Sarah, Gen.20, 12)."
See also Arndt, Doea tile Bible ContTadfct ltael/?, page 16: "There
(Gen. 11: 28) Abram ls mentioned first. That may be due to his having
been the ftrst-bom. But i t may just as well have had some other
reason, (or instance, that Abram was the most prominent one of the
sons of Terah and hence is given the first place in the 11st. If we usume,
as we may well do, that Abraham was the youngest of the three brothers
named, and that he was born when his father was 130 years old, his
age at the time of his father's death was seventy-five."
The "lost .sixty years," it would seem, have been found.
E.
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,
Is the Pope of Bome the Antlcllrlst7 - Under this heading the
AUffl'Alfcm Luthera" (July 11, lNl) writes: '"l'he quutlon should really
be, Ia he the 'man of lln' referred to in 2 Theu. 2: ST For some reason
the 'man of lln' referred to by St. Paul bu always been identified with
tho AnUchrlst to whom St.John refen [1 John 2:18]. . • . Assuming
that they are identical, are the marks of them found in the Roman
Papacy? Luther and the Lutheran Church have alwaya held that they
are. In the Smalcald Artlcles the Lutheran Church states: 'This teac:blng
shows forcclully that the Pope ls the very Antlchrist, who bu exalted
hlmaelf above, and opposed blmaelf against, Christ.' And again: 'On this
ac:count they ought to desert and execrate the Pope with his adherents
u the kingdom of Antichriat.' In view of such an official statement lt
ls rather astounding that our contemporary the Luthenln Hen&ld, in its
issue of July 7, boldly asserts that 'it seems contrary to the truth to
claignate the Pope the very Antichrist,' and this for the reason that
the Papacy still upholds the doctrine of the Trinit¥ and of the divlnlt.y
of Christ. Luther had no quarrel with the Pope on account of these
doctrines; nevertheless he stated: 'Therefore know that the Pope is the
veritable, true, Snal Antichrist of whom all the Serlptures speak, whom
the Lord bu already commenced to consume with the Spirit of His
mouth and whom He will very aoon destroy with the brightness of His
coming.' That Luther held because the Pope opposes the doctrine of
jusUficaUon by faith na taught in the Gospel. And the eminent theologians of the Lutheran Church are In agreement with Luther. Even
the mlld-henrted Spener says: 'This [that the Pope is the antichrlat] ls
an article to which our Church in the Smalcald Articles expressly confCSIIC■ adherence, and it is not permissible for us to give up this truth;
and the more we have to fear that th1■ Roman Babel will pour out its
final rage upon us, the more it is nec:esaary for us to be grounded and
strengthened in this knowledge that we may learn to beware of it.'
And in his Comn1entATJI of tlie New Teatament the late Dr. R. C.H. Len■kl,
of the American Lutheran Church, says: 'What obstructs the vision of
so many and leads them to deny that the Pope ls the Antichrist is a
£allure to appreciate in their person the fact that justification by faith
alone is the soul and center of all that is true Chriatlanit¥. All other
doctrines have their roots in th1■ one.' He goes on to quote the Decrees
of the Council of Trent, the confession of faith of the Romanl■ts, where
in condemnation of Luther's teaching the papists ■ay: 'If any one should
have said that men are juatified either alone through imputation of the
right.eouanea of Christ or through the forgivenea of sins, to the exclusion of the grace and love which the Holy Ghost bu poured into
their hearts and which dwell in them, and that the grace by wblch we
are juatlfled ls alone the good will of God, let him be accursed.' Now,
the conclusion that the head of an organization that pronounces a curse
on the plain teachings of St. Paul and the whole of Scripture, notwlth-
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at.ancllq he, for hlltorical reuom, stlll cbamplom th. c1uetzbw of tlle
'l'rlnlty and the divinity of Cbriat, ill Antlchrillt, ill Slllq' one that ogpt
not to be objectecl to. "Ihe late Putar Kavel wu clealrou of maJdDI
ac,me corrections to the Lutheran confeaalom of faith, but he nanr fDlmd
fault with what they have to uy conc:emlq the Papacy."
We quote thfa u a striking tatlmony (rendered In a truly IIVllll•
gelical way) from brethren living thouancu of mn.. away, Jet faclnl
the 1111me problem u we do in our own country. There are IDIIDY factDn
today that move thoughtful men to ''rethink" the hllltmlca1 poalUon of
our Chun:h regarding AnUchrlat. Never since the Dark A.- ha the
"falling away" from the aolG fide been u complete and general u lt 11
today; work-rlghteoumea ill the preeminent doctrine not ~ of renegade Romanillm, but alm of renegade Protestantlam. Why, then, abouJd
the Pope be the "man of sin"? Never, too, bu there been such Smee
and wide-spread oppos!Uon to the aola grad& u we find today. Why,
then, should the Pope be the "aon of perdlUon"? In addition, Dllftl'
before has the Roman Church appeared ao saintly and Christian u lt
does today, upholding, apparently, the hilltorical creeda of the Chriltlan
faith with amazing emphasill and test1fylng agaimt the manifestly matlchrlltian isms of our time with laudable eamestneu. Lutly, ~
all confeaing Chrlltians within CalvlnillUc circles are mWennlalbta and
repudiate the doctrine that the Pope is the very Antichrilt. We m'Uli
therefore not become impatient if today the decision of our Oaurch,
made at a time when Rome seemingly was at its worst, is su'bmlttecl to
critical scrutiny even In Lutheran circles. And yet, during all the four
hundred years that passed by since the ReConnaUon restored the true
Gospel, nothing has occurred in Romanism to prove that Luther and his
coworkers erred in their Christian judgment of the Papacy. Rome's
detestation of the aola 'fide manifests itself in its recent Revisecl New
Testament u clearly u it does in the Decrees of the Council of Trent;
and the "vermin-brood of manifold idolatries, begotten by the cfraaan'•
tail, the Mass" (TrigL, p. 485) is revered as much in modem reJlnecl
Rome u it was in medieval crude Rome. As some one bu aid: "Rome
still stands today u the eccleaiastical hypocrite JIClr ucellnee In
Christendom."
J. T.Jll.
Profeaor G. ;J. Fritsche! Deceased. - From Dubuque, Iowa, the new■
hu been aent .out that Dr. Geo. J. Fritsche), well known to many members of our Synod through his participation in effort■ to establish unity,
on October 5 departed this life. He wa■ the son of Professor Gottfried
Fritschel, one of the founders of the Iowa Synod and until his delth
professor at the Wartburg Seminary in Dubuque. The son, who ha
now entered eternal rest, first aerved for a number of years u pastor,
and then be wu called to a professorship at the same seminary at which
his father bad taught. His chief &eld of theological intere■t wu symbolic■ and church hilltory. Several books which he issued either alone
or in collaboration with others deal with subjects pertainJng to this
sphere. In the endeavors to arrive at unit¥ of doctrine with the Synodlaal Conference, he showed great interest and ln the twentia wu one
of the chief spokesmen of the Iowa Synod. His pamphlets were pven
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praentatlon of the doctrine of election It

wu he who more than anybody e1ae mnph•slzed •be ao-called a-podlriori
treatment of tbl■ doctrine. We pereanally alwaya regarded him u
tbeoJogl■ n who eamestJy endeavored to bring about a union of the
various Lutheran. church-bodlell OD the only proper foundation: the

a

Wozd .of. God and the Ccmfea■lom of the Lutheran Church. A number
of. year■ ego be IIUffered a ~ c lltroke, which made It lmpoaible for
him to continue hie work u profeaor. Bia phyalc■l diabllit;y be bore
with exemplary Cbristlm patience and fortitude. He wu bom in 1887
and became a member of the Wartburg Seminary facult;y in 1906. A.
Latbenn Consciousness.- In the Lutheran Staftdanl Dr. G. C. Gut,
submitting recollection■ pertalnlng to Dr. C. C. Helo, the firet president of

the American Lutheran Church, includes the following slgnl&cant paragraph 1n hie article:

"Later be often lamented the lac:t that 10 many of his brethren did
not ■eem to take their ministry u aerlously as they should, that they
were lncllned to be lazy and slipshod in their teaching and their preaching, and that they seemed to have so much time for things that he never
found It possible to do. Above all, be deplored the fact that apparently
they were losing their Lutheran CODIClowmess, that their sermons no
loqer bad that Lutheran ring, and that their practice wu not thoroughly
Lutheran. This be attributed in a great measure to the c:ircwmtanc:e that
they read so much non-Lutheran literature and neglected to study the
Lutheran Confessions and the other literary masterpieces of Lutheranism
from which he hlmaelf drew so lreely."
Our comment ls that the American Lutheran Church ls not the only
Lutheran body which should ponder the views here ucrlbed to Dr. Hein.
A.
'"'l'be United Lutheran Church Bu Moved Away from the 'Pure
'l'blnkiq' of the Older Ortbodoxy."-Thls ls a statement whlcb the
Lut1umi.n. ChuTch QuaTteTlV (October, l!Ml) makes in an article entitled
"Albrecht Rlt■cbl in Modem Thought." The writer points out that such
Meo-Lutherans in Germany u Karl Helm, P. Althaus, and others, u also
the theologians of Lund, Sweden, have been greatly lnftuenced by
Rltschl'• "emphasis on value" (cf. Rlt■cbl'• dlstlnctlon between Seinaun.U, actual value, and WerluTteU, estimated value), which lies at the
basis of dialectic theology, whose premises theae theologlaDS share. For
them to know God ls to know Him "exlstent1ally." What that meam in
particular the writer shows by way of illustration when he says:
"Althaus comlstently emphasizes that in the Bible we have the truth
1n 'earthen vesaels' (which means that the Bible ls not God'• 1nsp1red,
and, therefore, not infalllble Word, but a mixture of divine revelation
and of human speculation) . The Scriptures do not give us any Information u to the 'ages of roclca,' but they are dvn.amw theou (power of
God) to bring us to the 'Rock of Ages.' The Meo-Lutherans, therefore,
are not apologists 1D the older meanlng of the term. They do not write
boob OD Cbristlm apologetics u our own L. Keyser of Sprlngfteld, who
fought a noble but losing battle against the encroachment of natural
sc:lenee and historical crit1clsm on rellglon. I& aeem.s that the United
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Lutlumzn Chun:J, hu moued AINV from th. 'pure ehlnldq' ol die aWa
ortlU>dozt, to1Nnls 11n 11ppredczffon.-u ,ae hope-al ezlltnflal tMll1dllf
11nd flOt totaczrcl II Neo-K11nde&n ~ [italb our own]. But the
older t,ype of orthodoxy ls by no meam dead in America. It ls a vUal
force in American Fundamentalism u well u in aome Lutheran bodla
We, therefore, feel that all negotiations for Lutheran unity wDl fall •
long os the other Lutheran bodies continue to reject in principle the
exJstentlol interpretation of the Scriptures. To a theolopan thfnJdq
exJstentlolly, a Lutheran ls one who confe11es God to be the Maker
of hcnven ond earth, to whom every humon being ls responsible and who
says with Luther: 'I believe that Jesus Christ hu redeemed me, a llllt
and condemned creature.' But to the Missouri Synod, for 1nstanc:ie,
belief in God involves the intellectual ogrecment that He has created
the world in the 'manner' stated in Genesis, i. e., within six days of
twenty-four hours each and that sin come into the world 'u described
in Genesis 3'" (the words in quotation marks refer to our Brief Statl1Ullt
of tlte DoctriJU&l Poaitfon of the Mfuouri Synod). ''To the former, UDlty
of faith means primarily fellowship of those who have experienced the
saving grace of God in Christ Jesus; to the latter it means, above all,
agreement in the intellectual apprehension of doctrine. There b wo
VIA MEDIA betwee" tl,eae two view•. Con1eque11tlv 110 committee will
euer succeed in eatablislling Lutl,eran unity unleu tJ1e one parti, b
willing to sun-ender its prembes in fa.var of tl,e other or nztlaer in. favor
of the tn,tJ, [italics our own]."
Concerning the doctrine of crcntion os stoted in the Brief Statenu111t,
the writ.er says: "These sentences ['We reject every doctrine which
denies or limits the work of creation ns taught in Scripture. In our days
it ls denied or limited by those who assert, ostensibly in deference to
science, that the whole world come into existence through a process of
evolution; that ls, that it has, in immense periods of time, developed
more or less out of itself'] imply n confusion of two different principles,
of evolution u a descriptive form of nature and of evolution ns a causal
force inherent in nature. It goes without saying that Christian theolOIY
cannot subscribe to the latter, whercns we can see no reason why the
Church should oppose, or even deny, within certain limits, the validity
of the former." Practically, this means that the Christian Church must
reject atheistic evolution, while it may (or perhaps should) tench theistic
evolution, f. e., the theory that evolution wns God's way of creating this
world. As a matter of fact, the Bible rejects both the theistic and atheistic
evolution and teaches direct divine crcotion, as declared in the Brief
Statmnent.
But the matter here discussed deserves more detailed consideration.
The writer of the article on Ritschl, of course, does not speak in the
name of the entire United Lutheran Church. We know definitely that
a large number of ministers in the U. L. C. A. do flOt think existentially,
but cling to the "pure thinking of the older orthodoxy," confessing not
only the sofa gn&tfe&, but also the sole& SCTiptura.. But it is true that the
group which represents the Qwznerlv yields somewhat to the Ritacblian
and, in particular, Bartbian (dialectic) delusion, which does away with
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pracUcally everythlna wblch orthodox Lutheranism hu ever taught
concerning the Inspiration, the lnerraney, and the authority of Holy
Scripture, And the writer speaks very c:orrectly when he says that
there Is n o • media between the United Lutheran Neo-theolop and
the orthodox Lutherans in our country who still take such passages as
2'1'im.3:16; 2Pet.1:21; Johnl0:35; lCor.2:13, and many others teachIng verbal and plenary lmplratlon, aeriously. But the writer is wrong
when be says that to the 114issourians unity of faith means above all
aaniement in the intellectual appTehenslon of doctTlne, while to the
United Lutheran Liberal it means · primarily fellowship of those who
have experienced the saving grace of God ln Christ Jesus. To the
Miaourian "fellowship of those who have experienced [sic?] the saving
grace of God ln Christ Jesus" Is extremely important; for only those
who have experienced the saving grace of God in Christ Jesus are
children of God and so members of the Christian Church (the U'll4
mncta). But how can any one experience the grace of God ln Christ
Jesus apart from the Word of God, and how can we keep this Word if
the Bible is robbed of its reliability? If the United Lutheran Liberals
are so very fond of some of the views of Albrecht Ritsc:hl, let them
remember that he did not accept Christ's deity and vicarious atonement and the aola. fide as essential to Christian fellowship, and from the
premise of his theological system he did this consistently. Karl Barth
does not go quite as far as did Ritschl, but if°he halts before the modernistic precipice of denying the Christian truth, it is only because of
a "fortunate Inconsistency." Brunner, more scholarly, more logical, and
more reconditc than Barth, docs not follow his master in this "fortunate
inconsistency'' but boldly espouses the "unfortunate consistency" of
absolute Modernism. Dr. Reu, in rebuking certain liberal errorists in his
own communion, writes in the October issue of the KircJllicJ1e ZeitacJ&rift
(p. 607): "Aber weiss der Schreiber denn gar nichts davon, dass es
Missouri und uns urns Wort Gottes und sein Verstaendnis geht, und
dnss das Wort Goltes die hoechsle Majcstaet ist, die es auf Erden gibt.?"
This is a fitting rebuke nlso for the present writer on Albrecht Rilschl in
the LutJ1eTan CJ&un:J& Qua11eTly, who ignores the fact that whatever
Missourian and other orthodox theologians have written in this controversy regarding inspiration and kindred subjects, has been written
only lo preserve intact and inviolate the Word of God with all its specific
teachings. The history of Christian doctrine proves that wherever the
1ola. Scriptuni has been repudiated, there also the sola. gntla. was no
longer esteemed and confessed. Liberalism, which overthrows the Bible,
must of necessity overthrow also its central doctrine of jUBtificat.ion by
faith in the blood of Christ. The battle for the Bible is the battle for
the preservation of the foundation of our Christian faith. J. T. M.

New mort to Unite the Northern Presbyterians and the Episcopalians. - On this topic the CJ&ri1tian. CentUT-!J (undenominational) reports in an editorial as follows: "The commissions which are conducting
the negotiations for union of the Presbyterian Church of the U.S. A.
and the Protestant Episcopal Church have submitted a new proposal
to those two bodies. They outline a method by which joint ordination
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mlpt be provided for thoae entering the mlnlltry In the two c:burda.
In the coune of time, they suaeat, the procea of joint ordination would
render unimportant the iaue of clerfcal orden on wbleh the pnmoua
negotlatJom have stalled and thua would make poalb1e conaummatlan
of that organic unity of the two churchea to which both are cammlttld.
'It la qreecl that In future,' aya the new propoeal, 'ordlnatlom within
either church of men to be set ulde for the mlnlltry u prabyten or
prlata (which are regarded as worda of the ume meaning within the
acope of this agreement) shall be by the method of joint ordination
herein set forth.' This method provides for ordination by an BpJscopal
bJshop 'and the presbytery in the area In which the ordination shall
take place,' with both bishop and clergy designated by the presbytery
joining 'In the laying on of bands.' This ordlmtion 'shall lnclude, OI'
be preceded by, a declaration on the part of the ordlnand of c:unformit;J
to tho doctrine, discipline, and worship of the church In whlch be 11 to
be ordained, and of due regard for the doctrine ancl dlsc:lpline of the
other church.' The service is to bo followed by a celebration of the
communion, 'a presbyter or bishop who hu received joint ordination
acting as celebrant.' 'Every mlnlster so jointly ordained shall be eu,lble
to minister the Word and Sacraments In either church,' and may transfer
from presbytery to diocese or from diocese to presbytery without reordination. 'This agreement,' the proposal concludes, 'ls to be regarded
as an interim step toward organic unity between the two churches, and
it ls hoped that the gradual growth of n joint ministry, joint parishes
and mlulons, and perhaps even joint presbyteries and dioceses, may
bring about better mutual understanding and fellowship, and lead toward
further steps until, under the guidance of the Holy Spirit, the two
churches may become one church, in the fellowship of the one, holy,
catholic, apostolic church which ls the body of Christ.'" The c:aUle of
divlslon between these two church-bodies hu been cblefty man-made
doctrines, that of the episcopal succession and that of the divine origin
of the presbyterial organization of the church. It ls a pity that the
human origin of these distinctive doctrines ls not recognlzed.
A.
Union of Church and State Advocated by a Promlnat Brltllll
Clersyman. - According to Amerim (Roman Catholic), the Rev. Nathaniel Mlcklem, Principal of Mansfield College located in Oxford,
England, a Congregationalist school, made some disturbing IUIINifons
in a meeting of laymen which he addressed In thla country. He 11
quoted to have said, "The State hu been actually Chrlstlan, but nominally free. Now Christianity is no longer the accepted religion. There
are new fanatical religions, such as National Socialism and Communllm,
which are actively antichrlstian. That ls the new situation in Europe.
There cannot be a religiously neutral education. If we do ·not inculc:ate
Christlanlty in the schools, we will lneulc:ate materialist, communllt,
natlonallst, or Nazi ouUoob. F.ducatlon la a field in which aiun:h
and State must cooperate." We do not think that Dr. Mlcklem correctly
describes the situation when he aya that education is either Cuisttan
or antJchrlstlan. His remarks are too sweeping. The solution which
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he Neb la to be found not in a union af Church and State u far u
edueaUon la concerned, but In acboolll operated by churches, like our
ao-called Chrlatlan clay-school. '!he remedy which he p1opoan would,
in the Jut analym, deprive '1111 of rellpnu liberty and reintroduce an era
af IPlrltual opp1ealon.
A.

After 8bdeen Yean. - Ernest Gordon, in the Sunda11-1ehool Time,
(non-denamlnatlonal), under thla title, reporta the followinl: "Thia is
the title of a report InIUchardaon,
Inland Africa by Mr. Kenneth
which
dacrihes the reaulta of his prayer and work. Re uya: "We remember
the moonlight nlghta when first we came here, when a1eep wu lmpoalble
on ac:eount of the throb of the drums and the sonp and yeU. of drunken
clancen. Thoaa thinp are seldom heard now. The fetishes which were
worn by all have dlaappcared. The very few witch cloctora aWl In
pnctlce are ashamed to carry on their trade In public; quite a number
are now memben of the Church here. The rlalnl generation la almost
entirely literate, having leamed to read at one or another of our sixty
bush achools in conneetlon with our rural chapels. There they have all
been taught to read the New Testament and have heard the Gospel
preached dally. We estimate that about six thOU11and New Testaments
an In cin:ulatlon. and during the put year we have sold over twelve
hundred in addition to very many other Scripture portions. It la given
to few In these days to start from the very beginning and see a Church
of seven hundred built up in sixteen yean. And there are at present
thirty-seven hundred othen attending cl11De11 for Instruction with a
view to Baptism. The native offerings during 1939 amounted to about
SCSO, an enormo'UII amount when one conaiden the extreme poverty of
these people. Every penon In the district hu had the Gospel preached
to him repeatedly, and there are rural chapels In reach of all. From this
well-evangelized district we go to one of the moat primitive parts of
Kenya Colony."
Thia report shows that the Gospel is aWl "a power of God unto
salvation to every one that believeth," Rom.1: 16, and that there are still
men who In the spirit of St. Paul and the other apostles are wiling to
carry it to those living In spiritual darkness. There is a ring of triumph In
the words: "From thla well-evangelized district we go to one of the moat
primitive parts of Kenya Colony," reflecting Paul's own triumphant missionary spirit In Rom. 15: 28: "When, therefore, I have performed thla
and have sealed them this fruit, I will come by you Into Spain." The
Sut1da11-school Times records another Instance of such triumphant missionary spirit. Fint it quotes renegade Prof. F. C. Grant of Union Theological Seminary u saying in his Haskell Lectures delivered in the School
of Theology of liberal Oberlin College: "The claim to be Messiah was,
we believe, never made by J'eaua, but appean to be the refteetlon of
the early Church's belief. The kingship belonged solely to God. There
wu no room for a Meaalanic klng. To put it plainly, for J'esua to
claim himself to be the head of God's kingdom, after all He had aald
in hia public teaching about the divine rule, would have been nothing
short of blupbemy." Then lt tells U11 how a distribution of the gaapel
of John to the 4,566 students In the Univenity of Southern California
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hu been made jointly by students of WhNtun CoUep Ull tbe Blb1e
Imtltute of Loa Angeles. With each copy went • lltt1e Jetlllr .....
mending the book u the fnap!recl Word of Goel and guide to amdlaa.
Student. of the Bible Institute attended to the cllatrlbutlaa. "No IDCma'
had the boob been sent," reporta the King'• .Buinua, "than the ntmn
mall WU flooded with replia from Unlvenlty of Califonda itudeata.
On the card provided many student. checbd the line which rad:
'I wlllh to know more about Goel'■ plan of free ■alvation tbroqh Bl■
Son, J11111111 Chrl■L' No time was lo■t by BIOLA ■tudenb In vl■ltin8 tbae
and making plain the way of ■alvatlon to ■ome who had never con■ldered IL Other replies were dally received u a result of tbl■ dl■tributlon." Such accounts should enc:ounage u■ to continue In tbe
proclamatJon of the Gospel. Are 1.011 u■lng every opportunity we bave
of witneafng to Christ?
J. T.IL
What Is Chrl■tlanlty?-The Watchman-Ezamfner (March 27, l.Nl)
dl■cuaes editorially the Lyman Beecher Lecturea for 1939, dellverecl at
Yale University by Dr. C. Morrl■on, editor of the Chriatiaa Cenh&1'V, which
have now appeared In a book entitled \Vha& I• ChriaffAnltv:P Annrer1n1
the questJon "What is Dr. Morrison's deJlnltion of Chri■tlanlty?" tbe
editorial says: "One gathers the impression that hlstory I■ to Dr. llonilon
what the Bible is to the Fundamentalist. As the latter belleftll tbe
Word of God to be inspired throughout, ■o the former takes as his in■plred
convictlon not any partJcular event In hl■tory but the 'hl■toric:al ecnatinuum in which it occurred.'" It next quotes Dr. Morrl■on u uylq:
"The herc■y of Protestantism conalsted In the faet that it transferred
the loeua of both revelation and ■alvatlon altogether out■lde of tbe
community. The locus of revelation ls placed In the Bible. A revelation
In hlstory mu■t be of the substance of history. The Bible cannot qualify
u the revelation because it ls not of the substance of history. It ls not
the hl■torlcal revelation." Commenting on this statement, the editorial
goea on: ''Rejecting the Bible, therefore, as the historical revelation
prepared for, preserved unto, and providentially bestowed on, man by
Goel, Dr. Morrison l■ driven baek to "perceiving the revelation of God
in specific events.' To get at the divine c:onff11uum, he must atudy
hlstory-such as ls known-and place events as they have occurred
before the bar of his judgmenL We feel this would Inevitably require
an omniscience we would never wl■h to assert and lead u■ to a search
for the sinister In past and current events that we would not regard
1111 healthy. God has not yet made u■ the judge of all the earth.
It seem■ to u■ that loyalty to the Bible, which Dr. Morrison regretfully
refer■ to oa 'heresy,' has been and I■ today the vital foundation of evangelical Christlanlty, the principal factor In Its continuance, and the meam
for the enlightenment of the followers of Christ, past and present. This
enllchtenment he defines as 'psychological' Chrlstlanlty. He asserts,
'Not the Bible, but the living Church, the body of Christ, ls the true
Word of God.' But this is like saying that an effect negatives its eause,
which I■ not true. Such a came and such an effect cannot be let
opposite to each other. 'Faith cometh by hearing and hearing by the
Word of God.' The Bible was given by insplratJon of God to deliver us
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fram Nlf wnonecl amnhclm:ice. to ..,,. us frrm ..U-sulllclent pride and
U. slnJnar mooda, to pnaerve m from mental, moral, and apJrltua1
mrbauatlon In a futile aearch to find om God. It wu bestowed to 'make
m wiN unto Alvatlon.' To nprd It, u Dr.llorrfaon does, u a problem
of paymo1ol)' and. la doc:trines u only fdeo1oglea of confusion would
be to remove the one aun hue on which evanplla1 Cbrlstlanlty c:an
unite and be happily blaled of God. The Bible alone la a common bue
for our faith." Thia la only a part of the flne editorial, but it ahowll
lllfflclently that there are stlll enouah bellevinl and confessing Christiana
left In the churches of our country to expose the falsehoods of liberal
lmpoaton; and this in a periodical which la Intended for the common
people.
J. T. M.
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Brief Items. -According to the church prea the University of
Southem Callfomla, located at Los Angeles, bas announced that for the
first time a coune on the principles of Lutheranism will be offered this
year. The lecturer will be one of our brethren, the Rev. C. W. Bemer
of Los Angeles, Calif. Churches whoso principles have been presented
In former years are the Roman Catholic, the Episcopalian, the Greek
Orthodox, and the Mormon. The Jews, too, have had an opportunity of
presenting their religion.
Under the direction of Dr. Henry Einsbruch, who is In charge of
Jewish mlalon activity in the United Lutheran Church, the first Ylddlsb
New Testament to be published in our country bas been producecl.
It was gotten out in Baltimore, Maryland.
The American Board of Commluloners for Foreign Missions bas
announced that all its missionaries have now been withdrawn from
Japan, leaving the Congregational churches without missionary work In
that country for the first time In 72 years.
The American Bible Society lately received an enormous order from
the British and Foreign Bible Society. '!be latter requests that one
million Portugueae gospels be printed and placecl at its cllsposal
"'Few l)l'ellchers use rhetoric or gesture today.' A writer in the
Church Times makes this observation in some notes upon pre9ent-day
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preachen. He says their characteriatlca are far allpter than In the
put, from which he takea J'oaeph Parker u a BtrDdns example. •••
Die Ardiblahop of York atanda atoc:k lltlll and trusts to bla toueh with
the ccmgrep.tlon. • • • There ii little doubt that the radio hu declad
the style of preacb!ng. "l'he radio does not lend ltaelf to rhetoric; the
preacher must make the voice do all that In former daya piture and
facial expreuion used to do. The radio may alao tend to lnc:reua the
demand for shorter aermcma."-Bclt.lHlt"Cl Shillito, In the ChrilCf&R Cllldl&fW.
Catholic Action has been defined u eaentlally "tbe collaboratkm
of the laity In the apostolate of the Hierarchy." CardlnaJ MaaJlone, Papal
Secretary of State, in his letter of July 2' addresled to the Bev.J.P.
Archambault, S. J'., president of the Semcdnea Soelale• of Canada, recalla
the further explanation of the nature of Catholic Action given by the
present Pontiff In his Encyclical Summ, Pontifiea.tua and add.a tbe more
apecillc characterization: "Catholic Action is a strongly orpnlzed collaboration, differentiated according to the different categorlea of pencma
to be reached, in close union with the Bishops and their ec:clalutlml
auxWariea, to whom the apostolic mandate has been specially entruatm.•
Die application of these principles, adda Cardinal Maglione, and their
adaptation to a world In perpetual dlaturbance, demands continual ltudy
and toil. -America (Roman Cathollc) .
America (Jesuit weekly) writes~ "Luther thought he would put
religion In the vaults of private judgment for aafekeeping. He argued,
It ii not aafe with Rome. • • . '11le followers of Luther have for the
most part lOlt their religion." What are the facts? The Pope aid,
"Follow Rome." Luther said, "Follow Christ." He adclecl that thla la
111ch a sacred matter that its performance cannot be turned over
to anybody elae. How can any one who ls loyal to the Scriptures take
a different course?
A unique piece of work ls clone by the members of the Pioneer llllssion Agency of Philadelphia. The announcement uys, '"1'hirty-seven
people are living this year In the most Inaccessible regions of Maico
and are worklnl with eighteen Indian tribes. Their work ls mostly Bible
tranalation." So reports a correspondent In the Chriaefc&n CenturJI.

Attorney General llllcKittrick of Missouri hu thrown a monkeywrench Into plans to launch clasaea in religious education &mOJII four
thousand children In the Kansas City elementary achools. He hu ruled
that pupils may not be dismisaec:I during school houn to attend such
claaes. The new plan wu scheduled to 10 into effect October 13.Chril-tfan Centuf'tl.
A.

Corrlpnda
On page 813 (November issue), footnote 117, line ,t, read "JeaDE'
for "Jesus."
On page 823 footnote i2s should read: "It is a well-grounded
bypotheais'' - ii It really?
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